


Stop the UN's New 
World Order: 
Hitler in Blue Helmets. 
DID YOU KNOW: 
• that the population control 
movement is nothing but a 
whitewashed version of the 
Nazi eugenics policy, which 
was developed in Britain and 
the United States, then export
ed to Hitler's Germany? 
• that the United Nations has 
set up a series of conferences, 
beginning with the September 
1994 International Conference 
on Population and 
Development, in Cairo, Egypt, 
whose purpose is to reduce 
world population by more 
than two billion people and 
institute a utopian world dicta
torship? 
• that Nation3I Security Study 
Memorandum 200, written 
under the direction of Henry 
Kissinger and Brent Scowcroft 
in 1974, defines population 
growth as the enemy of the 

United States, and targets over 
a dozen Third World countries 
on its "population enemies 
list"? 
• that since NSSM 200 was 
written, American dollars 
have paid for the sterilization 
of roughly half of Brazil's 
women of childbearing age? 

This report, revised and 
expanded from the 1992 
Special Report "The genocidal 
roots of Bush's 'New World 
Order,'" is intended to help 
catalyze a fight for national 
sovereignty, the family, and 
human life in the face of the 
Malthusian onslaught of the 
United Nations and its one
world imperial supporters. 

The new sections include 
texts of major statements 
against the Cairo population 
conference by the Schiller 
Institute, Vatican, and others, 
and self-indicting extracts 
from the planning documents 
drafted by the United Nations 
bureaucrats. 
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From the Editor 

In the next issue, EIR will present one of the Special Reports which 
have been making current history since "The Coming Fall of the 
House of Windsor" last October. 

The topic will be the Conservative Revolution, the self-avowed 
Jacobin conspiracy associated most prominently with Squeaker of 
the House Newt Gingrich. As EIR's investigative team will demon
strate, this group has behind it the entire panoply of international 
oligarchist forces whose antecedents, earlier in this century, brought 
about two world wars and the nightmare of fascism. 

It is especially appropriate that this theme be addressed unflinch
ingly as we begin, in 1995, to commemorate the end of World War 
II. A few days ago, the occasion recalled was the 50th anniversary 
of the liberation of Auschwitz, with ceremonies at the Nazi death 
camp in Poland and commentaries around the world. What was 
generally underemphasized in these reflections, was the purpose of 
Auschwitz as an economic experiment in producing gasoline and 
rubber from coal-an experiment in which the Rockefellers and 
other prominent American families were deeply involved. Their 
ideological and financial heirs are at work today in the Conservative 
Revolution. 

By way of anticipating the Special Report, this week's Feature 
is study of the very influential philosopher Professor G. W.F. Hegel. 
The author enlists the assistance of another famous German figure of 
the 19th century, the poet Heinrich Heine, in making the case that 
Hegel's pernicious philosophy and personal activities were key in 
weakening Germany's resistance to Nazi fascism in the 20th century. 
Ideas do make history, for good or for bad. 

It is bad ideas, likewise, which stand behind the epidemic of 
terrorist violence fomented and manipulated by the British oligarchy. 
In National, you can read about three instances: the Earth First! 
organization, which is openly espouses terrorism for achieving "en
vironmentalist" aims; the KachiKahane "Jewish" terrorist and vari
ous Arab and "Islamic fundamentalist" gangs spawned out of the 
Middle East, whose U.S. funding sources have been banned by 
President Clinton; and the assassination apparatus which has its 
crosshairs trained on the United States President and which is being 
promoted by the Rev. Jerry Falwell. 
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Monetary disintegration 
proves LaRouche w� right 
by John Hoefle 

"We are now in the middle of a new phase of disintegration 
of the global monetary and financial system," economist 
Lyndon LaRouche declared in a radio interview with "EIR 

Talks" on Feb. 1 .  "Around the world, leading people-bank
ers and political people-who, up until a few weeks or 
months ago would have either denied, or did deny , and would. 
have rejected or even ridiculed my forecast on the present 
monetary situation , now are saying that the entire internation
al monetary and financial system is in the process of disinte
gration. Not just collapse , but disintegration."  

The ongoing disintegration of  the global financial system 
may be news to some of the putative experts on the world 
financial scene , but it is not news to readers of EIR and its 
sister publications , whose coverage of the world' s  descent 
into economic Hell is unrivaled . 

"Mexico' s  physical economy has been looted to the point 
of collapse , but the figures show that even the final phase of 
the bankers ' speculative gain has been reached, and a finan
cial blowout is imminent," EIR reported in April 1993 . Other 
Ibero-American countries ,  such as Argentina and Brazil , "are 
also rapidly approaching a blowout phase," EIR warned. 

One year and eight months later, that collapse occurred, 
and the United States , the International Monetary Fund, and 
the Bank for International Settlements have been forced to 
put together a $47.5 billion loan package to stabilize Mexico , 
to prevent the Mexican collapse from triggering a global 
catastrophe . 

The Mexican loan package was necessary , Treasury Sec
retary Robert Rubin told the House Banking Committee on 
Jan . 25, because of "the potential that Mexico has for creating 
a spillover and affecting capital access in developing countries 
around the world, and by adversely affecting capital access , 
thereby creating the potential for economic, political , social , 
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and security disruptions for t�ose countries ,  which in tum 
would feed back and again aff�ct our economic and security 
interests . "  The Mexican packa�e ,  Rubin stated, "presents an 
historic opportunity to avert a r;:risis before it is too late, and 
a crisis that in our judgment cOlIld have a substantial and pro
found impact on this country fpr many years to come. 

"We are facing an immed�ate crisis; we are not talking 
about weeks or months," Rubjn warned. 

LaRouch�'s Ninth Forecast 
"The presently existing global financial and monetary 

system will disintegrate in the pear term," LaRouche warned 
in his Ninth Forecast in April 1 994. "The collapse might 
occur this spring , or summer, or next autumn; it could come 
next year; it will almost certainly come during President 
William Clinton' s  first term in office; it will occur soon. That 
collapse into disintegration is inevitable, because it could not 
be stopped now by anything but the politically improbable 
decision by leading governments to put the relevant financial 
and monetary institutions into bankruptcy reorganization. "  

That disintegration i s  inevitable , LaRouche warned, be
cause the very existence of the speculative bubble, depends 
upon the looting of the underlying physical economy. As 
with a cancer, the growth of tbe bubble comes at the expense 
of its host; the larger the bubble, the weaker the host. There
fore, any attempt to prolong the life ofthe bubble by pumping 
it up further actually hastens its collapse . 

The accuracy of LaRouch¢ ' s  economic forecasts is based 
upon his understanding of the science of physical economy. 
Economic growth depends on increases in the productive 
powers of human labor. Policies which increase that produc
tive power through the devel10pment of infrastructure and 
higher levels of science and technology , lead to economic 
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growth and the growth of relative potential population densi
ty , in per capita, per household, and per square kilometer 
terms . Policies which decrease that productive power-such 
as the looting of the economic base to feed a financial bub
ble-lead inexorably to economic collapse . 

The mudslide 
Thus far, the financial collapse has taken the form of what 

LaRouche described in his Eighth Forecast in November 
1991 ,  as a "mudslide ."  Huge chunks of the global economy 
have simply disappeared, like mud sliding down a rain
soaked hill . Institutions once considered to be too big to fail , 
have either ceased to exist or continue as mere shadows 
of their former selves . The u.s. banking system, although 
bankrupt, keeps its doors open thanks to a covert bailout from 
the Federal Reserve and U . S .  Treasury over the last several 
years , typified by the New York Fed's  de facto takeover 
of Citicorp. Some of Wall Street' s  most prestigious firms , 
Kidder Peabody for one , have disappeared . .  In the City of 
London, the venerable S . G .  Warburg , banker to the queen, 
is seeking a bailout . The government of France is bailing out 
Credit Lyonnais for the second time, and the Scandinavian 
governments have likewise bailed out their banking systems . 
Japanese banks are holding hundreds of billions of dollars in 
bad loans; Sumitomo Bank's  write-off of $8 billion in such 
loans is a mere drop in the bucket. 

The list of losses from the derivatives market is growing 
fast , and will escalate thanks to the Federal Reserve 's  raising 
of interest rates another half-point on Feb . 1 .  That same day , 
federal regulators closed Capital Corporate Credit Union of 
Lanham, Maryland, after the institution lost $100 million in 
derivatives; among its members are credit unions serving the 
White House and 'Congress . Typical of the insanity is the 
derivatives loss suffered recently by the Palm Beach County, 
Florida Sheriff' s Department . 

Growing recognition 
The chorus of voices beginning to recognize the disaster 

at hand is growing, and many are worried enough to state 
their fears publicly . One of the most outspoken is Banque 
Bruxelles-Lambert' s  Roland Leuschel . In early January, 
Leuschel told the German daily Suddeutsche Zeitung that the 
crash "is already here. It is becoming a salami crash. We just 
had a crash on the bond market . And we had losses of $3.5 
trillion in bonds alone . This is already one-half of the crash . 
. . .  The crash always comes by surprise . Otherwise , it 
wouldn 't be one ." Leuschel continued in the Jan . 20 French 
weekly L' Evenement du Jeudi, noting that there are $2-3 
trillion in financial transactions a day globally , with only 1 % 
having anything to do with trade in goods and services . This 
is "artificial wealth, based on nothing ," he said . "There are 
no miracles , bubbles always end up bursting ."  

"The whole financial system is  in danger, i t  i s  quite possi
ble that what we are witnessing is the process of the disinte-
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gration of the financial system," one German political source 
told EIR. "All the symptoms are there-unbalanced budgets , 
excessive internal debt , imbalance of accounts , and the 
like-but everybody thought, wrongly ,  we could survive in 
a sick system. . . . This is quite a pS)lchological shock. "  

The debate o n  what i s  called the Mexican crisis reflects 
the depths of worry , and the depths of insanity in some cir
cles . On the PBS broadcast , MacNeil-Lehrer News Hour, 
on Jan . 31,  Treasury Undersecretary Lawrence Summers 
compared the current situation to the United States in 1 929 
and Europe in 1931 , noting the calls at that time to just let 
the market system work: "You saw the consequences in the 
10 years that followed . . . .  Now , I 'm not saying that this is 
going to cause some kind of Great Depression," he said, but 
many observers "have recognized that there is a need for 
government action at times of particularly severe financial 
distress . And that by providing a backstop , you can avert 
huge amounts of damage . "  

That triggered a response from former Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corp . (FDIC) Chairman L. William Seidman, who 
appeared on the show with Summers . The situation is not as 
dire as the government claims , Seidman said . The govern
ment "made it worse ," he claimed, "because if the chairman 
of the Fed and the secretary of the treasury are screaming to 
high heaven that the world is going to fall in, that tends to 
have its effect on the marketplace ."  

Said Summers: "We're sure of  what would have hap
pened if we had not been prepared to act , and it would not 
have been pretty . "  He added: "You know , with all respect, it 
was thinking like Mr. Seidman's  that made the Depression 
Great , as governments were not prepared to step in . "  

During Seidman' s  watch at the FDIC, the U . S .  banking 
system collapsed . Had we put the system into bankruptcy 
then , instead of prolonging its demise via the derivatives 
bubble, we wouldn't be facing the biggest financial collapse 
in 650 years . 

Perhaps the dumbest of the recent statements came from 
Federal Reserve Board Gov . John LaWare, who defended 
derivatives as the "crown jewels of U . S .  capital markets ."  
"It would be a grave mistake to try to outlaw them," he 
insisted . Picture LaWare as a doctor, issuing statements in 
defense of malignant tumors , and you get the idea. 

The solution to this crisis begins with recognizing the 
disease , the decay and inevitable disintegration of the ex
isting central-bank monetary system, LaRouche said re
cently . Nothing can be done , and nothing should be done , to 
save the system. You have to tell the patient to give up the 
diseased organ; otherwise the patient will die . "What we have 
to do , very simply ," LaRouche said, "is to seize the U . S .  
Federal Constitution , and the work o f  Treasury Secretary 
Alexander Hamilton, the work of Henry Carey , of Friedrich 
List , and Abraham Lincoln , with both hands , and say, 'This 
was good; let us eliminate that which replaced it , which is 
now dying , and let us bring it back into operation. '  " 
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Mexico 

Farmers demand 
debt moratorium 
by Hugo L6pez Ochoa 

During a national conference on Jan. 25-26 in the city of 
Guanajuato, 400 farmers , researchers , and government offi
cials from 21 states called for a moratorium on payment of 
Mexico's foreign debt, as well as on current agricultural debt 
and arrears held by small and medium-sized businesses . They 
also called for an end to the "autonomy" of the Bank of 
Mexico , the central bank. Other points in the final resolution 
included a call for the state to resume its role in directing 
the economy; establishment of fair, guaranteed prices for 
farmers; a balanced policy of tariffs to protect production; 
and declaration of food self-sufficiency as a national priority . 

These were among the points proposed to the conference 
by Jaime Miranda Pelaez, president of the Cajeme Agricul
tural Credit Union in Ciudad Obregon, Sonora, and president 
of the Permanent Forum of Rural Producers (FPPR) . Ex
cerpts of his speech follow . The FPPR is the agricultural 
movement which organized the famous tractorcades which 
shook Mexico during the second half of 1993. They took on a 
lower profile in 1994 due to two factors : For most Mexicans, 
resolving the political crisis generated by the British-inspired 
insurgents of the Zapatista National Liberation Army 
(EZLN) became a higher priority . And the peasantry received 
direct assistance from the government through such programs 
as Procampo, whose purpose was to align sectors of the 
Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI) for the August 1993 
presidential elections . But the explosion of the Mexican debt 
bomb has completely eliminated this "assistance" and once 
again sparked the mobilization of rural producers . 

Delegations from Baja California, Chihuahua, Sonora, 
Sinaloa, and Durango approved the entirety of the document 
presented by Miranda Pelaez , while other delegations ap
proved its major points . His presentation received a standing 
ovation during the conference plenary, and moderator Dr. 
Gabriel Baldovinos de la Pefia, director of the Postgraduate 
and Research Division of the School of Agriculture at the 
Autonomous University of Morelos , described it as "patriotic 
and revolutionary ."  

A new deal for agriculture 
The environment at this conference ,  opposed to econom

ic liberalism, was defined at the very outset. In his speech 
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on "introduction and goals," Hector Samuel Lugo Chavez, 
undersecretary of agriculture, forestry , and fishing of Guana
juato state , said that "agricultu� requires a New Deal . . . 
such as that established by [U . S; President Franklin] Roose
velt in 1932 in response to the Qreat Depression of 1929." 

The conference resolutions Were published on Jan. 30 in 
full-page ads in the dailies La lornada and Reforma, includ
ing the seal of the government of Guanajuato state as well as 
that of the Guanajuato Council for Agricultural Moderniza
tion which sponsored the conference . That same day and the 
next, legislators from all partiesj economics columnists from 
the national media, as well as �her prominent personalities 
called for a declaration of debt ITloratorium. 

Like many other statement$ made in the rest of lbero
America, Miranda Pelaez's sneech used the authority of 
economist Lyndon H. LaRoucHe to define the nature of the 
Mexican crisis . "We should recognize ,"  he said, "that our 
crisis is a reflection of what sucb prominent economists and 
international statesmen as Lyn�on LaRouche identify as a 
process which threatens to dis.ntegrate the world financial 
system. "  

Alberto Vizcarra, an FPPR Icoordinator, presented three 
dramatic graphs published by ErR-Resumen Ejecutivo maga
zine , which proved that bankS!' involvement in the super
speculative derivatives marketsiis at the heart of the specula
tive bubble which is bringing djown the world financial sys
tem. He also demonstrated th�t Mexico's foreign debt is 
unpayable . "There is no reason lfor Mexico to die along with 
the bankrupt neo-liberal systeJ!D," Vizcarra said. "Anyone 
who looks for 'niches' to sUrYive" within the framework 
of the North American Free trade Agreement (NAFTA) 
or the General Agreement on ,Tariffs and Trade (GATT), 
"which were stillborn," he errlphasized, "is either ingenu
ous or a traitor,"  alluding to .... aRouche's frequently used 
metaphor that "it's no longer a matter of looking for 
the best stateroom on the Titanic, but of boarding the 
lifeboats . " 

Farmers responded angrilYiwhen they noticed the omis
sion of several key points from �he final resolution. But fortu
nately also removed from the d�cument were all references to 
the malthusian concept of "sustainable agriculture" presented 
by such academics as Jose Lui$ Calva of Chapingo Agricul
tural University . 

The impact of the Guanaj�ato resolutions was such that 
the president of the Northeast reasant Alliance , Juan Leyva 
of the ruling political party , the PRI , proposed that Miranda 
Pelaez be named spokesman o� the southern Sonora farmers, 
to make the same proposal to three federal deputies from the 
congressional committee on lfinance , Trade, and Agricul
ture . On Jan . 31 ,  Miranda Pelaez put forward the same pro
posals to 300 rural producers aJild leaders of the 80 agricultur
al organizations of southern Sonora, and recommended to 
the deputies that a committee 4J>f producers officially present 
their viewpoint to the national Congress. 
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PFFR outlines new national 
agricultural plan for Mexico 
What follows are excerpts of the speech given by Jaime Mi
randa Pelaez, coordinator of the Permanent Forum of Rural 
Producers (PFFR), at the national producers meeting held 
in Guanajuato, on Jan. 24-25. It is entitled "Conceptual 
Outline of a New National Agricultural Plan." 

In the name of the coordinating committee of the Permanent 
Forum of Rural Producers , I thank the organizers of this 
national event, whose purpose is to debate a new agriCUltural 
policy, for giving us the opportunity to contribute to the 
intense discussion and analysis which are necessarily a part 
of the attempt to make substantital changes in the country's 
economic policies and allow a reactivation of Mexican agri
culture and the economy in general . 

As we attend this national conference,  we are witnesses to 
earthshaking economic events on a national and international 
scale. The sharp devaluation of our currency relative to the 
dollar has not only revealed the failure of the national eco
nomic strategy applied over the past 1 2  years ; above all , it 
has shown that the world's economic and monetary structure 
is in an accelerated process of disintegration . The Permanent 
Forum of Rural Producers warned of this some time ago . The 
headlines you see here are from April , August , September, 
and October of last year. . . . 

We mustrecognize that our financial crisis is a reflection 
of what such prominent economists and international states
men as Lyndon LaRouche identify as a process which will 
collapse the world financial system; where speculation 
through so-called "derivatives"-financial instruments , in
vestment funds , and other non-productive capital concentrat
ed to bet on a future profit based on the ups and downs in the 
value of securities and currencies-have created a gigantic 
bubble internationally which threatens to explode and cause 
the disintegration of banking and stock markets due to the 
simple fact that the amounts of money involved cannot be 
converted into physical assets . 

In the face of these obvious symptoms of world financial 
disintegration,  the entire strategy of globalization and free 
trade is also collapsing . Anyone who thinks that it's possible 
to design economic programs within the framework created 
by the North American Free Trade Agreement or the General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade [GATT] , is either a dreamer 
who hasn't grasped the magnitude of this crisis , or a traitor 
who wants to continue handing over what remains of our 
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national economy to an international system which is corrupt 
and destined to disappear. . . . 

We have seen no indication thus far that the current gov
ernment intends to break with the recessive policies applied 
by the previous administration .  On the contrary , the so-called 
Unity Agreement to Overcome the Economic Emergency 
announced on Jan . 3, 1 995, only demands greater sacrifice 
from the domestic economy in order to continue paying an 
overwhelming foreign debt. . . . 

All the measures in this plan are tied to conditionalities 
for paying the foreign debt . That is ",hy [it proposes] reduc
tions in public expenditures , freezing wages , increasing tax
es, raising even further the cost of agricultural inputs , accel
erating the economic opening , and intensifying pressures to 
privatize strategic para-state enterprises . At this stage of the 
game, the agreement's fundamental premises are absurd: to 
maintain our capacity for "credit" and earn the "confidence" 
of an international financial system which is disappearing. It 
is crucial that we understand at this time that our problem 
isn't to earn the confidence of a system in metastasis; our 
problem is to find a way to protect our· national physical 
economy from this world speculative cancer. . .  . 

Old policies cannot be tolerated 
It is a notorious fact that our agricultural sector and pro

ductive plant in general . . . can no longer tolerate continua
tion of the economic policies appli�d during the past two 
administrations . . . . 

Beginning in 1 982,  the International Monetary Fund and 
other foreign private entities imposed an austerity package 
on us to guarantee payment of foreign debt service . Under 
these recessive schemes for restricting public expenditures, 
freezing wages , and a trade opening through entry into 
GATT, by 1 989 Mexico was effectively bankrupt in terms 
of its physical economy. . . . The country was already pro
ducing less than it was consuming. With this picture of 
depression and economic decline as a backdrop, the gov
ernment renegotiated the debt under the so-called Brady 
Plan-really nothing more than a new lease to continue 
looting . . . .  

The agriCUltural sector was one of the most severely af
fected by these agreements and negotiations . So we see that 
in per capita values , agricultural production in 1 992 is 1 8.5% 
below that of 1 98 1 ,  cattle production dropped by 1 4. 1 % ,  
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and lumber production by 1 7 . 1 % .  In kilograms per capita, 
production of the eight main grains dropped 19 . 1 % ,  produc
tion of meat (beef, pork, poultry , etc) 1 7 . 8% ,  and milk pro
duction 20 . 1  % as a result. Food imports soared from a value 
of $ 1 . 8  billion in 1982 to $6. 1 billion in 1992 . . . .  

The grave national security threat we inherited from Pres
ident Salinas de Gortari is that the financial sector became 
dependent on speculative capital invested for short-term 
profit at the same time that agriculture and national industry 
were destroyed by high interest rates which were also used 
to attract this speculative capital . We were forced to depend 
on imports of grains , beef, milk, and other basic staples , the 
international market for which is controlled by the same ma
fia of speculators who control the financial markets . I refer 
here to the big grain cartels which can cause a food crisis 
here under any pretext, in the ever-shrinking world food 
markets which are also suffering the effects of the ongoing 
collapse of the world financial system. 

To save us from this grave national security threat, we 
must devise a real national agricultural plan whose funda
mental premise must be physical economy and [the principle] 
that industry is our best ally in the task of modernizing agri
culture . The experience of any country which has attained 
significant levels of development shows that the increase in 
agricultural productivity was always characterized by the 
massive and intensive introduction of industrial inputs . For 
example, the huge leaps shown in the United States' agricul
tural productivity curve were determined by the leap in use 
of mechanization , in 1 9 10 ,  and by the use of pesticides , 
chemicals, and fertilizers in 1 940 . 

This addresses the argument that mechanization displac
es manpower. The industrial growth permitted by agricultur
al modernization absorbs unemployed labor---<:ontrary to the 
current reality in which displaced agricultural labor ends up 
in the unemployment lines . . . .  

From the standpoint of physical economy, the introduc
tion of tractors , pesticides , chemicals , and fertilizers not only 
represents an increase in the energy intensity , but is also a 
more orderly use of energy . This higher order, reflected in 
increases in productivity and efficiency , is at the same time 
a general law of economics: The increase in productive effi
ciency is causally linked to an increase in the density of 
energy sources which fuel the productive process . Thus it is 
a dangerous trap to embrace the argument presented to us in 
this crisis that we must accept the World Bank's recommen
dations based on use of conventional technologies and organ
ic agriculture-all under the elegant phrase "sustainable 
economy ."  

This "alternative" of  a technology based on low energy 
consumption does not address the need to guarantee constant 
population growth , since for the malthusians of the World 
Bank . . . the imperative is to reduce population supposedly 
to achieve an equilibrium with available resources . From a 
rigorous scientific standpoint, this leads to genocide . . . .  
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The purpose of any true agricultural program is to achieve 
the maximum food self-sufficiency possible , where food im
ports play a complementary role. Self-sufficiency is defined 
as an economy's capability to give its present and future 
population the possibility of dail� consuming 3,000 calories 
per capita . . . . Today , over 40 rhillion Mexicans don't even 
consume one-third of this number of calories . . . 

Steps which must be taken 
The only way to undertake a program such as the one we 

propose is to confront the curre� economic emergency with 
the following measures which cpuld constitute a law which 
the Zedillo government should aPopt: 

1 )  All the agreements and understandings with the Inter
national Monetary Fund and otqer foreign agencies , private 
or otherwise, which grant those agencies the right to impose 
conditions harmful to our soverdignty , must be annulled: 

2) Recovery of the ability to produce physically to feed 
Mexicans and [protect] the welfare of their families is a high
er priority than [payment] of debt service to foreigners. 
Therefore , there should be an immediate declaration of a 
moratorium on payment of all of the foreign debt as well as 
some categories of internal debtl . . .  

In order to protect and streIlJgthen our national currency 
as an instrument of exchange alld sovereignty, and to avoid 
speculation and capital flight, there should be strict exchange 
controls . 

The debt moratorium shoul� remain in place until: 
a) the legitimacy of the debtiis determined; 
b) payment of the legitimate debt can be resumed without 

risking our general recovery anti the development plans we 
have proposed . . . .  

The failure of the current international financial and mon
etary system should be recognized, and the Mexican govern
ment, together with other Iberc-American nations, should 
promote regional integration to lfight for a new international 
financial and economic order which will permit reactivation 
of the economy and developm�nt of trade and cooperation 
among nations on a stable and equal basis . 

Producers , academics ,  and analysts: 
We have come here in rep¢sentation of the Permanent 

Forum of Rural Producers whic� has discussed these propos
als with producers from Baja California,  Sonora, Chihuahua, 
Sinaloa, lalisco, and Guanajualo . Our proposals go beyond 
the academic goal of analysis and diagnosis . They have 
emerged from the trenches of tbe agricultural sector; we are 
convinced that this is not a theoretical debate but a war which 
threatens the very existence of our nation . In this spirit, we 
invite you to ensure that in its discussions and resolutions , 
this meeting doesn't go down in history as a good academic 
event, but rather as a national meeting which laid the pro
grammatic bases for the mobilitlation of the productive sec
tors which will guarantee Mexico's existence as a sovereign 
nation. I 
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Commerce Secretary Ron Brown 
keeps Indians in good humor 
by Ramtanu Maitra and Susan Maitra 

A week-long trip by U . S .  Commerce Secretary Ron Brown 
to India ended on Jan . 20 with a flourish of promises of fresh 
American investments . The trip, which had been the subject 
of much expectation , has no doubt strengthened the hands 
of the pro-economic reforms lobby in India. Beyond that, 
concrete achievements are difficult to gauge . It is doubtful 
whether the investments promised will really materialize , or 
even if they do , how quickly they would materialize and what 
impact they would have on an Indian economy which is 
crying out for large-scale , tangible , and quality assets and 
enhanced productivity . 

Secretary Brown's trip was built up carefully over the 
last few months, with the help of media and press conferences 
held both in Washington and New Delhi . The mid-November 
visit by U . S .  Undersecretary for International Trade Jeffrey 
Garten , a well-connected academic cum bureaucrat , was 
billed as a visit to prime the pump for Brown's visit . At that 
time, Garten's emphatic reference to India's "poor infrastruc
ture" made it clear that Secretary Brown would include a few 
infrastructure proposals in his bag when he appeared in New 
Delhi . 

Wrong timing 
Despite all these preparations , which included a success

ful trip by U . S .  Defense Secretary William Perry to India 
just prior to Commerce Secretary Brown's arrival , it turned 
out that Brown's timing was not "auspicious ," as they say 
here . The ruling Congress Party , under the leadership of 
Prime Minister P .  V .  Narasimha Rao, was reeling from crush
ing electoral defeats inflicted in two major southern states , 
Andhra Pradesh and Kamataka. The defeats have taken the 
wind out of the tattered sail of the more-than- 100-year-old 
Congress Party , whose leaders are looking for every avail
able excuse to blame each other for the resounding losses . 
With another five states going to the polls in March , the 
leadership of the Congress Party is at a loss to figure out how 
to stem the tide and shift it in its favor for the all-important 
1996 general elections .  

Added to this bubbling political cauldron was the bad 
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financial news from around the world, including India. The 
Mexican financial crisis , which took away the hot money and 
put Mexico's economic assets up for grabs, made many in 
India sit up . Although Reserve Bank of India Governor Dr. 
C .  Rangarajan and Finance Minister Dr. Manmohan Singh, 
the architect of lndia's economic reforms , went to the media 
to express their conviction that the Indian situation is not 
similar to that of Mexico's , the statements did not deter others 
from pointing out certain uncomfortable facts . 

For instance: Like Mexico, India's economic liberaliza
tion has attracted more hot money than real , tangible foreign 
direct investments , and this money can leave Indian shores 
at the touch of a button , as it did Mexico . India's trade 
imbalance is growing , and the across-the-board lowering of 
import tariffs is expected to widen India's trade imbalance 
further in the coming days . Inflation, now at more than 10% 
nationwide , continues to rise . However, in rural India, where 
some 80% of all Indians live , the figure is close to 20% . The 
trade imbalance and high inflation rate are jointly putting 
pressure on the rupee , and this pressure has been increased 
by exporters who, because of India's poor productivity and 
low technology , are demanding a lower-priced rupee , hoping 
to sell their wares cheap . In fact, some months back, U . S .  
Ambassador Frank Wisner mused out loud that the Indian 
rupee would require a further devaluation . 

Secretary Brown also came at a time when the Rao gov
ernment, besieged by political exigencies , was issuing state
ments , once too often, that the economic liberalization is 
irreversible , a phrase which had also been used by Ambassa
dor Wisner to reassure the cautious American investors prior 
to Secretary Brown's visit . Amidst such reassuring state
ments , which came from the highest level of the Indian gov
ernment, were some discordant notes . There were reports in 
the media that the Congress Party , which , according to pres
ent political trends ,  is expected to lose in four of the five 
states in the coming March elections ,  may go for a "soft 
budget" in order to appease the majority of the electorate in 
the style of the pre-reform days . This means padding the 
budget with pork-barrel programs to literally buy the votes 
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of the poor and minorities ,  who are now in the process of 
breaking their traditional electoral alliance with the Congress 
Party . If such a budget is passed , most definitely the budget 
deficit will overshoot the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF)-prescribed magic number, and inflation , in effect , 
may take off at a faster pace , a situation which no American, 
or any other investor, would like to see . It could also force a 
further devaluation of the rupee . 

In the United States, where India's identification as one 
of the 10 "big emerging markets" in the world has generated 
reported investor enthusiasm, statements affirming India's 
economic success were coming out a dime-a-dozen. In fact, 
the London Economist is planning a travelling show in major 
U .S .  cities to project India's economic potential in light of 
the continuing reforms . 

Clinton administration strategy 
Surprisingly , though, one day before Secretary Brown 

left the United States for India, U . S .  Trade Representative 
Mickey Kantor told the U . S .  Information Agency in an inter
view that in the wake of the electoral reverses experienced 
by the Rao government, there is no guarantee that the Indian 
economic reforms will continue. It is difficult to say whether 
Kantor's observation was based upon his own evaluation of 
the Indian situation-which also is important, even if it is 
only an educated guess--or on inside information from India 
or from IMF officials or others dealing with the Indian 
economy. 

There is no doubt that Kantor was right on whatever else 
he talked about that day . He said the Clinton administration's 
policy "has quietly aimed to support Rao's reforms ," men
tioning as an example removal of India from the U. S .  Super 
30 1 list of priority countries that fail to adequately protect 
U . S .  patents , copyrights , and other intellectual property . He 
also pointed out that while India has "begun" widespread 
economic reform, its program still lags far behind more vig
orous ones in East Asia and the Pacific . 

These two statements of Kantor were on the mark vis-a
vis the Clinton administration's strategy expressed through 
the Brown visit . Secretary Brown kept all matters of con
tention between the world's two largest democracies at bay , 
and called his mission to India a "watershed" in bilateral 
relations .  At the same time, Secretary Brown, author of the 
American "big emerging markets" economic strategy , was 
categorical in demanding that reforms be speeded up. He 
praised Prime Minister Rao for his continued commitment to 
bring about the economic changes , but said that the "trouble 
spots are all related to the speed with which the reforms take 
place ." 

On the economic liberalization itself, Secretary Brown 
told reporters on the plane on his way back to Washington 
that the privatization is absolutely essential , and that the 
political leadership of India "obviously has some means of 
determining how fast they can proceed with the process . "  He 
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also pointed out that while pove(ty is a "blight on the Indian 
landscape , it seems clear that �e most likely strategy for 
eliminating poverty is sustain�d economic growth. "  He 
added, "We want to do everythi�g that we can to encourage 
and foster that kind of economic:growth . "  

Strengthening Indo-U .s.�elations 
Secretary Brown's trip will e regarded as a major mile

stone in the Clinton administr ion's efforts to strengthen 
Indo-U . S .  relations . Througho,* the trip, Brown described 
the great strides in business ties a� "commercial engagement" 
or "commercial diplomacy,"  the starting point for a much 
larger goal of expanding joint relations . "Clearly the Clinton 
administration is acting as rapi4ly and as effectively as we 
know how to shape the recent �w into a warm and lasting 
friendship ,"Brown said . He wa also categorical in express
ing his and his government's sup rt for the Rao government: 
"President Clinton and I comme d his leadership and support 
his efforts . "  ! 

But more than the verbal s�pport, the Rao government 
also received a number of proje�t deals ,  which, when trans
lated into real projects , would Imean more than $5 billion 
worth of tangible U .  S .  investmE' nt. From the way the deals 
have been structured , it is evide t that Washington is paying 
heed to what Undersecretary G n had said about India's 
infrastructural requirements . Inl fact, while speaking at the 
luncheon organized by the capta1ns of Indian industry in New 
Delhi , Secretary Brown said th t he saw potential for large
scale U .  S .  participation in what e estimated could be a $ 100 
billion infrastructure developm nt program in India. 

Brown would probably be h�ppy to know that the Center 
for Monitoring the Indian Ecdnomy (CMIE) , a Bombay
based private group of economi� analysts , recently published 
a report which suggests that within the next decade, India 
will have to invest the equival�nt of about $260 billion in 
infrastructure development, an� of that , the lion's share
about $ 1 1 5  billion-must be imtested in the power sector. In 
the present context, however, the CMIE projection is merely 
academic . Neither the Rao govcfnment nor foreign investors 
have shown any intention to wOltk out a plan to mobilize such 
massive resources . 

Privatization bias 
Underlying the talks on dev�lopment and developmental 

cooperation was the emphasis �n private capital and private 
investment. One interesting development was Brown's be
hind-the-scenes involvement iq working out a deal for the 
telecommunications group U�est, formerly one of the 
"Baby Bells" after the AT&T "reakup, to accept a project. 
USWest was bidding for telepijone services in the states of 
Tamil Nadu and Kamataka. B� its application had run into 
heavy weather from those in �e government who oppose 
foreign companies taking overitelephone services in India. I 
Only 48 hours before Brown a¢ived, the cabinet committee 
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on foreign investment in India quickly announced approval 
of the project, which includes some contiguous areas of Kar
nataka and Tamil Nadu, but not the entire states . USWest 
was reluctant to accept the offer, and made it clear through 
the media that it would bid for the entire Karnataka circle . 
However, Secretary Brown's intervention changed the 
scene , and the project that USWest finally accepted included 
four telephone areas of Tamil Nadu and nothing of Karnata
ka. Reports indicate that Brown pushed USWest to accept 
the truncated project, which is of a far smaller size than the 
one the Indian government had earlier suggested but would 
have found politically difficult to deliver. 

Brown saw clear mutualities in the economic reform In
dia is carrying out and U . S .  interests . He pointed out that one 
of the deals that was signed , to set up the Karaikal Refinery , 
would dramatically increase U .  S .  sales of petroleum explora
tion and refining equipment and services which could add up 
to $100 million annually . 

Financial sector reforms 
However, Brown made it clear that the United States 

would like to see capital market reforms in India so that the 
banks of the two countries could have closer interaction . 
"More progress is required in the banking sector, which 
needs to be a less regulated and more open ," Brown said . 
U .S .  banks can make a major contribution to the banking 
system by helping Indian banks attract greater foreign invest
ment. He pointed out that U. S .  brokerage firms were already 
playing a significant role in Indian markets , and so were asset 
management companies . "But, we hope that the government 
will allow U .S .  firms to trade on their own account," he said . 
In this context, he noted that India' s  stock market capitaliza
tion , at $ 140 billion , is one of the largest in Asia . 

In fact, Brown was pushing hard on behalf of American 
investors to open up certain still-unopened areas of the Indian 
market . He has asked the government-controlled insurance 
sector in India to be privatized, enabling American and other 
insurance companies to come in . Reports indicate that he has 
received tacit approval from the Indian prime minister on the 
subject. 

Within days after Brown had left, the Indian stock market 
lost heavily on selected shares following some large with
drawals of foreign exchange by the foreign investment insti
tutions .  The institutions' move is most likely related to the 
Mexican crisis and the U .S .  Federal Reserve 's  decision to 
hike U .S .  interest rates by 0 .5%.  In addition , news from the 
World Bank that India' s  external debt reached a record high 
of $92 billion in 1993 , marking an increase of $7 1 billion 
over 1980 , and that foreign direct investment to India remains 
sluggish, may have begun to worry the foreign investors . 
However, neither Secretary Brown's  efforts to project the 
stronger side of Indo-U .S .  relations nor Washington' s  grow
ing support to India can be faulted for the recent reverses ,  
whether they prove temporary or permanent. 
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Mt. Pelerin wages war 
on French dirigism 
by Mark Burdman 

As EIR has reported , the conceptual command center for the 
present "Conservative Revolution" offensive, spearheaded 
by the group in the United States whose chief advocates are 
House Speaker Newt Gingrich (R-Ga. )  and Sen . Phil Gramm 
(R-Tex . ) ,  is the Mont Pelerin Society . This is the umbrella 
grouping for "radical free market" ideologues , such as Nobel 
Prize economist Milton Friedman. It was launched in the late 
194Os , with the backing of Winston Churchill , on the basis 
of the ideas of Austria' s  Friedrich von Hayek. Von Hayek, 
who in his later years lived in Great Britain, was a strong 
admirer of the ideas of such British East India free trade 
ideologues as Adam Smith and John Stuart Mill , and sought 
to synthesize their ideas with a "liberal" philosophical-eco
nomic policy tradition from the European continent. 

According to a senior Mont Pelerin source in Europe who 
spoke freely "on background," one of von Hayek' s  chief 
obsessions during his lifetime was to undermine the tradition 
of state-directed credit for productive investment that had 
been promoted in France , beginning in the 1 7th century with 
Jean-Baptiste Colbert. That policy is known as "dirigism."  
It was reinvigorated and pursued aggressively in  modern 
times by President Charles de Gaulle . Support for such state 
intervention is deeply rooted in the French popUlation . Von 
Hayek' s  view , shared by his epigones today, is that their 
global objective of a fully "liberal free trade" regime and 
untrammelled financial speculation , could not be achieved, 
unless dirigism a La jranfaise would be discredited, begin
ning in France itself and then in other countries where dirig
ism is seen as an attractive policy approach .  

The source noted that, even with the past years ' increas
ingly liberal policies of Socialist President Fran�ois Mitter
rand and the various governments that have ruled under his 
presidency, whether socialist or "Gaullist, "  the support for a 
dirigist policy has not been weakened significantly in the 
population.  Hence , Prime Minister Edouard Balladur (who 
will likely be France' s  next President following May 1995 
elections) may have high popUlarity ratings in the polls,  but 
this apparent popularity is seen to exist despite his measures 
to "privatize" key sectors of formerly state-owned French 
industry and his cozy relations' with top figures in private 
banking and high finance. 

Part of the upgraded offensive against French dirigism is 
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the appointment of Pascal Salin , professor at the University 

of Paris-Dauphine , as head of the Mont Pelerin Society inter

nationally-the first time a Frenchman ever held that post . 

Salin 's  chief ally inside the government is Minister of Enter

prises and Economic Development Alain Madelin , who key

noted the · Mont Pelerin biannual conference last year in 

Cannes,  France . On Dec . 1 3 ,  1 994, Madelin was heralded 

by the Wall Street Journal (many of whose leading lights are 

also in the Mont Pelerin Society) as "a fierce partisan of the 

free market and limited government . . .  as close as you get 

in France to Gingrichian style . "  Madelin complained about 

the "cultural problem" in France , that "too many people live 

off the state . . .  they aren ' t  interested in change . "  He pro

claimed his support for the " Anglo-Saxon model . "  

Attack on the Ecole Poly technique 
The Mont Pelerin figure singled out one individual in 

France who represents,  today , what he considers to be "the 

enemy": Nobel Prize economist Maurice Allai s .  In the past 

several years , Allais has written a number of devastating 

exposes of the frauds perpetrated by the free trade lobby that 

is trying to impose the General Agreement on Tariffs and 

Trade-World Trade Organization regime on sovereign na

tion-states . American statesman Lyndon LaRouche has 

praised Allais as perhaps the only economist ever to win a 

Nobel Prize in Economics who is competent . 

The Mont Pelerin source complained that Allais not only 

"distorts" the question of free trade , but that he is a "typical 

product" of France ' s  Ecole Poly technique . This is the institu

tion that came to prominence in the 1 8th century , and pro

duced some of France ' s  greatest scientists , engineers , and 

military planners , typified by Gaspard Monge and Lazare 

Carnot . While the Ecole Poly technique ' s  conceptual powers 

were significantly weakened in the regime imposed on France 

after the defeat of Napoleon and the oligarchical Congress of 

Vienna of 1 8 1 5 ,  it still managed to produce such great figures 

as the scientists Louis Pasteur and Marie Curie . 

One of von Hayek' s  pet gripes was against those 

Frenchmen who tried to impose the scientific rationality of 

the Ecole Poly technique upon the realm of economics . He 

recommended , as a counter, reviving a "specific form of 

liberalism, native to France ,  that was well-known in the first 

half of the 1 9th century , but which has since disappeared 

from French national consciousness , "  the source said . 

In whatever diluted form it may now exist relative to the 

time of Monge and Carnot , the Ecole Poly technique is central 

to maintaining the tradition of dirigism and "civil service" in 

France .  Also of importance ,  is France ' s  National School 

of Administration (ENA) , which trains the country ' s  civil 

servants . The Mont Pelerin figure sneered that people at EN A 
"know absolutely nothing about economics ,  they don 't  know 

about money, about interest rates , anything . They are only 

concerned with finding some prescriptions to apply for gov
ernment policy . "  
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Friedrich von Hayek, the mentor oj the so-called Austrian school 

of economics , whose life-long obsession was to destroy the role of 
the state in fostering scientific and technological progress. 

'The positive function of speculation' 
This individual said this phenomenon was linked to a 

more generalized "ignorance about economics" in the French 

population at large . "If we were to ask Frenchmen whether 

they believe there is now a speculative bubble threatening the 

economy , the vast majority would immediately say ,  ' Yes . '  

That ' s  the problem ! In fact ,  there i s  no so-called bubble.  All 

this talk of a growing divergence between the ' amount of 

speculative paper' and what people call ' the real economy ' 

only shows that people in France don ' t  understand what eco

nomics is ,  nor do they understand the positive function of 

speculation . Speculation brings in new options,  new infor

mation , new creativity , and so it is positive and should not 

be regulated . "  

Pursuing this track of von Hayek-style virtual reality , the 

Mont Pelerin source affirmed ,  confidently , that "there is no 

danger of a new financial crash . In fact ,  the crash already
' 

happened , in 1 987 , and what we see now is the end of a 

period of crisis ,  at least for Europe , rather than the beginning 

of one . "  

Mimicking Gingrich ' s  posture a s  a Robespierre revolu

tionary out to destroy the established system , he stated smug

ly , "I used to think that the Soviet Union was one integrated 

system that would hold together, no matter what the stresses . 

I was mistaken . I am now convinced that France is the next 

Soviet Union . The French nomenklatura is in for some big 

shocks . " 
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Will drinking wine 
rnake you live longer? 
by Philip Ulanowsky 

In recent years , a growing chorus of opinion has been singing 
the praises of moderate wine consumption as an antidote to 
cardiovascular disease . In America, the popularity of this 
chorus has increased speedily , its refrain sounding a cheery 
note against the haunting chant of the new Grim Reaper' s  
refrain, "Cholesterol . "  Does moderate wine consumption 
truly represent a breakthrough of modem medicine? 

The answer to this question is far more politically intri
guing than you might imagine. What appears as a dietary 
question, has shown itself to involve agencies with far-reach
ing social agendas . Hence , we find in this little issue perhaps 
less hard, scientific fact respecting human metabolism than a 
neat lesson in political method . Before proceeding to the 
medical evidence, let us take a look at a couple of the players 
involved. 

One is the chief American wine lobby group, the Wine 
Institute in San Francisco . For many years now, the institute 
has been taking every possible opportunity to publish medical 
studies showing that moderate wine consumption is healthy; 
indeed, that it has a protective effect on the cardiovascular 
system, compared with both abstinence and immoderate 
drinking . The institute has publicized the results of study 
after study confirming this "U"-shaped curve, and has cam
paigned for changes in archaic , Prohibition-like policy guide
lines in relevant federal departments . 

This campaign , however, took a new tum several years 
ago, when the institute endorsed a radical version of the 
typical diet-pyramid schematic . Diet pyramids indicate rec
ommended relative amounts of different food types-the 
least at the top, the most in a broad swath across the bottom. 
The institute-endorsed version, referred to as a traditional 
Mediterranean diet, has at its pinnacle only a tiny triangle for 
red meat consumption, which it allows "several times a 
month or somewhat more often in smaller quantities . "  

For comparison, the United States Department of  Agri
culture' s  pyramid-which is for daily consumption-has 
fats , oils , and sweets in the triangle at its pyramid's  top, with 
the direction , "Use sparingly . "  The swath below is divided 
into two equal sides , the "milk, yogurt, and cheese group" 
and the "meat, poUltry, fish, dry beans , eggs, and nuts 
group," both of which are indicated at 2-3 servings . In the 
radical pyramid, the corresponding swath is divided, instead, 
top to bottom, with a thin band for sweets , a thinner one for 
eggs , more for poultry and more again for fish ,  all with the 
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direction , "A few times per week. "  Olive oil , cheese , yogurt 
(butter is entirely absent) , fruits , vegetables ,  grains , pasta, 
breads, and potatoes get "daily" approval . 

Ah, but the "Mediterranean" includes moderate wine 
consumption as a daily recommendation-the reason for the 
institute' s  delight . 

Not long after the institute' s  promotion of this scheme, 
the World Health Organization (WHO) gave its endorsement 
to this same pyramid , along with a questionable outfit called 
the Oldways Preservation and Exchange Trust, which pur
ports to educate Americans about healthy dietary patterns 
from "traditional cultures . "  The WHO endorsement on a big 
promotional poster of the pyramid, was indicated as coming 
separately from the European regional office and the WHO
FAO (Food and Agriculture Organization) Collaborating 
Center for Nutrition at Harvard School for Public Health. 
WHO divided on the issue, however, with the Substance 
Abuse Division soon thereafter publicly denouncing moder
ate alcohol consumption , and a spokesman for the endorsing 
European office stressing that WHO' s  pyramid support "is 
acknowledgment for a cultural model and not an endorsement 
for any particular food component," according to an institute 
newsletter. In fact, on the front of a poster showing the 
pyramid, a disclaimer states that it is only preliminary and 
subject to change . The back of the poster is a long explana
tion, full of disclaimers . 

Nonetheless ,  the endorsement was cause for the institute 
to celebrate with champagne . Seen from their perspective, 
the WHO endorsement provides a big name to throw around 
in their political battle to make the centuries-old European 
custom of daily wine consumption more palatable to Prohibi
tionist-prone America .  However one may agree with the in
tent , this little victory is but a deal with the devil . 

As dietary science clearly shows,  red meat is the most 
concentrated and complete source of protein in our diet . Ideo
logical politics , not science , have given it a bad rap. First 
of all , most of the scare about cholesterol is off-base . For 
instance , veteran researcher George V .  Mann, M .D . , a col
laborator in the landmark Framingham Study on heart dis
ease , showed in an article in 21 st Century Science & Technol
ogy (May-June 1989) , that the actual causes of heart disease 
are not understood, and making cholesterol a universal boo
geyman is unscientific . Many societies ,  he notes , live on a 
diet of mainly meat and milk-a diet far higher in saturated 
fat than the traditional American diet-and yet show less 
cholesterol in their blood and virtually no incidence of heart 
disease . Dr. Mann further points out, that even the correla
tions between blood-cholesterol levels and heart disease are 
highest in young adults and then taper off, virtually disap
pearing after age 50. 

"A large number of trials of diets and drugs in human 
subjects have been undertaken ," reports Dr. Mann, "and 
without exception these have failed to show that dietary re
striction of fat and cholesterol or change in the nature of the 
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fat in the diet will prevent heart disease . "  So-called risk 

factors , he notes ,  are widely misused and popularly misun

derstood . He should know; he helped pioneer their use in 

heart studies . 

A purported medical anomaly made famous on CBS ' s  60 
Minutes a couple of years ago , the so-called French Paradox ,  

provided a similar type o f  evidence . I n  France , where the 

traditional diet includes high percentages of saturated fats , 

heart disease rates are dramatically lower than in the United 

States . Why? One reason hypothesized , was wine in the 

French daily diet . 

Now , the evidence that a little wine in the diet is generally 

healthful is scarcely new s .  References to this go back to 

Biblical times , at least , and appear with frequency through
out history , as does the evidence that overdoing it takes its 
toll . More recently,  however, study after study has shown 

that moderate wine consumption appears to lower the risk 

for heart disease compared with both heavy drinking and 

abstinence . The correlation appears to be very strong; the 

actual cause remains unclear. 

In addition to water and alcohol , wine contains hundreds 

of identifiable components , many of which are , of course , 

also found in fresh fruits . The hypothesis that the alcohol 

(ethanol) itself is healthy in small amounts , appears to have 

reasonable basi s .  Moderate alcohol consumption seems to 

raise HDL (high-density lipoproteins ,  or "good" cholesterol) 
levels while improving HDL-to-LDL (low-density lipopro

teins , or "bad" cholesterol) ratios . Various other compo

nents , such as anti-oxidant phenolic compounds , credited 

with helping to avoid blood platelet-aggregation (which can 
lead to blocked arteries and clots) have been much publicized 

in the institute ' s  literature in the past year .  How these or other 
particular components of wine interact with the body in the 

totality of diet and metabolism , however, is another question . 
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Red meat is the most 
concentrated and 
complete source of 
protein in our diet. 
Moderate consumption 
of wine seems to be 
healthy, too . So, who 
benefits if the wine 
producers and the 
cattlemen are at odds? 

There are just too many variables to pin causality on a single 
one . iI) regard .to .hea\th effects and disease risks that are , 
themselves , not even fully understood . 

Some French doctors interviewed on the CBS show , not

ed that the European "lifestyle" tends to remain more tradi
tional-regular and more relaxed meal s ,  less snacking in 

between , for example , and a less sedentary daily routine than 

Americans have adopted . 

Theft by persuasion 
Leaving aside all this uncertain medical evidence , how

ever, let us return to the diet pyramids and place them in their 

proper context . That context is the decades-long effort by the 

neo-malthusians to drastically reduce the world' s  population , 

beginning with the billions of people of darker skin . The 

United Nations was founded by these circle s ,  and WHO, l ike 

other U . N .  branches , has come down frequently on that side 

of the policy line . 

Economic development is the bane of malthusian ideo

logues , since it proves all their cataclysmic chatter of overpo

pulation , industrial pollution , technological oppression, and 

so on , to be j ust that . Among the early benefits of industrial 

development , of course , is improvement in diet . A nation' s  

sovereign control over a n  adequate food supply is another. 

Neither of these suits the malthusian policymakers . When 

outright theft of these rights is politically infeasible , howev
er, gaining them by deception is the approved method. 

Hence,  we began hearing in the 1 970s of "appropriate 

technology" for the underdeveloped countries-labor-inten

sive , "traditional" technologies that required no modem in

frastructure or electrical power. In line with this ,  we heard 

that "traditional" medicines , such as herbal remedies and 

whatever some local witch-doctor might concoct-not op

pressive , modem medicine-were appropriate for these peo-
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pIes. Now we are hearing the message with a new slant . 
After years of propaganda in the developed countries about 
cholesterol , chemical "poisons" in food, carcinogens in the 
refrigerator (and under the bed) , and the benefits of "natural" 
foods , now we are getting a "traditional Mediterranean diet ."  

In this context, it i s  not difficult to see the consequences 
an embrace of this radical diet plan will offer, simply by 
drawing the most obvious implications from all the compo
nents . All the most efficient forms of protein-vital to the 
body' s  immune system-are reduced. What 's  left in the pyr
amid? Well , largely, we have fruits and vegetables , which 
we always hear are contaminated by pesticides and so on; the 
infamous Alar scare about an apple protectant shows how 
easily supplies may be manipulated . Then, we have potatoes 
and the grains . Aside from the notorious control of the grain 
markets by the major cartels , the grains represent a rather 
inadequate diet for a modem world. 

It must also be remembered that world production of all 
food commodities ,  meat and grain alike , is coming under 
enhanced manipulative price-control through the so-called 
"free trade" treaties that are dominating international rela
tions . Hence, all vectors pointt o  a single situation in which 
the world' s  diet may be increasingly manipulated at will by 
a relatively few controlling hands in the right positions .  

When the Wine Institute several years ago released its 
endorsement for the new wine-friendly pyramid, president 
John DeLuca was asked by this reporter at the press luncheon, 
if he fully endorsed the restricted red meat provision of the 
scheme. He agreed that the fear of red meat and so forth was 
unfounded, but said of the plan, "It 's  a start . "  

This i s  the kind of  response that makes a social controller 
smile . In post-World War II America, in particular, and be
cause the work of behavioral psychologist Kurt Lewin gained 
currency, corporate and political life have increasingly come 
under the domination of Lewin' s  so-called group dynamics 
management. In brief, this involves "profiling" of a target 
group and individuals , and employing induced stress to ma
nipulate their behavior toward a desired outcome. All the 
more recent "consensus-building" programs are spin-offs of 
this . 

It is not surprising , then, that any single-issue lobbying 
group, seeing itself struggling against various opponents (and 
indeed, in this case , the neo-Prohibitionist movement is both 
real and significant) , would grab for any perceived opening , 
even "just a start ." 

It would be healthier for everyone , however, if organiza
tions such as the Wine Institute and its constituents were to 
join forces with , say , the cattlemen' s  associations and other 
independent traditional farmers ' groups , to explode the lies 
being peddled by those who intend to control and diminish, 
through one ruse or another, the supply of quality foods upon 
which America and other nations have grown. After all , isn't 
that the sort of friendly relationship such producers would 
have in the Mediterranean? 
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Letter to the Editor 

On the Danube water 
project 
Prof. Igor Mucha , with Groundwater Con
sulting Ltd. in Bratislava, Slovakia, sent us 
the following letter in response to our Na
tional Economy section on Jan . 6 .  

Dear Sirs : 
I would like to add some remarks and 

clarifications to Mr. Hartmann ' s  article on 
the Gabcikovo water power plant and the 
World Wide Fund for Nature . 

First of all , it is not quite true , that the 
proposals of the International Monitoring 
Commission , of which I was a member, are 
identical to what the Slovakian and also 
Hungarian engineers proposed . These engi
neers have always proposed , and still do, 
that Hungary agree to use the structures at 
Dunakiliti , Hungary , which have been com
pleted and left idle ever since the Hungarian 
Parliament decided to stop its cooperation in 
the Gabcikovo-Nagymaros project , at least 
partially for the water supply of the inunda
tion area on the Hungarian side . 

These structures include facilities for the 
inundation of the Danube floodplain on the 
Hungarian side of the river, which,  in addi
tion , would allow the river branches to in
terconnect with the Danube at several loca
tions . Such operation of these structures 
would have similar and even better effects 
on the floodplain and river branches on the 
Hungarian side of the Danube than the oper
ation of the structures at Dobrohost has on 
Slovak territory . They simply have not been 
put into operation . Doing so would enable 
Slovakia to use the provisional structures in 
coordination with the Dunakiliti facilities . 

The proposals made by the International 
Monitoring Commission are premised on 
the fact that it is  impossible to use the Du
nakiliti structures ,  unless Hungary agrees to 
it, which , unfortunately for the time being , 
is unlikely .  Therefore , we had to look for a 
compromise . We still hope that the Hungari
an side will , at some point, agree to what 
we believe is the better solution , i . e . ,  to 
complete the construction of the Gabcikovo 
and Nagymaros complexes and then join 
Slovakia in their management . This in
cludes management of the water regime , 
which already now is handled flexibly by 
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The lock and dam on the Danube at Gabcikovo , Slovakia . The benefits of the completed 
elements of the project are making themselvesfelt in all realms: flood control, more 
plentiful water for household and agricultural use , hydropower, and increased shipping . 

Slovakia . The amount of water passing 
through the Old Danube presently is about 
four times greater than was planned before 
Hungary withdrew from the treaty . 

This proposal i s ,  in fact, not only sup
ported by Slovakian engineers , but also by 
many Hungarian engineers and hydrolo
gists . In fact,  the Gabcikovo-Nagymaros 
project was designed jointly by Hungarian 
and Slovakian engineers . The International 
Monitoring Commission ' s  report of Decem
ber 1 993 has proven the competence of these 
engineers . Already , Hungary is profiting 
from the operation of the Gabcikovo struc
tures:  Its territory is protected from floods , 
shipping conditions have been improved for 
vessels of all nationalities ,  and the Moson 
Danube is now continuously supplied with 
water . We are therefore confident that the 
design will serve both peoples , if completed 
as originally planned . 

We do not think that construction and 
operation of Gabcikovo and the lateral canal 
create problems for the Hungarian minority 
in S lovakia . It is true , that an ethnic Hungar
ian minority of 500,000 lives in Slovakia. 
But ,  in the vicinity of the project, there live 
only 50,000 persons ,  and these include 
many ethnic Slovak s ,  too . For most of the 
affected , living conditions have been or will 
be improved by the project. The water table 
has risen to more optimal depth and irriga
tion canals are better supplied with water 
during time of low discharge in the Danube , 
and therefore , farmers in the area need less 
irrigation water or have better access  to it; 
operation of the Gabcikovo structures pro
vides jobs for the local population; increased 
tourism will provide additional income for 
the area.  If the project were detrimental to 
the population of the area-Hungarian or 
Slovak-we would not support it . 
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Report from Bonn by Rainer Apel 

'Betuwe line' bearing fruit 

Prospects for developing the continental rail link from 

Rotterdam to Moscow are improving . 

A revived debate in Europe about 
accelerated infrastructure moderniza
tion has been sparked by the break
through in the European Union sum
mit in Essen on Dec . 9- 10 ,  which gave 
an official go-ahead for the first 14  
priority continental high-speed rail
way projects . 

Number five on the list, is the "Be
tuwelijn" route for a high-speed 
freight railway that will link the port 
of Rotterdam, Europe ' s  largest, with 
the Ruhr region , the industrial heart
land of Germany. After years of con
troversy,  environmentalist obstruc
tion , and administrative delay , the 
120 km line, which is named after the 
Betuwe fruit-growing region in the 
Netherlands through which it will 
pass, has now received a green light 
from the expert committee of "wise 
men and women" that is advising the 
Dutch government on infrastructure 
and public works projects . The gov
ernment is now expected to give its 
official go-ahead to the biggest single 
public works project in the Nether
lands , along with roughly $5 billion in 
funding , sometime in March. 

The Betuwelijn route is the west
ernmost section of the future conti
nental rail connection between the At
lantic and Russia. It will enter the 
German rail grid for high-speed trains 
at the Dutch-German border town of 
Emmerich, linking up to the Ruhr, a 
big consumer of raw materials and 
prefab goods . It will also allow freight 
to be moved even farther to the east , 
via Munster and Hanover, to Warsaw , 
Minsk, Moscow, and other industrial 
and population centers in eastern 
Europe . 
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The freight will be transported on 
high-speed trains at speeds of up ,to 
1 60 kilometers per hour (kph) , leav
.ing Rotterdam and arriving in Mos
cow 30 hours later. This will be possi
ble by about the year 20 10.  

The Betuwelijn and its connection 
with the modernized German rail grid 
will be completed by 2005 ; a new con
tainer port in Rotterdam will be opera
tional by 2010 .  The extension of the 
German high-speed rail grid east
ward, from Berlin to Moscow, which 
is the easternmost section of this conti
nental rail route , will be completed 
by about the same time---on condition 
that an important document signed in 
Berlin on Jan .  23 is implemented 
without delay . 

On that day , the transportation 
ministers of Germany,  Poland, Bela
rus ,  and Russia, as well as the railway 
minister of Russia and a senior envoy 
of the EU Commission , signed a 
"memorandum of understanding" for 
the modernization of the combined 
road-rail transport corridor from Ber
lin to Moscow, a project that aims at 
transporting passengers and freight at 
speeds of up to 200 kph over 1 ,800 
kilometers . The entire project, which 
is largely modernization of existing 
rail track, requires investment of up to 
$ 14  billion . 

What makes the document espe
cially important is the fact that it ends 
the misguided discussion about pri
vate initiative construction, and re
states the prime responsibility of the 
governments to realize the project. 
Only for the highway aspect of the 
project , is a leading role envisioned 
for private-initiative investment. 

The memorandum stated the gov
ernments ' commitments to tum the 
corridor into one of broader industrial 
and economic development for the 20 
million people living along the route, 
and to extend the economic benefits to 
another 20 million living in Scandina
via across the Baltic Sea. 

The first section of this rail route , 
from Berlin to Swiecko, on the Ger
man border with Poland, is already 
under construction; the next section , 
from Swiecko to Warsaw, will receive 
$350 million in funding from the EU. 
By 1 998 ,  trains are expected to travel 
at 1 60-200 kph . 

The project creates incentives for 
the productive sectors of the region' s  
national economies on  a scale that will 
change the parameters of investment 
significantly . The overall positive 
economic effect of the $ 14  billion, 
which the construction of the corridor 
will require , on the regional econo
mies will be three to four times as 
great. The impact on the overall em
ployment situation , which at present 
looks very bad in Europe' s  east, is es
pecially important. 

In Rotterdam, the Dutch govern
ment plans to invest about $ 1 . 2  billion 
in the construction of a new container 
facility to be built at the mouth of the 
Maas River. The project, "Delta 
2008 ,"  is designed to allow the un
loading of 6 million standard contain
ers by no later than 2010 .  This will 
increase capacity by almost 50% , up 
from 4 .5  million containers in 1994, 
when the port of Rotterdam handled 
50 million tons of containerized 
freight . By 20 1 5 ,  the new facility will 
handle up to 80 million tons of con
tainerized freight, of which it plans 
to transport 30 million tons by rail to 
Germany and beyond. Overall , Rot
terdam's  port, which handled 294 mil
lion tons last year, expects to reach a 
capacity of 400 million tons by the 
year 20 10 .  
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Business Briefs 

Infrastructure 

Dutch, Belgians put 
joint projects on agenda 

The Netherlands signed an agreement with 
Belgium on deepening a crucial section of 
the Scheid River in the third week in January , 
which will be important for making the Bel
gian port of Antwerp navigable for larger 
vessels and to increase its capacity . 

The project has been discussed for some 
time, and is listed in the European Union' s  
program o f  second-priority projects o f  wa
terway transport infrastructure develop
ment, but the Dutch have not been in favor 
of it for fear that the benefit Antwerp would 
gain from the project would be at the expense 
of their plans to upgrade traffic at the port of 
Rotterdam (already Europe's  largest) . 

The two governments also resolved to 
put discussion about the high-speed rail proj
ect from Brussels to Amsterdam, which in
volves disputes over the route , on the agenda 
for another meeting this spring. 

Africa 

ECononnes of SAUOC 
nations deteriorating 

The economies of the I I -nation Southern 
African Development Community (SADC) 
are declining, despite being the only part of 
Africa which is getting significant donor aid, 
the group said in its annual report released 
in January . It met with western donors inMa
lawi on Jan.  27 seeking funds , but donors 
are threatening significant cutbacks,  saying 
these countries are too donor-dependent. 

According to the SADC, the economic 
adjustment programs-which are dictated 
by the International Monetary Fund-in 
1994 did not "have the desired effects . "  An
gola's  economy is in a "hopeless mess ," 
Zambia will have to rely on loans and grants , 
and Botswana and Namibia' s  mining sectors 
are stagnating . In "normally healthy Bot
swana," attempts to shift to the manufactur-
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ing sector (away from mining) as a strategy 
for economic diversification, failed misera
bly , and growth in the manufacturing sector 
declined 12%.  In Angola, Gross Domestic 
Product fell 22 .6% , while Namibia and Swa
zilandregistered declines of3 .3% and 2 .  7%,  
respectively . 

What little growth there was , the SADC 
attributes mainly to improvements in the ag
ricultural sectors of Malawi, Mozambique, 
Zambia, and Zimbabwe . In Angola, where 
mining has collapsed and the country is de
pendent on food aid , the country' s  debt grew 
in 1994 to $ 1 1 .6 billion, up from $10 .9  bil
lion in I 993--exceeding the value of the pro
duction of goods and services by more than 
400% . Mozambique will continue to depend 
largely on foreign donor aid . 

Caucasus 

Build oil pipeline for 
peace, says negotiator 

John Maresca, a former U . S .  negotiator in 
the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict between Ar
menia and Azerbaijan, wrote that "the new 
Silk Road" of potential oil pipelines to be 
built in the Caucasus could be the basis for 
economic development of the whole war
tom region. 

In a commentary in the Jan. 25 Wall 
Street Journal Europe, Maresca wrote that 
the acute crises in the region leave all the 
potential routes for the pipeline full of 
"daunting obstacles . "  However, "a new 
phase of urgent discussion" is beginning on 
potential pipelines.  The "trans-Armenia 
route" is likely the best option among several 
routes.  "Despite traditional hostilities to
ward Turkey and Azerbaijan, Armenia is a 
potentially reliable partner."  Russian inter
ests will have to be met in the plan eventually 
adopted, or Russia will undercut any ar
rangements made, including preventing the 
shipment of heavy construction equipment 
through the Volga-Dan Canal system. But 
pipelines need not necessarily cross Russian 
territory , he wrote , since the amount of oil 
in the region would justify more than one 

pipeline, and Russia might agree to shared 
control or a �imilar arrangement. 

"The ecqnomic effects of these pipelines 
will be so important that they make this a 
unique opportunity for regional develop
ment. They : represent huge investment po
tential in a generally poor area, and will knit 
together thei nations that must share them," 
.he said. "The U . S .  government has not taken 
a position on the pipeline issue , but it should. 
. . . U. S. interests in this matter are clear: 
Russia will i have a pipeline from Kazakh
stan, so a Plpeline from Baku should cross 
Armenia amjl Turkey . Not only is this the best 
route techni(:ally , it would also create a badly 
needed incentive for ending the Nagorno
Karabakh \\far and for maintaining regional 
stability in �e future . "  

Italy 

Privatitation of state 
sector forces up imports 

Since the progressive dismantling of the 
state-owne4 iron, steel, petrochemical , and 
machine-totJI industries ,  Italy now has to im
port, mostly from eastern Europe, 60% of 
its strategically relevant industrial products 
such as baIl bearings ,  aluminum, and other 
metal prQ(l�cts . Concern is rising among 
many induStrial consultants that after the re
cent privadzation of state-owned specialty 
steel industries ,  the situation is going to be
come mucti worse, leaving the private steel 
cartel to takle over what remains of state-sec
tor production and impose a dramatic price 
increase on the internal market. 

Since the collapse of the Berlin Wall , a 
private stetil cartel led by Giorgio Falk and 
Luigi Luc�hini has been buying up steel 
plants in ustern Europe and taking advan
tage of the ow labor cost . It is believed that 
these peo . e are now waging a trade war 
against ItalY's  national economy, providing 
cheap, fordign-made goods at very high pric
es and wit!) costly delays in delivery . 

Falk is a member ofthe 1001 Club, a key 
grouping of the European oligarchy which is 
led by the �ritish monarchy . In the past, FaIk 
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opposed Oscar Sinigaglia, one of the found
ing fathers of state-owned industries . The 
"Sinigaglia Plan" created a technologically 
advanced, full-cycle, mass-production steel 
industry , which especially built up opera
tions in the traditionally poor Mezzogiorno 
region in southern Italy . In contrast, Falk's  
policy is  technologically backward, costly , 
and profitable only because of state sub
sidies . 

Thus , today, Italy's  so-called economic 
recovery consists of an export boom based 
on "creative production" of such things as 
dolls ,  knives, fashion shirts, and lUXury 
goods. Export earnings are not reinvested in 
the country . 

Nuclear Energy 

Prospects improve in 
Sweden, Indonesia 

Sweden, which decided in 1980 in a national 
referendum to shut down all nuclear power 
plants by the year 20 10,  may reconsider that 
decision. Labor unions have begun placing 
ads calling for the 1980 referendum to be re
versed. 

Prime Minister Ingvar Carlsson also said 
recently that in light of problems with a se
cured energy supply and a lack of viable en
ergy alternatives , Sweden might have to re
consider. 

On Jan . 27 , Energy Minister JOrgen An
dersson, who is said to have been pounded 
in recent weeks by Swedish industrial lob
bies to change the government' s  anti-nuclear 
policy, seconded Carlsson, endorsing a new 
referendum in a statement on national televi
sion . "It would have to be on the question 
whether one could cancel that date 2010,  
should an exit [from nuclear] prove impossi
ble by that date ," he said. 

In Indonesia, Minister for Research and 
Technology B . J .  Habibie on Jan.  2 1  defend
ed plans to build a nuclear plant in central 
Java, the official Antara news agency report
ed. "Preparations for the project started 20 
years ago, both regarding the technology be
ing used and nuclear's sociological presence 
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among the people, "he said in the central Java 
capital of Semarang, 1 50 miles east ofJakar
ta o He admitted that people might object to 
the plan, but said that such an attitude could 
not be defended when the country was in 
need of energy sources to generate electricity 
in the future . "At this moment, the Indone
sian people, from Sabang [Aceh] to Merauke 
[Irian] , are aware of the importance of the 
modem technology, because the nuclear 
plant project is for the people' s  benefit. " The 
plan would also help reduce unemployment, 
he said . 

Indonesia said it plans to start building 
the $ 1 . 2 billion plant on Java in May 1 996 . 
The 6OO-megawatt plant is scheduled to start 
generating electricity around the year 2004. 

Health 

Patarroyo announces 
new malaria vaccine 

Colombian scientist Manuel Patarroyo has 
announced the development of a new anti
malarial vaccine with 90-95% effectiveness . 
The vaccine is an improvement of an earlier 
vaccine which he developed, which protect
ed an average of 40% of people (and of more 
than 70% of children) inoculated. The new 
vaccine is now undergoing testing . 

Further, researchers at the U . S .  compa
ny Becton and Dickinson have developed a 
new diagnostic test for malaria. Using a sim
ple test similar to that used to detect glucose 
in urine, malaria can be detected from a drop 
of the patient' s  blood. This could be espe
cially helpful in poor countries , because con
ventional detection requires time, micro
scopes, and trained personnel . As a result, 
doctors in poor countries often provide anti
malaria drugs when malaria is suspected, 
even if patients are not infected, which con
tributes to the long-term danger of the devel
opment of multi-resistant strains . 

Today, researchers have to deal with the 
increasing resistance of the malaria agent to 
antibiotics , and the Anopheles mosquito, 
which transmits the disease, is increasingly 
resistant to DDT and other pesticides.  

Bri£1ly 

• THE PANAMA Canal GatCin 
locks are being overhauled, causing 
delays of five days,  more than twice 
the normal waiting period, the Jan.  
27 Journal of Commerce reported. 
The situation has been exacerbated 
by a surge of grain shipments from 
U . S .  Gulf ports to Asia, and fruit 
shipments from South America to the 
U . S .  East Coast. 

• YEMEN has asked the Interna
tional Monetary Fund to slow imple
mentation of "economic reforms,"  
including abolition of  subsidies ,  uni
fying exchange rates , laying off thou
sands of workers, and up to fourfold 
price rises for water, power, and gas
oline . Yemen has decided to sell off 
all state-owned industries .  

• JAPAN'S Sumitomo Bank said 
on Jan. 27 that it will post a loss of 
280 billion yen this fiscal year, the 
first loss by a Japanese bank since 
1945 , the International Herald Trib
une reported. The bank said it would 
write off 600 billion yen in non-per
forming real estate loans , on top of 
200 billion yen in the first half of 
1994. But write-offs will reduce non
performing assets by only .20% . 

• 'CHINA is ready to import petro
chemicals from Nigeria . . . .  We 
have requested from the government 
that efforts should be made to enable 
China to buy more . . . especially 
goods produced in Nigeria,"  Chinese 
Foreign Minister Qian Qichen said 
on Jan. 24 during a visit . 

• 'THE CANADIAN government 
is backing a loser in encouraging pro
duction of bio-fuels with tax incen
tives and loan guarantees ," the 
OECD said in a recent report, the To
ronto Globe and Mail reported on 
Jan. 1 2 .  The energy used to produce 
ethanol from wheat and com "can in 
some cases be higher than the energy 
saved by substituting it for petrol . " 

• RUPERT MURDOCH'S Fox 
TV and the British news agency Reu
ters are creating a "television news 
service" to serve Fox' s  U . S .  outlets 
starting on March 1 .  
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Time to bury 
the rotten legacy 
of G.W.F. Hegel 

! 

by Frank Hahn 1 

Let us begin with the frequently posed question Mhow a highly cultured population 
like the Germans could fall prey to the National So�ialist dictatorship. Certainly , 
those versed in history are aware of the evidence oonfirming that Adolf Hitler's 
rise to power was managed by the British oligarchy , which on the eve of World 
War II betrayed and sabotaged the German resistan�e to Nazism. 

Yet ultimately these considerations lead us to tpe physics of history , as Wil
helm von Humboldt defined it, dissecting the an�cedents , consequences , and 
mechanisms of historical events in all their geogrp.phic , political, institutional, 
and military interconnections . Yet, Humboldt says� an explanation of the specific 
causes peculiar to a given event is incomplete; it hat' to begin with the philosophy 
of history-the dimension dominated by man's cre�tive reason . 

"Only from a point outside of it can the realm of phenomena be grasped," 
writes Humboldt. "The ideas existing outside the ifinite nevertheless hold sway 
throughout history. " Ideas , or "intellectual singularilties ,"  are more real and lasting 
than mechanistic occurrences . 

This point of departure opens up a sort of hi�torical atlas of the world of 
ideas . The battle of ideas within European civilization has taken its course, up 
to the present, between the metaphysical humanism of a Plato , Nicolaus of Cusa, 
Johannes Kepler, Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz , et i al .  on the one hand, and an 
Aristotle , Paolo Sarpi , John Locke , David Hume, . Jeremy Bentham, and the so
called Enlightenment up to the Romantics and ni�ilists , on the other. The latter 
proclaim man's exclusively instinct-driven natur� , allegedly repressed by the 

1 .  This article first appeared, in a two-part version, in the German weekly newspaper Neue 

Solidaritiit on Oct. 12 and 19,  1994. The editors are grateful :to Susan Johnson for translating and 
editing this abridged version. The issues the study unfolds are pf such universal importance, that we 
believe the non-Gerinan read<;r will greatly benefit by reading it "over the shoulders," so to speak, of 
the German audience for which it was originally written. 
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rationality of culture and science . The Anglo-Venetian oli

garchic faction has wielded this radical empiricist doctrine 

in order to secure its power, because scientifically minded 

human beings will not tolerate slavish subjection to an aris

tocracy ! 

Over a span of 1 50 years , the German variant of British 

empiricism was very effective , unfortunately , in preparing 
the ground for the immediate instigators of Nazism . The 

branching point for the wrong turn in German intellectual 

life is found in the Anglo-Venetians'  onslaught against their 

greatest enemy-Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz . For obvious 

reasons ,  Leibniz ' s  German opponents exploited the specific 

convolutions of the German mind; in order to reach their 

audience , they did not call on Voltaire or Locke or Hume , 

but Kant and Hegel ! 

Heine's warnings, then and now 
Did you notice-I have already committed a sacrilege . 

Yes , indeed , Kant and Hegel belong before the bench of 

justice , for crimes against humanity , for incitement to vio

lence and terrorism. As the prosecution ' s  witness , I call 

Heinrich Heine . 

"Just a minute , "  interposes a good German . "How can 

you make such accusations? These men were philosophers , 

they fought with ideas , not swords and cannons ! "  

Precisely . That ' s  why this i s  such a serious case . Intel

lectual weapons can have far more devastating effects 

than military ones . But here is Herr Heine to clarify this 
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for you further. 2 

Without the sponsorship 
of the Anglo-Venetian 
oligarchy, Hegel "might 
well have labored in 
obscurity as a crankish , 
tedious junior professor. 
It is said that he 
wrenched out his 
abstruse lectures with 
agonizing hesitancy, the 
barely audible product 
constantly interrupted by 
a loud. repellent 
cough . "  

I shall now speak of a man whose very name has 

the power of an exorcism . I shall speak of Immanuel 

Kant . It is said that nocturnal spirits are terrified at 

the sight of the executioner ' s  sword . How terrified 

they must then be when someone holds up to them 
Kant ' s  Critique of Pure Reason! This book is the 

sword with which Deism was executed in 

Germany ! . . .  

If, however , Immanuel Kant , the arch-destroyer in 

the realm of ideas , far surpassed Maximilian Robes
pierre in terrorism,  yet he possessed many similarities 

with the latter. . . .  We find in both the same talent for 

suspicion , only that one directs his suspicion toward 

ideas and calls it criticism , while the other applies it 

to people and entitles it republican virtue . But both 

represented in the highest degree the type of the provin

cial bourgeois . Nature had destined them to weigh cof

fee and sugar, but Fate determined that they should 

weigh other things and placed on the scales of the one 

a king , on the scales of the other a God . . . .  

The German revolution will not turn out to be any 

2. Citations from Heinrich Heine are taken from "Concerning the History 

of Religion and Philosophy in Germany ," in Heinrich Heine: Selected 

Works. translated and edited by Helen Mustard , pp . 368-69 , 4 1 6- 1 8 .  Vin

tage , New York: 1 973 . 
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milder or gentler because it was preceded by Kant's  
Critique .  . . or even [Hegel 's] nature philosophy . Be
cause out of these doctrines revolutionary forces have 
developed which only await the day when they can 
break forth and fill the world with terror and astonish
ment. Kantians will appear who have no more use for 
piety in the physical world than in the world of ideas , 
who with sword and axe will mercilessly rummage in 
the soil of our European culture in order to eradicate 
the last roots of the past . . . . 

But [the Hegelian] nature philosophers would be 
more terrifying than anyone else , since they would 
actively take part in a German revolution , and would 
identify themselves with the work of destruction . If the 
hand of the Kantian strikes a strong, unerring blow 
because his heart is not moved by any traditional rever
ence . . .  the philosopher of Nature will be terrifying 
because he allies himself with the primitive powers of 
Nature , can conjure up the demonic forces of ancient 
Germanic pantheism, and there awakens in him that 
lust for battle which we find among the ancient Ger
mans and which fights not in order to destroy , nor in 
order to win, but simply in order to fight . . . .  

The thought precedes the deed as lightning pre
cedes thunder. German thunder is of course truly Ger
man; it is not very nimble but rumbles along slowly . 
. . . There will be played in Germany a drama com
pared to which the French Revolution might seem 
merely an innocent idyll . 

This expert testimony suffices for a guilty verdict. And 
what would Heine have to say today? Perhaps he would 
address us as follows: 

"I was very severe in my Religion and Philosophy in 
Germany, because I wanted to deliver a clear warning . I 
would not have believed that my poetic prophesies could 
have taken on such a ghastly reality in the twentieth century. 
Yet it is far worse that you , standing at the end of this blood
stained century, have failed to grasp my warning . You cheer
fully persist in falling into raptures over Evil , because you 
claim you know too little to distinguish it from Good. This 
too is supposed to be typically German . Here is what I said 
at the time about the German public ' s  response to Kant:" 

Did Kant perhaps , just by destroying all the proofs 
for the existence of God, intend to show us clearly 
how perilous it is , not to be able to know anything 
about the existence of God? In this matter he acted 
almost as wisely as a Westphalian friend of mine who 
had smashed all the street lamps in Grohnder Street 
in G6ttingen and then , standing in the dark, delivered 
a long lecture to us on the practical necessity of lamps , 
which he had broken in a theoretical frame of mind 
only in order to show us that we could see nothing 
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without them. 

"And so ," might Heine have I continued in reference to 
our present-day dilemma, "I fin4 you stumbling around in 
the dark, your mouths dropping qpen with astonishment ev
ery time you bump into somethin , displaying the same cra
ven awe of the practical Good as he theoretical Evil ! Hegel 
superseded God with man, then ith the state . Today, his 
pupils , the preachers of the 'di lectic of enlightenment, '  
Theodor Adorno, Max Horkhei er, and their entire Frank
furt School , supersede man and s te with Nature (of course, 
there can be no more talk of Go�) .  They will not rest until 
man has disappeared from this fai� Earth, as the old Hegelians 
would find no peace until the realdt of divinity lay in rubble
and the state came forth as the nei" god . 

"When anyone espouses Nat�re, you Germans see noth
ing but good in him. And if the evil himself comes clad in 
high office or a distinguished r putation, you say , 'Well , 
of course, it' s  the Devil , but hf has his points , and he's  
accomplished something in  life-j--so let 's  not condemn him 
just because he 's the Devil . ' I 

"The Pied Pipers of the Kant�Hegel tradition, however, 
couldn' t  play this particular tune rpore than once if they want
ed to seduce you into a philosopHical revolution . Therefore, 
the neo-Hegelians no longer say i that it is the state which is 
all-important, but the individual }Vho rejects the authority of 
the state . This rejection proceeds jpyfully among Poles or Ital
ians-they tend to sing while they sin-but the Germans un
dertake their extreme individuali�m in dead earnest: The lone 
individual individualizes himself to the point at which, strictly 
upholding the Hegelian dialectiC , he dissolves and disap
pears ! In the same deadly serious �irit, it is obvious that all the 
other individuals must disappear� too . Thus do the Germans 
endeavor to give philosophical Nstification for sin , and thus 
the philosophical Devil is render�d his posthumous due . 

"Nietzsche , Heidegger, Hegel , even our worthy 
Friedrich Schiller, are all thrown into the same pot. And the 
Germans , after finally turning t�mselves into sophisticated 
gourmets , as soon as they enter tJile realm of the intellect they 
swill down a foul , watery mes� ,  and announce , ' It 's  only 
ideas ! When it comes to my behavior, mind you, I 'm wie 
eh und je rational .-Excuse me , what was that about the 
lightning that comes before the thunder?' " 

May we Germans become smarter than we were 150 
years ago and truly take Heine ' s  words to heart! Kant 's  influ
ence on German intellectual lif¢ is a well-excavated topic. 
Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hege� has exerted a still deadlier 
effect on the history and politic!! of the past 200 years . And 
so we wish to render satisfactioq to Heine by tracking down 
the causal links in that Hegelian �under and lightning . 

Hegel and the 'Weitgeist' :  
The goal pervading Hegel ' s  �abors was the final annihila

tion of the influence of Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz .  That is 
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why Hegel felt compelled to issue several dozen volumes of 
his own works and pass himself off as the greatest philoso
pher of all time . Talented minds have tormented themselves 
with this mammoth corpus and perished on the philosophical 
rack. We may bring his ideas together in a few fundamental 
theses . 

One of Hegel 's  most glaringly abstruse theoretical edi
fices is his theory of history . 

As a young pupil in Stuttgart and later as a university 
student at Tubingen, Hegel was already avidly studying the 
work of the Scottish empiricist David Hume, a major antago
nist against Leibniz and a precursor of Kant. In Hume's 
philosophy of history , history is not made by individuals,  but 
by circumstances. Hegel picked up these notions in his own 
early writings ,  and concluded that no actor on the historical 
stage can ever consciously guide his own actions: The indi
vidual is a mere pawn. That "message" is aimed against 
Leibniz's  concept of the monad, which as a creative soul , is 
the formative agent of what we call history . 

Thus Hegel soon delegated historical responsibility to the 
World Spirit-the Weltgeist. In Hegel ' s  calculus of world 
history , antiquity was the realm of the Father, the Middle 
Ages the realm of the Son, the modern Protestant world the 
realm of the Holy Ghost-and what comes next? Germany, 
as the consummation of the Weltgeist! 

The belief that Germany, or later Prussia, was destined 
to lead world history to its summit, formed itself in Hegel ' s  
mind through "practical observation."  In  1 806, looking out 
from his student pub in lena, he saw the Weltgeist: It was 
the Emperor Napoleon on horseback ! A warm, cozy tremor 
permeated Hegel 's  insides , and he cried out deliriously , "I 
have seen the Weltgeist ride by !" This claim, colored perhaps 
by wine as well as prior conviction, became the linchpin 
of Hegel 's  philosophical system. History is ultimately the 
unfolding of the Weltgeist, which in the course of its travels 
attains "consciousness of itself in freedom."  Once it has 
reached this point, history is over, "things go no further." 

The Weltgeist traverses every geographic region, from 
east to west. Its temporary habitation among a given populace 
endows them with world-historic significance , but when the 
Weltgeist departs , they decline forever, as witness India, 
Persia, Greece, and Rome. 

Within each chosen people, the Weltgeist slips into the 
mortal frame of a "world-historic individual ," but eventually 
these individuals overstep themselves , like Napoleon. In his 
disappointment over Napoleon' s  downfall , Hegel discovered 
that at last the Weltgeist stood knocking with impatience at 
the door of Germany. It was in the German empire, which 
Prussia was assigned to unify , that the Weltgeist would attain 
its final rest. And that ultimate world-historic unity could 
only be secured by means of war. 

Here we look down into the dark pit of a gnostic Maniche
anism. Hegel 's  outlook is stamped by suffering and decay as 
the foundation for new life ,  and new life already bears the 
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seed of death within it . A mixture of Aristotle , Taoist yin
yang, and pre-Christian gnosticism marks Hegel' s  idea of 
history. What is evil is the material sphere, which strives , in 
a constant process of Becoming, against its inevitable decline 
and dissolution into Absolute Spirit . 

World history as the "Golgotha- of the Absolute Spirit" 
requires us to recognize that "objective morality is indifferent 
to the existence of the individual ,"  as Hegel declares in his 
Philosophy of Law. Even more radically than Kant, Hegel 
breaks with the German tradition of philosophy based on natu
ral law, whose foremost exponent was Leibniz. Law and jus-

The goal pervading Hegel's labors 
was thejinal annihilation. Q/" the 
irifluence Q/"Gotifried Wilhelm 
Leibniz. That is why Hegelfelt 
compelled to issue several dozen 
volumes Q/"his own works and pass 
himself qff as the greatest philosopher 
Q/" all time. Talented minds have 
tormented themselves with this 
mammoth corpus and perished on 
the philosophical rack. 

tice, in Hegel 's  view, are identical with power. Relations 
among nations can only be decided by war, in which, by defi
nition , "the stronger" has justice on his side . Should it surprise 
us that Mao Zedong and Lenin were inspired by Hegel, along 
with such "leading intellects" as Bismarck and Hitler? 

Hegel, Prussia, and the state 
War opens the way for the raging Weltgeist t() rush in . 

Hegel not only explains that a pemtanent state of war is 
natural , but accords it a moral justification. In his 1 802 writ
ing The German Constitution, Hegel had already made war
readiness the chief purpose of the state . After the military 
victories which succeeded in unifying Germany, Hegel 
thought its territory ought to be apportioned into military 
districts , with an emperor as supreme commander. Hegel 
emphasized the state as a juridical person, in opposition to 
the concept of the nation , in which the legal system is based 
on the individual ' s  sovereignty as an active agent, creatively 
endowed because created in the image of God. 

For Hegel , the state's rights are abl>olute, the individual's at 
best relative. The state becomes the locus of Reason, the mani
festation of "objective morality"; the individual's  free will dis
solves into the Objective Spirit. It follows logically that the state 
must be revered as ''the Divine as it exists on earth. " 
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Let us first examine Hegel as ideologue of the doctrine 
that "might makes right. "  As theoretical propaganda, Hegel ' s  
academic exercises were of immediate service to the various 
ruling dynasties on the scene . Speaking from his professorial 
chair at Heidelberg University in 1 8 1 7 ,  Hegel defended the 
absolute rights of the Wiirtemberg monarch Frederick II. 
That year he was called to Berlin, in order to exercise his 
talents in a larger arena. Under the Metternich-Castlereagh 
Holy Alliance , there was a need to buttress Prussia's claim 
to dominate Germany . Hegel ' s  philosophical writings were 
barely comprehensible; however, his actual field of activity 
was to attack and denounce the political opponents of Metter
nich and the Prussian monarchy at the University of Berlin . 

Hegel' s  patron there was von Altenstein , the Prussian 
minister of culture . The Hegel-Altenstein team fit together 
like a dagger in a sheath . Both were opportunistic chame
leons who would not shrink from self-betrayal , had they a 
self to betray . Early on , Altenstein had profiled himself as an 
enemy of the pro-American reformers vom Stein and von 
Humboldt, and pressed for the absolute subordination of uni
versities to the goals of the state-in opposition to Hum
boldt' s  demand for freedom of research and pedagogy . 

After the absolutist 1 8 1 9  Karlsbad Resolutions, Hegel ' s  
heyday began. I t  became a dangerous thing to be his adver
sary . When, for instance, a periodical published an unfavor
able review of Hegel ' s  legal philosophy in 1 822 , Hegel , 
through his political godfather Altenstein , an:anged for ifto 
be drastically censored. 

Increasingly , Hegel was able to thwart the appointment of 
professors and lecturers who failed to conform to his political 
outlook. He interfered in the physical sciences to impose 
his system of "speculative philosophy ," even publicizing his 
absurd "discovery" that a diamond is a self-realized piece of 
flint. Scientific research was ridiculed and blocked by the 
"nature philosophers" around Hegel , who obstructed the in
stallation of equipment for physics and chemistry labora
tories at Berlin University , insisting that "pure contempla
tion" would be compromised. We can only assent to the 
observation by the great chemist Justus von Liebig that Hegel 
was "the Black Plague of the nineteenth century ."  

It cannot be  overemphasized that Hegel and his school 
served as the Prussian monarchy' s  most powerful weapons 
against the idea of natural law, against the constitutional 
outlook of the young American republic , and against the 
conceptions of freedom advanced by Schiller and the Hum
boldts . Prussia was assigned to relinquish its nation-building 
potential , as a mere subsystem of the British "balance of 
power" in Europe . 

Without the protection of his thuggish patron in the Berlin 
government, Hegel might well have labored in obscurity as 
a crankish, tedious junior professor. It is said that he 
wrenched out his abstruse lectures with agonizing hesitancy , 
the barely audible product constantly interrupted by a loud, 
repellent cough. 
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Just as in the 1 820s and 1 830� , intellectual conformity
Gleichschaltung-was imposedjrom outside academic life ,  
in 1 966-68 , "political correctne�s" began to appear in the 
West. The outside factor was th� Frankfurt School, a joint 
project of the Comintern and the Anglo-American intelli
gence services against western civilization. 

Hegel , the spiritual godfath¢r of this tendency,  proves 
to be an offshoot of the Anglo-Venetian school of Jeremy 
Bentham, which had set out tl) destroy "continental sci
ence"-the code-word in the great battle between Leibniz 
and Isaac Newton . The British Empire could not allow 
France and Germany to become i strategic powers by means 
of accelerated progress in scienctj , industry, and technology. 
Despite persecution , the scientific method of Leibniz was 
upheld by the great nineteenth-century scientists Riemann, 
Cantor, Gauss ,  and Weber. Th�se circles were crucial to 
the century' s  flowering of comIlletely new technology and 
sectors of production; but the l intellectual atmosphere in 
which they persevered was increasingly contaminated. 

To the point is a comment bYl a close collaborator of Otto 
von Bismarck' s ,  the theologian and politician Constantin 
Rossler: "Never has the intellectual labor of an era been so 
dominated by the spirit of one i man as the present age is 
dominated by the multifaceted efforts of Hegel . "  What were 
the political consequences of !Hegel ' s  intellectual dicta
torship? 

1848, 1866, 1933: Hegel $d German politics 
In the revolutionary year 1 848 , with the first great burst 

of political self-assertion in Germany, what quickly came 
to dominate the scene was the �lorification of war and the 
ideology of the omnipotent stl'lte . The far more complex 
movement that emerged in 1 848+49 included certain republi
can circles who looked to the spi�t of the American Constitu
tion. But the failure of the 1 8481 republicans must be exam
ined in the light of precisely the '1Greater Germany" ideology 
of the right-wing Hegelians, who proceeded to bounce off 
the left-wing Hegelians in a typital political set-up. 

Within the Paulskirche (the Church of St. Paul in Frank
furt, where delegates deliberated on national unity) , the 
"Greater Germany" ideology was detonated by two issues: 
Schleswig-Holstein, then under the Danish crown, and 
Posen , raising the Polish quest�on . As early as June 1 848 , 
"No German State without Schl�swig" was the slogan of the 
majority in the Paulskirche . Fqr three months , war was in 
the air, as Russia, in the fore$round, and Britain , in the 
background, upheld Denmark'� claim to Schleswig . Sud
denly the right-wing faction , reveling in the German Welt
geist, received unexpected sup�rt from the "left," which 
called for war against despotic , !reactionary Russia. The left 
exploited the Polish nationalist: movement in order to pro
mote a military alliance againSt Russia; on this point, the 
"Greater German" faction naturally differed. 

Hegelians like Ernst Moritz .Arndt became the spokesmen 
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for the anti-Polish faction , which finally gained the upper 

hand within the Paulskirche . History , they said , demonstrat

ed Poland' s  fatal weakness; Germany had the right of the 

stronger on its side , and therefore there was no reason to 

"throw this half-Prussian state back to the Polacks . "  

This chauvinistic mood soon suffocated legitimate de

bate , especially over the constitution of a unified Germany . 

Deliberations slid into manipulated cockfights over territorial 

issues . Soon a clamor was mounted for Germany to incorpo

rate all of Austro-Hungary , in order to secure German domi

nation over Central Europe . Heinrich von Gagern ' s  plan en

visioned a de facto annexation of Austria ,  whose territory 

would extend to the mouth of the Danube , cutting off south

ern Slavs from the Russians .  But this ,  in the British view , 

would be going too far. Britain ' s  aim was to incite the various 

national-liberation movements in Europe to common strug

gle against Russia and Austria-Hungary , without allowing 

new great-power competitors to emerge . The "Left Hegeli

ans" seemed better suited for this purpose . 

In his territorial demands , B ismarck was far less radical 

than the "greater Germans" at the Paulskirche ; partly for this 

reason , he was chosen to carry out German reunification , 

which in any case the Anglo-Venetian geopoliticians could 

no longer forestal l .  Bismarck then became the eponym for an 
era of sheer unscrupulous power politics ,  exercised without 

hindrance thanks to the "Hegelianized" intellectual atmo

sphere . 

Echoing Hegel ' s  formulation, the intoxicated Bismarck 

toady Rossler declared: "The state is the manifestation of the 

divine . "  In 1 862 , Rossler prophesied that Bismarck' s  liberal 

opposition would be chopped up as soon as it "can give 

momentum to a bold , sweeping intervention into the German 

question . "  The German nation was rallied to demand "a dic

tatorship for one man . "  And indeed , after the 1 866 Prussian 

victory against Austria,  the opposition to Bismarck abruptly 

fell into silence . 

The year 1 866 thus marked a decisive break in German 

history . The last remaining props of conscience were sacri

ficed to the "might makes right" principle of the state; Bis
marck draped himself in the mantle of the Weltgeist; and 

Bismarck found success ! Of minor significance at most was 

deemed the fact that German unity occurred through a breach 

of the constitution and three wars of aggression . 

Here , in near-tragic dimensions,  was the false morality 

and grotesque blindness which left most of the German intel

ligentsia sliding into impotent delusions of great -power gran

deur.  This was why the leading strata in Germany could 

easily be used to prepare the way for World War I, while the 

actual string-pullers were sitting in England . 

After all this , it will not surprise us to find that the Hegeli

an doctrine of the state was reborn under the Nazi regime . In 

the 1 930s , the leading academics in the humanities viewed 

themselves more or less as adherents to Hegel ' s  tradition . 

For example , in a 1 937 document addressed to foreign 
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Battling on the barricades in Berlin in 1 848.  Thefailure of the 
1848 republicans paved the way for the "Greater Germany" 
ideology of the right-wing Hegelians, who clashed with the left
wing Hegelians in a manipulated confrontation . 

visitors by Nazi student leader A .  Klemmt, we find the fol

lowing remarkable jargon: "For a long time you have heard 

much about a Hegel renaissance within Germany,  as well as 

elsewhere . Although we unswervably direct our gaze today 

toward the ultimate formative resolve upon a new , never 

previously existing future , there can be no doubt that in the 

all-encompassing rebirth which shall extend its broad and 

mighty dome above the Third Reich , the grand logic of Hegel 

will be incorporated . "  The National Socialist concept of an 

organic corporate state is finally laid at Hegel ' s  door. 
And how do the latter-day leftists , who also invoke 

Hegel,  fit into this picture? Is  the left not "left" at all ,  or has 

the "right" simply misunderstood the Left Hegelians? Or is 

it time to finally bury all these verbal shell games? Whether 

it is a "right-winger" who beats an African to death, or a 

"left-winger" who kills  a policeman , murder is murder. The 

synthesis of "left" and "right" which so horribly disfigures 

our century has expressed itself in an intellectual and political 

terrorism whose matrix is  the meaningless arbitrariness of 

individual existence . The philosophical basis for this outlook 

is found in Hegel ' s  treatment of religion . 

'Objective Spirit' replaces theology 
Starting in 1 793 , Hegel worked as a tutor in B erne , Swit

zerland . It was there that he published his pamphlet "The 
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Life of Jesus" in 1 795 . Writing "biographies" of Christ was 
a fashionable pursuit throughout the nineteenth century, in
troduced by French Encyclopedists and English Deists . The 

. central thesis was that Jesus was merely an historical figure; 
therefore neither the filiation of God nor man's  likeness to 
God exists . 

That was Hegel ' s  dry, empty description of Jesus , as a 
"teacher of virtue" like Socrates , but in no way the Son of 
God. Yet, unlike Socrates , both Jesus and His teachings 
came to naught; the most visible evidence is the crucifixion. 
For Hegel , there was no resurrection . 

The major error, in Hegel ' s  view , had been a failure to 
understand that Jesus' teaching mission was concentrated 
merely on a few individuals. Since, however, individuals are 
weak and not immune to worldly corruption, Jesus' capture 
destroyed the community of His followers . Jesus Himself 
foresaw that when He said, "My teachings will call forth 
strife . "  

In "Belief and Knowledge ," Hegel went so far as to char
acterize Christianity as a sect. The disciples' "coercive" ties 
to the person of Jesus could justify sins and crimes in His 
name. Then follows the usual attack against "the Church," 
for exploiting Christianity as an instrument of domination. 

What dimly sputters here is the fanaticism of many of 
Hegel ' s  German contemporaries , who threw out the baby of 
rational theology with the bathwater of "the Church. "  That 
"the Church" often played a dubious political role over the 
centuries is a truism. What draws Hegel and his students 
to the battlefield under their post-Enlightenment banner is ,  
however, the concept of the Filioque, that the Holy Spirit 
proceeds not only from the Father but also from the Son. 

What is the decisive message of Christianity , if not the 
person of Jesus Christ, who became at once God and man? 
This message, through which the mortal individual can par
ticipate in the divine, has endowed human beings with free
dom-from the arbitrary laws and caprices of a perverse 
Roman oligarchy . 

Law instead becomes implanted within men. We are free 
because within us we can recognize the image of God, if we 
consciously and increasingly use our creative powers . That 
entails responsibility , however: We cannot push aside the 
great questions of our age and delegate them to others . There 
are no longer any excuses ; each person is individually obli
gated to intervene in the great apparatus of what we call 
history , the world , or the universe-not arbitrarily , but in 
accordance with the creative law dwelling within us . 

Hegel , like Rousseau before him, finds this impossible . 
The mere weak mortal cannot aspire to be a son of God 
and therefore "something out of the ordinary ."  There is an 
exception: Hegel himself! He was to become Objective Spirit 
personified . In him the entire development of philosophy 
reached its consummation, no further progress could occur. 
Unfortunately, not only "the Master" embraced this immod
est claim, but his epigones as well . 
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For Hegel , previous world �istory was characterized by 
pain over the death of God, anel thus by ongoing suffering. 
In a "speculative Good Friday�" suffering comes to rest, 
because the acknowledgment th.t God is dead leads to man's 
liberation . Christianity is dissQlved into philosophy, man 
himself turns into God, as he �cepts Objective Spirit into 
himself. Hegel carried out this ctnterprise , intoxicating him
self with the personal experien4e of the Logos. In his very 
own self he beheld the distinc�on cancelled between God 
and man. And that is how he equmerates his four epochs of 
world history: God the Father, God the Son, the Holy Spirit, 
and-Hegel , high point of worlel history , at which man final
ly becomes redeemed. 

I 
Hegel's dialectic: AU is o.e 

This exceedingly pathologiqal variant of gnosticism was 
dressed up in Hegel ' s pretentiou� dialectic , which is a frontal 
attack on two of Europe's  grea�st thinkers , Plato and Leib
niz . Hegel banalized Plato, es�cially the Parmenides dia
logue . In his lectures on Plato, IjIegel states: 

"Plato ' s  expression is: the Qther is the Same, is the self
identical; the Other, which is riot self-identical , is also the 
Same . . . .  The result of the di�ectic in Parmenides is now: 
the One is and is not, it is itsel� at the same time as it is the 
other Ideas . . . .  In Becoming is Being and Not-Being, the 
reality of both is Becoming. . . i ." 

If you read the Parmenides 'carefully , you will find that 
Plato wanted to express precisely the opposite . The historical 
Parmenides was the founder of the Eleatic school, whose 
views Plato combatted. How �an one attribute the words 
Plato puts in Parmenides' mo�th to Plato himself? What 
occurs during the dialogue is that Plato subjects Parmenides' 
thinking to the most effective �onceivable reductio ad ab
surdum . Hegel , however, take. at face value the ludicrous 
final inference by Parmenides,  qamely , that the One is and is 
not, that the All-Encompassing !is the Many and both are the 
All-Encompassing, and so on aqd so forth . Hegel praised the 
Parmenides as a towering eXaplple of pre-modern skepti
cism, in order to make it the fOlJndation of his own system. 
Yet in this very dialogue , Plato dlearly works out the ontolog
ical distinction between Being �d Becoming . Hegel fuzzes 
over precisely this fundamen91 distinction, and falls back 
below the level of the pre-Socratics . Indeed, Hegel's  version 
of the dialectic eliminates mo¢ than 2 ,000 years of philo
sophical investigation-a deacjlly accomplishment, as we 
shall see . I 

This is how Hegel devised ffis peculiar concepts of Being 
and Becoming: Pure Being is fully abstract and indetermi
nate . Since , therefore, nothing can be said about Being, it is 
identical with Nothingness ! Hc:tre the gate opens for Nietz
sche and the nihilists . But this �s clearly self-contradictory, 
and so Hegel introduces Becoming as the most important 
category of all . Now comes the real cruncher: "Being is 
incessant unrest,"  says Hegel , : "which , sinking down, col-
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lapses to a point of final stasis . "  This "collapse" signifies 
that Being and Nothingness disappear, and then Becoming 
disappears , too . 

Now we can drop the curtain-philosophical speculation 
has brought itself to the point of absurdity . Hegel invokes the 
Infinite, but this process of destruction amounts to a mere 
affirmation of entropy and finitude . 

To overcome this dilemma, Hegel introduces "the nega
tion of the negation": Finitude negated yields infinity , which 
in tum negated, reverts to finitude-and so on and so forth . 
Whatever material or intellectual substance may actually ex
ist , finds its identity only through being turned into its oppo
site-with a return ticket, naturally , since the fare includes 
an eventual switch back into the opposite of the opposite . 
Of course, all this remains a pure construct, providing no 
scientific elucidation of any phenomena. The devastating 
effects on science , political thought, and morality are ev
ident. 

Every pair of contradictions will be "driven beyond it
self' by the dialectic into somehow becoming identical: death 
and life ,  hell and heaven, beast and man, evil and good. 
In the eternal , indifferent sameness which Hegel dubs the 
"Absolute Idea" or "Eternal Progression ," we reach a condi
tion which Hegel himself ridiculed in his attack on Joseph 
Schelling , a night in which all cats are gray, a night which 
decomposes any principles of moral direction . At my next 
step I can do evil and call evil good: It makes no difference , 
because in any case the One will soon tum itself into the 
Other. 

Recall that in the present-day debate over economic poli
cy, the notion of "creative destruction" has haunted the world 
with the motto , "Be happy when we shut down half your 
production and lay off millions of people-all this is guaran
teed to transform itself sooner or later into a recovery !" This 
school of thought was called "dialectical materialism" by 
Karl Marx; today the ideologues of the free-market economy 
call it "pragmatism"; and the instigator of this dialectic is 
called an "idealist . "  

This idealism of infinite sameness leads directly to mate
rialism-because matter can no longer be differentiated from 
mind or spirit. Hegelianism casts discredit on the actual ideal
ists who conceived of a higher, infinite form of existence 
transcending the temporal . Their idea of the Infinite did not 
lead into the chaos of "pure Nothingness"; already in the 
thought of Plato, as we have indicated, infinite Becoming 
finds its limit in infinite Being . eusa says that the Absolute , 
as the absolute Infinite , or God, envelops or limits the relative 
Infinite , the human species .  And thus we have two distinct 
kinds of Infinite . "Limit" in this case does not impose a 
new finitude , but defines the absolute Infinite as an ordering 
principle with respect to the relative Infinite . Progress thus 
has a direction-instead of "the endless up and down," there 
exists a measurable development. 

In his Monadology, Leibniz had forcefully spelled this 
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out . Monads are the primary substance . They are "little" 
infinities . The entire universe reflects itself in each monad at 
any given time in an individual way . Human souls belong to 
the sphere of monads , they receive only from God and also 
act upon the outside world . Their creativity, through which 
they effect changes in the universe , finds its limit, and thus 
its ordering principle , in the highest monad, God. Through 
the relationship with God, the chain of creative acts has an 
"ordering ," and itself conduces to the higher ordering of the 
whole . Leibniz says very beautifully: "The scientist must 
first discover himself and God!"  The law of creation is within 
us ! 

Hegel hated the philosophy of Leibniz: "God is like the 
sinkhole in which all the contradictions coagulate . Leibniz's  
Theodicy i s  that sort of vulgar compendium. . . . Leibniz has 
the tiresome notion that God has selected the best of all the 
infinite possible worlds-optimism. That is a base, vulgar 
expression , a sort of babble about imaginary possibilities; 
Voltaire made good fun of him . . . .  For us today, Leibniz' s  
Theodicy i s  really unbearable . "  

The contrast could not be  greater: In  Leibniz, the individ
ual actively shapes the Infinite and extends it , overcomes 
limits , and sets new ones . In Hegel , the individual is dis
solved into the Infinite . 

In Leibniz, the creative act is a being or substance which 
newly determines Becoming and leads to a higher state of 
being , i . e . , produces tangible progress by means of dedicated 
effort . In Hegel , Being and Becoming devolve alike into 
Nothingness . 

But, since in a consistent dialectic "something new" has 
to emerge , the "pure Negation" loses its terrifying qUality. 
And here is where Left Hegelianism comes in: While Hegel 
still speaks of superseding and elevating , his left-wing epi
gones are already looking to annihilate . 

Politically , the intent is to tear down the "bourgeois or
der"; epistemologically , to destroy metaphysics . The Left 
Hegelians deny man any relationship to a non-sensuous reali
ty and seek to cast him back to the level of the raw, sensuous 
ego or "I . "  The pathway for these efforts was paved by Heg
el ' s  dissolution of the Christian religion and his essentially 
nihilistic dialectic . 

Left Hegelians: from God-man to Antichrist 
The "sensuous I" became the slogan of the Left Hegelian 

Ludwig Feuerbach .  "Only a sensuous being is real . . . .  
The concept of existence stems only from sensuousness . "  
Feuerbach drives Hegel ' s  dialectic beyond itself, replacing 
the " Absolute Idea" as the highest element of his system with 
"sensuous instincts ,"  and thus even the "I" itself is ultimately 
subordinated to "instinct. "  Feuerbach plainly has in mind 
what Nietzsche termed a "revaluation of all values"; what is 
necessary , he says , is to "overcome the I ,  the Self . . .  to 
thoroughly negate the previous world-historical perspectives 
of time , death , this-sidedness , other-sidedness , the I, the 
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individual , the person ."  
But how did it happen that the philosopher of the Restora

tion, as revolutionary circles deemed Hegel throughout his 
career, became at all acceptable on the left? As of 1 840, the 
"reactionaries" themselves characterized Hegel as a revolu
tionary. The new Prussian king , Friedrich Wilhelm IV , de
clared Hegel persona non grata because he had replaced 
Christianity with speculative philosophy and thereby fos
tered revolutionary agitation . And thus the so-called left, the 
"Young Germany" movement, could invoke Hegel without 
reservations ,  exercise his form of critique against him, or in 
some other way pander to his dialectic . 

In the interim, David Friedrich Strauss ' s  Life of Jesus 
had been published in 1 835 . Strauss took up the Hegelian 
notion of the God-man, viewing Jesus as merely a first transi
tional incarnation of the Logos, and himself 1 , 800 years later 
in the role of Christ: Man, in this case Strauss , was destined 
to become the Redeemer in this world. Strauss ' s  Life of Jesus, 
thanks to a lively discussion in the popular press of the day , 
had an explosive effect, calling the left 's  attention for the 
first time to Strauss ' s  preceptor Hegel . 

. Feuerbach, Bruno Bauer, Arnold Ruge, and finally Karl 
M�x,  t;ansform�d speculative philosophy into a philosophy 
of the deed . The theologian Bauer began by raging against 
Christianity with Marx in Berlin' s  Doktor Club , and came 
to view himself in the role of the Antichrist. Marx latched 
onto Feuerbach' s notion of sensuous man: "Man is a corpore
al , elemental , real , sensuous, concrete being , a force of 
Nature . " Labor for Marx signified man's dialectical coming
into-oneness with Nature . Products of technology are not 
results of the human spirit of discovery, but expressions of 
alienation, because through them we only distance ourselves 
further from Nature and from our own "corporeality . "  Marx 
characterized himself as a pupil of "the great thinker" Hegel , 
whose dialectic merely failed to go far enough. Instead of 
superseding human alienation in the Absolute Idea, alien
ation must be overcome in the real world by means of a 
materialized World-Spirit: the "dictatorship of the proletari
at . "  Marx brims with praise for "the greatness in the Hegelian 
phenomenology and its end result-the dialectic of nega
tivity. " 

Like Hegel , Marx launched his career as a partisan of 
British liberalism-known in the domain of economic policy 
as "free trade . "  Marx' s  definition of man as a creature of 
Nature or "ensemble of social forces" suited the British 
oligarchy' s  stratagems . If scientific and technological prog
ress could be demonized as "capitalist exploitation" under 
cover of a humane socialism, an ingenious tool would be 
available for undermining the superiority of the continental 
European economies-with the help of a "sensuously un
chained" labor movement. And so Marx 's  fame thrived in 
London, under the controlling influence of David Urquhart, 
an agent of the geopolitical arch-manipulator Lord Palm
erston. 
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After his break with Marx , another Left Hegelian landed 
in Lord Palmerston' s  net, Arnold Ruge . He typified the 
1 840s German weathercocks : iqitially a great admirer of 
Prussia , he became embittered iafter a professorship was 
denied him. Imprisoned for radical activity , Ruge immersed 
himself in Hegel ' s  work. He the, launched a Left Hegelian 
publication, working with Marx :on this project until 1 844, 
when their paths parted. 

Ruge flopped toward Right H�gelianism, demanding the 
dissolution of the individual into an "absolute state . "  In 
1 849 , after the collapse of the JGerman revolution, Ruge 
went to London and reported th&! English public sentiment 
now foresaw the downfall of the Russian, Ottoman, and 
Hapsburg empires . Of course , this was somewhat less a 
mood than a plan by PalmerstQI1 and his agent Giuseppe 
Mazzini . Ruge came in contact with Mazzini, and in 1 85 1  
the two founded the "European Central Committee for De
mocracy ," a network mobilizing : the "young European peo
ples" against reactionary Russia. j<\nd thus did the Left Hege
lians become tools of the British! Empire , which could only 
uphold its claim to global domination if the three rival Euro
pean empires were destroyed . Sixty-five years later, this 
strategy detonated the bloodbath pf World War I. At its end, 
Austria-Hungary and the Ottom!ln Empire were dissolved, 
and Russia had fallen into the hfU1ds of the Bolsheviks . 

Hegel's more recent heirs I 
In the twentieth century , the theme developed by Feuer

bach and Marx-sensuousness and reconciliation with Na
ture-was taken up again by the lFrankfurt School , founded 
by the Left Hegelian Georg Luk�s. 

The grand pair of opposites in this neo-Hegelian Dialec
tic of Enlightenment were Naturc:t and Reason . Critical theo
ry now required "permanent denunciation of Reason," and 
rationality as such was declarea a tool of domination. It 
followed logically that irrationality and "naturalness" were 
acts of self-liberation . History is symbolized by the advance 
from the slingshot to the megabomb; scientific and techno
logical progress becomes the qumber-one enemy image. 
Those unwilling to become terrofists are offered a flight into 
personal debauchery , in order to anaesthetize the oppression 
and anxiety creeping over them las a result of the meaning
lessness of history . This form of "individualism" aimed not 
at the development of the individual , but at his annihilation. 

And here the circle closes between left and right. Martin 
Heidegger, who had been in th� periphery of the Frankfurt 
School at times , became the co�rt philosopher of the Nazi 
regime . A faithful party member throughout the war, his 
desire was to give theoretical Jtefinement to National So
cialism. 

In Heidegger' s  view , metaphysics must be conquered 
and demolished, starting with PI�to . Heidegger rejoiced with 
Nietzsche that "God is dead ."  For Heidegger, that means the 
death as well of "the authority of conscience , the authority of 
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Reason , and all the permutations of Christian ecclesiastical 

and theological interpretations of the world . "  Now man finds 

himself in the "sacred night of nihilism . "  If he endures it 

fearlessly , he finds his way back to primordial Being . 

Heidegger, returning l ike Hegel to the pre-Socratic phi

losophers , turns their concept of struggle into the cornerstone 

of the fascist corporate state . For Heidegger, struggle and 

Logos become identical : 

"What I mean here by struggle is primitive , spontaneous 

struggle ; . . . this struggle will be borne by the ones who 

create , the poets,  thinkers , statesmen . . . .  The Being-in

process will now be in process for the first time . . . .  [The 

struggle] allows them to appear as gods , the others as men , 

the latter expose themselves as bondsmen , but the others as 

free . But those who do not grasp the Logos are not in a 

position to hear, nor to say . . . .  Because Being is . . .  the 

Logos, it does not show itself arbitrarily . The True is not 

for everyone , but only for the strong . "  

Today the fascist Heidegger remains as unvanquished as 

his intellectual ancestor Hegel . Indeed , in this light Heinrich 

Heine' s  prophecy must seem a stroke of genius :  the philoso

phers of Nature struggle simply for the sake of struggle .  

The connecting thread extends from Hegel down to Heideg

ger and the Nazis , under whom the age-old "pantheistic 

German lust for battle" was brought to life once more . 

After Germany' s  subjection to three variants of Hegeli
anism-Nazism, the communist dictatorship in East Germa

ny , and the Frankfurt School ' s  cultural domination of the 

Federal Republic of Germany since 1 968-it is not always 

easy to untangle the convolutions in German history . Yet 

one knot can immediately be severed in light of what we 

have already learned: Plato was in truth the first milestone 
in the history of western civilization , precisely because he 

overcame the pre-Socratics '  dialectic . If we want to extricate 

ourselves from the intellectual inheritance that extends from 

Hegel to Heidegger, Plato stands at the beginning of our 

path . 

Hegel, Jacobi, and Adam Smith 
Let us now tum to the "physics of history . "  As we have 

said, Hegel was part of a project launched through Conti , 

Bentham , Voltaire , and others , to destroy the influence of 

Leibniz (and later of Schiller and the Humboldts) . How did 

Hegel land in the orbit of this Anglo-Venetian faction? 

The starting point is the year 1 793 , when Hegel left his 
theological studies at Tiibingen University in order to take a 

position as household tutor in Berne . Immediately after the 

French Revolution , Switzerland had become a cult center for 

fol lowers of Rousseau . While that year saw Schiller horrified 

by the slaughter at the Jacobin guillotines , Hegel and other 

Rousseau enthusiasts barely blinked . Hegel himself made a 

pilgrimage to St.  Peter' s  Island near Berne , where it is 

claimed that Rousseau bid farewell to the world.  

Hegel took up his  tutorial post in the home of the Steiger 
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Heinrich Heine (1 797-1856), one o/Germany ' s  greatest 
republican poets ,  indicted Hegel as an even worse terrorist than 
1mmanuel Kant.  

family ,  wealthy upper-class B erne merchants with close ties 

to the British aristocracy .  Their private l ibrary in Berne was 

a compendium of British philosophers and historians; here 

Hegel resumed his Tiibingen studies of Hume , immersed 

himself in the works of Locke and Edward Gibbon , and 

avidly studied English history . 

It was also in B erne that Hegel established ties with a 

north German and Danish network best viewed as an exten

sion of Anglo-Dutch-Venetian interests . At its core was a 

grouping around Princess Galitzin , which included Count 

von Reventlow of Holstein, the former Danish ambassador 

to London; Holland' s  Foreign Minister Hemsterhuis; and its 

political spokesman , Count Haugwitz , as well as the "poet

philosophers" Friedrich Jacobi and Matthias Claudius . 

The Reventlow family included a certain Baron von 

Schimmelmann,  considered the wealthiest man in northern 

Europe , who l ike many others exported weapons to Africa, 

whence slaves were sent to the Caribbean , earning sugar to 

be exported to rum manufactories in Flensburg . In its agita

tion for the prerogatives of the nobility (whose else?) , the 

illustrious Reventlow-Galitzin circle made use of Theoso

phy , in the garb of a mystical Catholicism, and this mysticism 

was wielded against the rational theology of Leibniz and 

Gotthold Ephraim Lessing . 

Count Haugwitz , who later served in the Prussian cabi

net , was , according to his contemporary J . H .  Voss , "conse

crated to higher knowledge by Venetian spiritual authorities ,  
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after having been subjected to prolonged observation" -in 
other words , inducted into the Freemasonry of Venice . 

One of Hegel ' s  direct links to this group was the Dane 
Jens Baggesen, who with the rest of the Reventlow circle 
mounted a fight against the Christianity of Reason . Religion, 
they insisted, should simply emerge out of emotion . 

A weightier influence on Hegel was Friedrich Jacobi , 
whose intercession with Culture Minister Altenstein won 
Hegel his appointment to Berlin University . In his letters , 
Hegel describes his great obligation to Jacobi , and in his 
lectures , Jacobi was the only philosopher he did not try to 
tear apart. Hegel agreed with Jacobi that "any consistent 
philosophizing must lead to Spinozism. "  Here we come to 
the nub of the matter! 

Jacobi was the instigator of the so-called Spinoza renais
sance which had captured many German intellectuals since 
the end of the eighteenth century . This project was supervised 
by Princess Galitzin and Count Reventlow, who had commis
sioned Jacobi to portray Lessing as a Spinozist, i . e . , a panthe
ist or atheist. 

Jacobi , a labile youth seeking recognition, went to Gene
va at the age of 16 and met with Voltaire, whose influence 
was manifest above all in Jacobi' s  lifelong animosity to Leib
niz . Jacobi' s  entanglement in Anglo-Venetian circles in
cluded his membership in the Dusseldorf freemasonic lodge . 
Espousing Spinoza's  "all is one" doctrine on the one hand 
while shrinking in terror from the resultant denial of God, he 
was an opportune tool for the Venetian party . 

By 1 755,  Leibniz' s  influence had suffered a conspiracy 
of silence. But Lessing began to bring Leibniz to the public 
again. Then the effort was to distort Lessing' s  rational theolo
gy , in order to strike as well at Leibniz . 

Jacobi met Lessing for the first time in July 1 780 , seven 
months before Lessing' s  death. Jacobi produced a transcript 
of this discussion whose veracity was strongly doubted by 
Lessing' s  friends , including Moses Mendelssohn. Just be
fore and after this meeting , Jacobi met with Princess Galitzin, 
Claudius , and Reventlow's  friend Countess Rantzau. 

The strategists burst into public combat against Lessing 
for the first time in 1 783 , two years after Lessing had died . 
At that point, Mendelssohn, Lessing's  closest collaborator, 
sought to begin publishing the collected works of Lessing , 
along with a biography . Mendelssohn was already a thorn in 
the side of the anti-Leibniz faction: He adhered to Plato and 
the ontological proof of God's  existence, put forward an 
economic policy of fostering population growth, and, as a 
Jew, worked toward ecumenical dialogue with Christians 
and Muslims . 

Jacobi threatened to publicly discredit the biography if 
it did not proclaim Lessing ' s  Spinozism. The controversy 
became so intense that periodicals of the day attributed Men
delssohn's  sudden death in 1786 to Jacobi 's  harassment. The 
Spinoza renaissance proceeded, and Leibniz' s  philosophy 
became more grossly misrepresented. 
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Hegel and Bentham: N«*ds are everything 
Far less light has been cast Ion Hegel' s  intellectual ties to 

Jeremy Bentham, the head of �e Anglo-Venetian party after 
1763 , director of the secret intclligence service of the British 
Empire under Lord Shelburne, !  and the most famous spokes
man for utilitarianism. 

As of 1 802 , Hegel was de�oted to two British newspa
pers , the Edinburgh Review an� the Morning Chronicle, out
lets of the British East India Company' s  Jeremy Bentham 
and James Mill . He consistently interpreted current history 
from the standpoint of the Bri�h Empire, and in 1 830-3 1 he 
drew on Chronicle articles to intervene in the continental 
debate over the English Reform Bill , agreeing with Bentham 
that parliamentary reform was required to prevent upheavals 
in England, but that franchis�ng the lower classes would 
unleash anarchy . In his Encyclppedia, Hegel explicitly used 
Bentham's  categories when h¢ defined the basis of abstract 
rights as men's  "natural feelings and impulses," which direct 
their actions according to pure lutilitarian considerations .  

This hedonistic outlook h� already made Hegel a dedi
cated adherent of the British $Chool of economics since his 
days in Jena. According to his J)iographer Rosenkranz, Hegel 
viewed the teachings of AdamlSmith as the greatest intellec
tual revolution of the modernl age. Karl Marx agreed with 
him. 

Adam Smith was no scieJiltist , but an ideologue of the 
British Empire and an official pf the British East India Com
pany . His whole clumsy Weal* of Nations was a call to battle 
by the opium-shipping free traJlers against any effort toward 
industrial development in North America and Europe-espe
cially against the economic independence of the American 
colonies . 

Hegel termed economics the science of "needs" and their 
satisfaction, thus, like Smith i and Bentham, degrading hu
manity to the level of intelligent animals.  In fact, for Smith 
and Hegel , the difference between man and beast reduces 
itself to a few platitudes .  Acoording to Hegel , the needs of 
animals are limited, those of men insatiable through "multi
plication . "  Secondly , man can subordinate his immediate 
needs to the principle of "refinement. "  Thus a dog gobbles 
up a rabbit at once , while a human being can wait for the 
refined interposition of the c�king pot. Smith put forth as a 
great insight his formula that "all other animals are content 
with their food, when they come upon it, as a product of 
Nature . . . .  But man applies Ule power of fire to prepare his 
food. "  

Likewise i n  Hegel ' s  "Sy�tem o f  Needs," one banality 
follows another. Human labor �s defined as "dialectical medi
ation between needs and the qleans of satisfying them."  But 
where do the "needs" themselves come from? From the wish 
for "uniformity and imitation on the one hand, and individu
ality on the other"-the nee4s persist, one is not satisfied 
with what one has, and so on ad infinitum. Here we have 
the entire dialectic: incessant instinctual appetite-Marx and 
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Freud synthesized ! It is appetite which leads to the division of 
labor, which in turn leads to alienation, according to Hegel: 

"In the machine, man elevates his formal activity and 
makes it work wholly for him. But the betrayal he perpetrates 
against Nature soon avenges itself against him; the more he 
may gain from her, and the more he subjugates her, the 
lowlier does he himself become ."  

Thus Hegel reveals himself as  the connecting link be
tween Adam Smith and Karl Marx, passing along the central 
categories of Marxian political economy such as "need," 
"division of labor ," and "alienation."  All three remain hob
bled to the stale utilitarian theory of instincts , and, given 
their false image of man, necessarily arrive at a false econom
ic theory. 

The 'best of all possible worlds' 
If man's  great accomplishment is supposed to be the 

application of thermal energy to meat, we can admire this 
breakthrough in Stone Age tribes. If, however, we consider 
the linked succession of all scientific revolutions , and the 
resulting technological leaps which have expanded human 
population potential by several orders of magnitude, then 
explanations in terms of "appetite" or "instinct" are worse 
than inadequate . Leonardo da Vinci did not endeavor to build 
a helicopter in order to satisfy his "flight instinct. "  Leibniz 
and Denis Papin did not feel a sudden impulse to run off by 
rail and thus happen to invent the steam engine . Clearly the 
great discoveries and inventions are inseparable from the 
exertions and sacrifices which scientists gladly took upon 
themselves in order to expand our knowledge of Nature and 
the universe. The scientific investigator' s  thirst for truth is 
natural to him, he has a "need" for truth-a need which can 
in no way be compared with satisfying a sensuous appetite 
for a fixed object. 

The revolutions in existing knowledge have always be
gun with the creative acts of individuals, acts which expand 
the ability of all mankind to reproduce itself at a higher level . 
An individual creative act thus becomes the most powerful 
physical force in the universe . The person who undertakes 
this creative effort acts for the entire species. Therefore a 
mechanical invention cannot be reduced to a technical affair; 
it is the product of the highest intellectual exertion, as much 
as a beautiful song or poem. The science of physical econo
my, as Leibniz developed it and as it has been revolutionized 
by Lyndon LaRouche , addresses precisely this subject. 

We find ourselves at the end of an era in which the eco
nomic systems of Karl Marx and Adam Smith-and thus of 
Hegel , too-have broken down in practice . This is our great 
chance for a new beginning . En route to a just economic 
system, we will once more find it a matter of course to engage 
ourselves with Plato, Leibniz , Cusa, and their heirs , and 
to prize the intellectual advantages which spring from that 
engagement. 

When the fog and vapor of the, past 250 years of the 
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history of philosophy has thus bee� dissipated, what do we 
see? 

Hegel and all his epigones in no way represent "the Ger
man mind ."  Hegel was a mere implement in an ideological 
crusade against science and natural law , a crusade instigated 
by the Anglo-Venetian oligarchy . 

Their system has reached its end-and all the decadent 
empiricist philosophies from skepticism to pantheism and 
nihilism lose their influence , too . The accusing finger will 
point at them-as, in Schiller' s "The Cranes of Ibykus ," the 
vast multitude, hearing the cry , "Look, look there, Timo
theus !"  discovers the murderers of lbykus and brings them to 
justice . 

It will then be mankind' s  ability to build new worlds ,  to 
create in the living image of God, which will give direction 
to our culture and accordingly to our economic and political 
decisions. 

Heinrich Heine would be among the first to rejoice ! 

"The New Dark Age: The Frankfurt School and 'Politi
cal Correctness , '  " by Michael J. Minnicino, Fidelio. 
Vol. I ,  No . 1 .  

"The Solution to the Paradox of Current History," 
EIR Feature, April 15,  1 994, including: 

"Palmerston' s  London during ,the 1 850s: A Tour of 
the Human, Multicultural Zoo"; "The Venetian Take
over of England: a 200-Year Project"; "How the Vene
tian Virus Infected and Took Over England"; "The 
Bestial British Intelligence of Shelburne and Ben
tham"; "America' s 'Young America' Movement: 
Slaveholders and the B ' nai B 'rith"; "Palmerston 
Launches Young Turks to Permanently Control Middle 
East" ; "Freud and the Frankfurt· School"; "Jim Crow, 
A Cultural Weapon in the Hands of the Confederacy. "  

"How the Dead Souls o f  Venice Corrupted Sci
ence," by Webster G .  Tarpley , EIR. Sept. 23 , 1 994 . 

Among other works , major features by Lyndon 
LaRouche that should be read are: "On the Subject of 
Metaphor," Fidelio. Vol. I, No. 3 ;  

"On the Subject of God," Fidelio. Vol. n, No. 1 ;  
"History as Science, America 2000,"  Fidelio. Vol . 

II , No . 3 ;  
"The Truth about Temporal Eternity,"  Fidelio, 

Vol . III , No . 2;  
"How Bertrand Russell Became an Evil Man," Fi

delio. Vol . III , No . 3 ;  
"The Fraud of Algebraic Causality ," Fidelio, Vol. 

III , No . 4 .  
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Who benefits from renewed 
South American border wars? 
by Gretchen Small 

Diplomatic efforts have put a hold on combat between Peru
vian and Ecuadorian military forces as of Feb . 1 ,  but the 
South American nations stand closer to full-scale war than at 
any time in decades .  Estimates of those killed in the border 
fighting so far range from 3 1  to 50, and both countries are 
mobilizing their populations for war. On Jan .  27 , the Ecua
dorian government declared a state of emergency , called up 
its reserves and soldier-age youth, and imposed special war 
taxes to finance a special National Defense Fund. Peru has 
massed troops and equipment in the north , as Peruvian televi
sion broadcast shots of President Alberto Fujimori , meeting 
with military commanders on the northern front, in military 
fatigues .  

The ramifications of  the Ecuador-Peru conflict are not 
limited, however, to the potential disaster of war between 
those two neighboring countries . Two larger processes , both 
dangerous to the integrity of all of the nations of the South 
American continent, have already been set in motion by the 
conflict . 

One immediate danger is that the conflict between the 
two nations could set off the chain of unresolved border 
conflicts between other Ibero-American nations ,  primary 
among them being Colombia-Venezuela, Peru-Bolivia
Chile , and Chile-Argentina. Such a "domino effect" has hap
pened before in Ibero-American post-independence history. 
Already, the Chilean government has both sided with the 
Ecuadorians in its conflict with Peru, and reactivated its own 
simmering border dispute with Argentina. 

The second danger, is that the conflict provides the pre
text for the activation of ready-to-roll plans to impose, in 
the hypocritical name of "peace-keeping ," supranational rule 
and the destruction of the national militaries upon all nations 
of the region, either directly by the United Nations ,  or 
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through the Organization of American States (OAS).  The 
OAS has been gradually transformed since the 1982 Malvi
nas War into the regional enforqer for the U .  N . 

In either case , no nation of Ipero-America stands to gain, 
no matter the particular outcom�. 

Who benefits? The Mexi�an angle 
Border skirmishes are not infrequent on the continent. 

Why did this one escalate so quickly to the point that one 
wrong step by anyone could bring on regional strategic disas
ter? The answer to that question � now being raised by many in 
the region , lies outside the immediate players and geographic 
area involved. 

In a brief statement issued on Jan .  3 1 ,  the Ibero-American 
Solidarity Movement (MSIA) , which has adherents in every 
country of the region and identlifies with the policy-outlook 
of Lyndon LaRouche , pointed its finger at the British Crown, 
whose agents have been documented to have fomented every 
border conflict in the region in the two centuries since inde
pendence . The MSIA charged that the timing of the conflict 
is the most telling evidence of whose interests stand to gain 
from it, and thus where responsibility must be put. 

"The international financial and monetary system is com
pletely disintegrating . The most recent symptom of this is 
the explosion of the Mexican monetary crisis which has 
shown the entire world, and pariticularly Ibero-America, that 
the much-lauded 'Mexican model' very simply doesn't 
work," the MSIA wrote . 

"Faced with this , it ' s  clear that the only reasonable solu
tion for the nations of the region is the formation of a debtors' 
cartel to declare a debt moratorium, impose exchange con
trols ,  create a customs union and integrate their economies 
around several large infrastructure projects , as proposed in 
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President Fujimori 
points to a map of Peru , 
which is bounded on the 
north by Ecuador and on 
the south by Chile . Inset: 
Ecuador' s  ex-President 
Leon Febres Cordero, 
who has built up the 
border " issue . " 

1 982 by U .  S .  economist Lyndon H .  LaRouche in his famous 

Operation Juarez . There is no other sane response . 

"Thus we consider it extremely suspect that the crisis 

between Ecuador and Peru has exploded at this very moment 
and is dividing Ibero-America at a strategic conjuncture when 

the debt moratorium alternative is already under discussion 

in Mexico . It ' s  evident that these types of conflicts are en

couraged in order to destroy continental unity . . . .  Encour
agement of border conflicts has been a favorite strategy of 

the British Empire ,"  it charged . 

The MSIA cited a 1 993 book published by this news 

service , The Plot to Annihilate the Armed Forces and Nations 

oflhero-America . The book , well-read in the region , warned 

that the international financial interests directing the plot to 
eliminate the nation-state altogether internationally ,  would 
seek to foment border conflicts in the area, only to then tum 

around and impose supranational structures in the name of 
"keeping the peace" afterwards . The Plot identified the Brit

ish hand as the principal agency here , as well as several 

proposals already on the table for transforming the OAS into 

the agency for supranational rule . 

Not surprisingly,  the London Financial Times was the 

first since the Peru-Ecuador crisis began to raise the cry that 

the military of both countries should be made to pay for trig
gering the conflict . The voice of the City suggested that the 

problem stemmed from the fact that "neither government has 

been willing or able to undertake reforms to convert their 
armed forces into modem professional armies ," the latter the 
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going euphemism for reducing national militaries to the status 

of adjuncts of the United Nations'  growing international 

forces . 

Local players, or being played? 
The last full-scale war between Ecuador and Peru was in 

1 94 1 , a war concluded by the signing of the Rio de Janeiro 

Protocol , which demarcated the border between the two 

countries ,  and established Brazil , Argentina,  Chile , and the 
United States as the guarantors of any further border disputes . 

Some 78 kilometers of the border are still disputed, however, 

and succeeding Ecuadorian governments have disavowed the 

Rio Protocol , charging that they were forced to sign under 

duress . 

As the Rio Protocol was signed on Jan . 29 , 1 942 , tensions 

frequently rise around the time of its anniversary . Two clash

es occurred between military patrols in the disputed territory 

in early January of this year . On Jan .  25 , Ecuadorian Presi

dent Sixto Duran Ballen announced that he was convoking 

a meeting of the Rio Protocol guarantor countries to hear 

Ecuador' s  charges that the Peruvian military had violated 

Ecuadorian territory . Within 24 hours , the Peruvian Foreign 

Ministry called a press conference to reject the charges , but 

welcomed Ecuador' s  acceptance , and activation , of the Rio 

Protocol as the proper venue for settling dispute s .  
Two hours later , Ecuadorian Army helicopters bombed 

a Peruvian border post , thus effectively overturning their 
President' s  convoking of the Rio Protocol group . The Peruvi-
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ans responded, and the fighting quickly escalated. 
Prior to this outbreak, one of the loudest voices pressing 

the border issue inside Ecuador was the President who pre
ceded Duran, Le6n Febres Cordero, whose regime had been 
largely dedicated to imposing a strict International Monetary 
Fund austerity program upon his country. Febres Cordero 
was part of the George Bush machine in the hemisphere, and 
worked closely with another prominent "Bushie ," former 
Venezuelan President Carlos Andres Perez, the leading 
spokesman for limited sovereignty and supranational govern
ment within Ibero-America, until he was unceremoniously 
thrown out of office on corruption charges in 1993 . Febres 
Cordero's  ties to the Perez government were more than 
friendly: A close relative of his was a leading banker in the 
dirty banking network which backed Perez in Venezuela. 

Before this crisis , Febres Cordero caused a national scan
dal with his charges that the Ecuadorian Army had "permit
ted" the Peruvian military to infiltrate Ecuadorian territory 
for years . 

In addition to Peru and Ecuador, the other player in the 
area in this conflict is Chile , a country whose national elite 
has historically been close to the British . Chile' s  British ori
entation was most recently revived in 1 982 , when Chile per
mitted the British to use its territory to stage attacks against 
Argentina during the Malvinas War. 

Chile and Ecuador have traditionally been geopolitical 
allies , while Chile and Peru have a major border dispute 
dating back to the 1 879 War of the Pacific . In recent years , 
the Chilean military has sold weapons and provided training 
to the Ecuadorian military, and in the current crisis, Chilean 
television has been retransmitting the Ecuadorian coverage 
of the conflict. 

Most worrisome under current circumstances ,  however, 
is that Chile has adopted a renewed hard-line stance in its 
border disputes with Argentina. The two countries had sub
mitted one contested area, the Laguna del Desierto, to arbitra
tion by an Ibero-American committee last year. The arbitra
tors found in favor of Argentina last October, and this month , 
a binational commission , working with a Spanish geogra
pher, was to demarcate the final border. The Chilean govern
ment announced at the end of January that it would appeal 
the arbitration, and would not participate in the border demar
cation until its position was heard . 

Ibero-American problem, and solution 
With the border issue now defined as the number one 

national issue , Ecuador' s  government has called upon the 
United Nations and the OAS to take the lead in resolving the 
conflict, ignoring the threat posed to Ecuador's own national 
sovereignty by bringing in these instruments of the global 
anti-nation-state plot. In a letter to U .N.  Secretary General 
Boutros Boutros-Ghali , Ecuador's  Foreign Minister Galo 
Leoro called upon the U .N .  hatchetman to activate the peace
keeping mechanisms laid out in his 1 992 document, Agenda 
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for Peace . That document declares outright that "the time of 
absolute and exclusive soverei$nty has passed ," and urges 
that U .N .  military forces be deployed to areas of conflict 
around the world . 

OAS Secretary General Cesar Gaviria, another advocate 
of limited sovereignty , also hqpped into the fray. Gaviria 
flew to Quito and Lima on Jan.! 27 and 28 , proposing OAS 
mediation . 

The border incident provoked by Ecuador is being used 
to target Peruvian President A�berto Fujimori , whose suc
cessful war against Shining Path narco-terrorists has inspired 
resistance in other nations to the anti-sovereignty schemas 
denounced in The Plot. Ecuadoran war propaganda, Perez, 
and the British news agency Re�ters are all pushing the line 
that Fujimori is to blame for th� war, because , the argument 
goes , he ordered Peru to atta�k as a desperate reelection 
gambit. Perez went so far as to issue a special Jan . 3 1  commu
nique , containing racist attack� on Fujimori ' s  Japanese an
cestry, which demanded that th¢ Rio Protocol countries take 
action against what he called a "criminal maneuver of fuji
morista militarism. "  

The reality , however, i s  that I )  Ecuador attacked first on 
Jan . 26; and 2) Fujimori is way aihead in the polls for the April 
elections . His leading opponent 'is one of the British Crown's  
favorite Ibero-Americans , former U . N .  Secretary General Ja
vier Perez de Cuellar. Ecuador, through its dangerous provo
cation , has de facto joined that lying international campaign 
to overthrow Fujimori and imp<llse the U . N .  ' s  man in Peru. 

For the moment, the adamant rejection of U .N .  or OAS 
involvement by Peru 's  President Fujimori has held the day. 
Fujimori announced on Jan .  28 that he would meet with 
Gaviria, but only to "inform him" of the situation. 

Although Argentine Presideht Carlos Menem also initial
ly called upon the United Nations Security Council to take 
up the conflict, Menem has since deferred to the Rio Protocol 
group, of which Argentina is a member. Representatives of 
the four countries (Argentina, Brazil , Chile , and the United 
States) began meeting in Brasilia on Jan .  3 1 ,  and will send 
observers to the border area in conflict . 

Venezuela's government offered "to collaborate in any 
way possible to resolve the crisis," suggesting that the pre
viously scheduled meeting of the Presidents of the Bolivarian 
countries (Ecuador, Peru , Bolivia, Colombia, Venezuela, 
and Panama) , to be held Feb . 2 :in Venezuela, might provide 
a forum in which the Presidents of Peru and Ecuador could 
begin a dialogue . 

In a communique issued on �an . 26 , Peru' s  Foreign Min
istry noted that the outbreak of the border dispute contradicts 
the possibilities opened by the fact that this is "a time in 
which the hemispheric community is encouraging important 
projects of continental integration . "  It will only be from the 
standpoint of unity , defense df the sovereignty of all the 
nations , and large projects to build up the economies of re
gions, that such border conflict$ can be peacefully resolved. 
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Yeltsin regime enters 
breakdown phase 
by Konstantin George 

The Boris Yeltsin regime in Russia, which came into being 
in 199 1 ,  has entered a process of disintegration. The clinical 
symptom of a fast-approaching end to the regime and to the 
economically ruinous "reforms" it implemented, is Russian 
President Boris Yeltsin ' s growing detachment from any con
tact with the reality of the Russian crisis . 

The regime is kept afloat for the time being by the absence 
of a political opposition that could replace the government on 
short notice . The civilian political opposition lacks coherence 
and unity . Yet the unchecked economic breakdown and the 
mental condition of the President have made the question of 
fashioning a post -Yeltsin order urgent for wide sections of 
the political class. 

Y eltsin' s state of mind is also worrying western govern
ments , since Russia, despite all its problems , remains a nu
clear superpower. This became all too evident on Jan . 26, 
during Y eltsin ' s tour of the Russian city of Lipetsk, when 
the Russian President reacted to the misfired launching of a 
Norwegian weather satellite , by declaring that he had been 
"ready to activate the nuclear briefcase" in response . He went 
on to absurdly label the mishap an attempt to "test" Russia' s  
military readiness . The bizarre incident forced many in  west
ern governments to launch an overdue reappraisal of the 
"consensus" policy of unqualified support for Yeltsin and the 
"reforms . " 

The "nuclear briefcase" incident was no aberration. The 
Lipetsk tour documented over and over the pattern of unreali
ty.  The itinerary was organized by the Yeltsin camarilla in 
the manner of showing to the "czar" the make-believe world 
of the "Poternkin Village . "  Yeltsin visited two plants , a sau
sage factory and a steel works , both of which are anomalies 
in present-day Russia, as they still produce at capacity . In 
the manner reminiscent of the Communist era, when General 
Secretaries visited factory workers , the factory shops were 
suddenly and miraculously filled with meats , chicken, and 
fish . 

"Czar" Boris saw the Lipetsk "Poternkin Village" and 
proclaimed all his subjects to be happy . While touring the 
sausage factory , he declared: "In general , the people are in a 
good mood. No slogans, no extremism, no attacks . "  

Further insights into Y eltsin' s fragile state of  mind were 
provided by his press spokesman, Vyacheslav Kostikov . 
Kostikov stated that the Lipetsk trip was for Yeltsin a diver-
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sion from the war in Chechnya,  and affirmed the presidential 
impression that everything is going fine for the Russian peo
ple: "In recent times , the focus has been on Chechnya. 
Though the events there are very serious and dramatic , it is 
important to show the Russia of working people and that the 
majority of the country is stable and calm, where people live 
normally ,  without violence . "  

As  the war in  Chechnya itself was a flight-forward diver
sion for Yeltsin, he is now in the psychological state of 
launching diversions to distract from diversions . Heralding 
more such spectacles , Yeltsin announced that the Lipetsk trip 
is the start of monthly one-day outings to the provinces .  

The war in Chechnya 
Russia is already paying a colossal price for Yeltsin and 

his camarilla 's  lunacy. As the war in Chechnya shows , this 
group is prepared to do anything , including mass slaughter, 
to buy time to postpone its demise . The scale of killing and 
destruction in Chechnya, after only seven weeks , exceeds 
anything seen in the European theater since the Second World 
War. According to reasonably reliable estimates compiled 
by the CSCE successor organizatio�, the OSCE, which has 
observer teams operating in Chechnya, about 40,000-50,000 
civilians have been killed during December and January. In 
the Chechen capital of Grozny, where destruction is at World 
War II levels , up to 30,000 civilians have been killed. Even 
allowing for a somewhat "inflated" figure , more than twice 
as many civilians have been killed in Grozny to date as have 
been killed in the Bosnian capital of Sarajevo in almost three 
years of war. In addition, about 5 ,000 armed Chechen fight
ers and between 2 ,000 and 3 ,000 Russian soldiers have died. 

The war in Chechnya, moreover, has only begun. By 
Feb . 1 ,  Russian Army and InteriorTroops had still not even 
completed the conquest of Grozny, .holding about 60% of the 
city . One of the Russian commanders in Grozny, Gen. Maj . 
Ivan Babichev , declared on Jan .  30 that the war will continue 
for quite some time. He also drew urgent attention to the fact 
that the war's high human price will not "only" be the product 
of bullets , shells , and bombs . General Babichev denounced 
the callous inhumanity of the government in Moscow for 
having never even responded to his repeated and urgent re
quests to send food, medicines , blankets , and shelter, for 
the helpless civilians . Babichev warned that the estimated 
1 50 ,000 civilians trapped in Grozny, with no water, no food, 
no electricity , and no heat, were now faced with the imminent 
danger of epidemics ,  due to the ·'thousands" of decaying 
corpses lying in the streets and rubble . 

Adding to the anger of the military and many others 
in Russia is the fact that most of these civilians are ethnic 
Russians . Many of Grozny ' s  Chechen civilians had relatives 
living elsewhere in Chechnya,  and fled the city during the 
war to take refuge with them in villages .  Most of Grozny's  
ethnic Russians had no such recourse, and remained in Groz
ny throughout the fighting . 
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British push Bunmdi to the brink; 
more genocide in Mrica feared 
by Linda de Hoyos 

Burundi President Sylvestre Ntibantunganya warned on Jan. 
30 that his country could soon become the next Rwanda. 
"Today Burundi is in danger; she is following the same path 
which led Rwanda to an unprecedented fratricidal war." De
spite escalating violence since September 1 994, the President 
has declined to compare Burundi to Rwanda until now. 

The roots of this violence are the same as those that 
caused the horrific slaughter in Rwam;ia last year: a relentless 
drive by British intelligence, using the services of Ugandan 
President and warlord Y oweri Museveni to push the region 
into genocidal war. In Burundi , this operation is being pro
tected by United Nations special representative Ahmedou 
Ould Abdallah . 

EIR has documented that Museveni , with the full spon
sorship of British intelligence represented on the scene by 
Overseas Development Minister Lady Lynda Chalker, fi
nanced the formation of the Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF) , 
headed by the top echelons of the Ugandan Army, to invade 
Rwanda in October 1990. With the murder of Rwandan Pres
ident Juvenal Habyarimana on April 6, 1 994, the RPF carried 
out a blitzkrieg invasion which resulted in their taking the 
Rwandan capital of Kigali by the end of July . In the path of 
the RPF invasion , hundreds of thousands of Rwandans
Hutu and Tutsi-were murdered, either by militias organized 
by the Habyarimana government or by the RPF itself. Today 
2 million of Rwanda' s  population of 8 million are dispersed 
in refugee camps in Zaire , Burundi, and Tanzania; 1 million 
are dead, including 300,000 children, according to Unicef; 
and another 2 million are displaced within the country . 

Burundi is now primed for the same annihilation. 
The organized pretext for destruction is the power strug

gle in Burundi between the military , which is 99% composed 
of members of the Tutsi class; and the civilian government, 
which is based on the ruling party, the Frodebu, which is 
mainly composed of Hutus. In Rwanda, an uprising of the 
Hutus in 1 959-6 1 had led to governments led by Hutu elected 
Presidents; in Burundi , the increasingly Tutsi-dominated 
military clung to power, although only 15% of the country is 
Tutsi . The Burundi military, in tum, has close ties to Museve
ni , himself a member of a Tutsi subgroup, the Hima. The 
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Burundi military receives Liby� arms through the offices of 
the Ugandan and Tanzanian military . 

I 
Procession into war 

After a series of military di1atorships, the U . S .  Pr�iect 
Democracy operation managed 110 force the Burundi military 
to agree to elections in June 1993 . Predictably , the vote 
resulted in the election of a Hu� President, Melchior Nda
daye . In October 1 993 ,  an attempted military coup, believed 
to be orchestrated by outgoing �esident Pierre Buyoya, end
ed in the murder of President Nf· adaye and another 100,000 
Burundians . This convulsion , w ich was scarcely taken note 
of the western press at the tim , was a major contributing 
factor to the subsequent violenqe in Rwanda. Although the 
coup did not totally succeed , th4 next President was accom
panying Rwandan President Ha�yarimana when their plane 
was gunned down while enterini Kigali airport last April . 

The new President Sylves� Ntigantunganya, whose 
wife was murdered by the militaty in October 1 993 , has been 
steadily losing power to the Tuts. military , through contrived 
negotiations . As he noted in • interview in the London 
Guardian on Nov . 3 ,  1 994: "Th4 past year, Burundi' s  differ
ent Presidents have had difficult !problems , like death. "  

The first major concession was made with the Sept. 10,  
1994 agreement. Although the �ling Frodebu party won the 
1993 national elections with a wille majority , the government 
coalition, it was determined un�er the guns of the military, 
would be composed of 23 mini$ters and two secretaries of 
state�nly 1 2  of whom woul� be from the ruling party . 
Eleven cabinet members would �e from the opposition Upro
na party , the Tutsi-dominated P$tr of former President Buy
oya. The negotiations , overseen by the U .N .  representative 
Abdallah , among others , took p�ace against the backdrop of 
the Rwandan mass slaughter ana a rising tide of violence in 
Burundi and its capital , Bujunbura. The President denied that 
there had been a military attac14 on the presidential palace , 
but, according to Frodebu chairman Isidore Ndayirinde, 
speaking in Brussels, the militl$y forced the signing of the 
agreement and forced the Presid�nt to sign an order to disarm 
the people of Kamenge; a Buj�bura suburb where troops 
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had battled Hutu-majority residents . 
Then, in December, the Uprona and the military demand

ed the ouster of the elected speaker of the assembly Jean 
Minani , charging that he had incited Hutus to violence during 
the upheavals of October 1993 . "All I said ," Minani told 
Burundi radio , "was that Hutus are united today and will not 
be killed one by one as they were in 1 972 and 1965 . "  On 
Dec . 28 , President Ntibantunganya announced that Minani 
would be given another job , and stated that Burundi would 
not become another Rwanda. 

This concession, too , was wrung from the President 
against a backdrop of escalating violence . On Dec . 1 8-20, 
1994 , troops and Tutsi youths organized into a militia called 
the Sans De/aites (Invincibles) slaughtered hundreds of Hutu 
residents and burned their homes in the Bujumbura districts 
of Bwiza and Musuga, in what the Belgian newspaper De 
Standaard reported on Dec . 22 as "systematic ethnic cleans
ing activities . "  

In addition , since September, five provincial governors 
have been murdered, and numbers of parliamentarians have 
been gunned down. The British press and Abdallah have 
targeted any attempt on the part of the Hutus to organize 
and arm themselves against Tutsi repression , and especially 
targeted former Interior Minister Leonard Nyangoma, who 
is believed to be in Paris . 

The crisis that has now prompted the President to warn 
of a "new Rwanda" in Burundi opened on Jan .  29 , when the 
two opposition parties , the Uprona and the Party for National 
Recovery , led by former military dictator Jean Baptiste Baga
za, held a rally in Bujumbura and demanded the overthrow 
of the Ntibantunganya government. The Tutsi parties claim 
Ntibantunganya is "commanding the Forces for the Defense 
of Democracy ."  This group apparently was organized by 
Frodebu members opposed to the concessions to the military . 

On the same day , U . S .  Ambassador to Burundi Robert 
Kruger reported that at least 67 people , believed to be Hutus, 
had been murdered in their homes in an area north of Bu
jumbura. 

When Ntibantunganya called an emergency cabinet 
meeting on Jan . 30, two of Up rona ministers failed to show, 
and the President went through with his threat to remove 
them. Uprona Chairman Charles Mukasi declared that the 
firings were "null and void . "  Mukasi is demanding the resig
nation of Prime Minister Anatole Kanyenkiko, a Tutsi from 
his own party who had refused to back the campaign against 
Minani in December. On Feb . 1 ,  government workers , many 
of them Tutsis , announced they were going on strike . 

The Burundi coalition government, despite the blandish
ments of U .N .  representative Abdallah, is now effectively 
destroyed , with both sides now preparing for civil war. 

British marcher lords 
Since summer 1994 , the United Nations ,  the non-govern

mental organizations (NGOs) , and the western press have 
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been fulminating non-stop against the Hutu militias of Rwan
da, whom they charge with the murder of up to 1 million 
Rwandans. The U .N .  has set up a prosecutors ' office in 
Kigali to press charges against Hutus for "genocide," and has 
literally refused food and and water to Hutu refugee camps 
in southwestern Rwanda, to force the Hutus to submit to rule 
by the Ugandan occupation under the cover of the Rwandan 
Patriotic Front. 

The same outfits have been silent on Burundi , permitting 
the Tutsi military to carry out a campaign of terror against an 
elected government and its constitutents . Behind the silence 
is the British policy , directed by Lady Lynda Chalker, to 
create a Tutsi-"Nilotic" warlord domination over the entire 
East African region and to slaughter its majority inhabitants. 
The history of independent Burundi shows why the Tutsis 
have been chosen for this task . 

In Burundi , the stage for Tutsi-Hutu warfare was set by 
the 196 1  assassination of Burundi Prince Louis R wangasore, 
who had been designated as the head of state for post-inde
pendence Burundi . The royalty had tended to act, in Burundi , 
as the balancer of'class interests . The assassination of Rwan
gasore removed that fulcrum of stability . In 1 965 , Hutus 
within the military attempted an unsuccessful coup, leading 
to widespread repression and the physical elimination of the 
first generation of Hutu leadership . Hutus were successively 
expunged from the military . The monarchy, officially abol
ished in 1966 , was another victim of Burundi ' s  law and order 
regime under military leader Michel Micombero. 

In 1 972,  another Hutu uprising resulted in the 1 972 mas
sive repression against Hutus, in which hundreds of thou
sands were murdered . Most significant, from the standpoint 
of the British oligarchy , was the Tutsi campaign to liquidate 
any educated Hutus or potentially educated Hutus, in the 
same style as the genocidal Pol Pot of Cambodia. 

According to Jeremy Greenland, a western observer, 
"The government radio broadcasts encouraged the popula
tion to 'hunt down the python in the grass , '  an order which 
was interpreted by Tutsi in the interior as license to extermi
nate all educated Hutu , down to the level of secondary, and 
in some cases , even primary schoolchildren . Army units 
commandeered merchants ' lorries and drove up to schools ,  
removing whole batches of children at  a time . Tutsi pupils 
prepared lists of their Hutu classmates to make identification 
by officials more straightforward . "  

U . S .  deputy chief of  mission in  Burundi at the time, 
Michael Hoyt, reported: "In area after area, no educated male 
Hutu is believed to be alive . This is particularly true in the 
south where we have word from growing number of villages 
that no Hutu males remain at all . "  

The "second republic" regime of  Jean Baptiste Bagaza 
( 1976-87) nearly extirpated the Catholic Church from Burun
di , because of the church' s  longstanding role in educating 
the population , including Hutus . All church schools and or
ganizations were shut down, and churches were permitted to 
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open their doors only on Sunday , for several hours . When 
Bagaza was overthrown, he fled through Museveni ' s  Uganda 
to Libya, where he lived in exile for six years . He is now 
back in Bujumbura, openly calling for the overthrow of the 
Ntibantunganya government. 

Since 1972, Burundi has seen two orgies of massive 
bloodletting-in 1 988 and in 1 993 . Now, today , Burundi 
stands on the verge of civil war, as the Tutsi military makes 
its move to take the place assured to it by British intelligence . 
As U .N .  representative Abdallah told the British press: "It is 
better to have one army than no army or two armies . Because 
the army is the only guarantee for the Tutsis and ruled the 
country for so many years , we cannot ignore it . I have to be 
more practical . "  

From Burundi : U.N. 
is stoking the crisis 

The following is an interview with a Burundi parliamentary 
source, conducted on Jan . 15 by EIR's Douglas DeGroot. 
The source wished to remain anonymous, given the recurrent 
assassinations of politicians by the Burundi military in the 
past six months . 

EIR: What are the Tutsi military doing now in Burundi? 
A: You know that the Burundi Army is composed essentially 
ofTutsis . This Army was always habituated to giving power, 
and taking it back, giving it to another team, taking it back 
again , giving it to another team. That' s what this Army did 
on Oct . 2 1 , 1993 , when they killed [newly elected President 
Melchior Ndadaye , the first Hutu President of Burundi] , and 
the others . 

Even now today , the Army has distanced itself much 
further, by organizing other Tutsi militias to aid them in these 
foul deeds of extermination of the leaders of the parties which 
won the elections in the month of June 1993 . So the Army 
continues to kill , continues to organize killers , continues to 
protect the killers , and up till now, refuses to tum in its 
members who participated in the putsch of October 1993 . 
Theref()re , the Army continues to sabotage , and destabilize 
those elected in June 1993 . Those who were elected are 
destabilized, the elected deputies are killed. Two deputies 
were killed with President Ndadaye , the president of the 
National Assembly , and the vice president of the National 
Assembly . There were deputies who were assassinated re
cently, in the month of September; the homes of deputies are 
ransacked. 

Someone they intended to assassinate, is in a Swiss hospi
tal , attacked by the militias . Ten bullets . At the end of De-
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cember, several Hutus were killed, is another example of the 
same thing . In December, th�y ransacked [the Bujumbura] 
suburb of Bwiza. They also attlacked Mwenga in the interior. 

You see , often the press cbvers the killings that happen 
in Bujumbura. But in the intenor of the country, the Army 
kills every day , yes , every da� . They have a plan to kill as 
many Hutus as possible , to weaken the resistance, to tell 
them to give up, you must gJve up the initiatives to have 
power one day , you must abapdon your projects to liberate 
yourselves of the domination of the former ruling military . 

EIR: Are they receiving the support of the new government 
in Rwanda now? 
A: Certainly . Because we have had infiltrations which came 
from Rwanda. They have ki�led many Rwandan refugees 
in Burundi , in the North, and have killed also Hutus from 
Burundi . We learn also that thb Ugandans are behind it. 

EIR: What are the United Na.ions monitors doing now? Are 
they rendering any service? : 
A: I can affirm that one sees nothing significant in their 
actions . If they were doing s<)mething , they could have al
ready mobilized to show the re�lity , and mobilize the interna
tional community , as they sQould do . Unfortunately , they 
are organized by a certain Ahmedou Ould Abdallah, a Mauri
tanian , who is the special repnbsentative of the secretary gen
eral of the U .N .  It is he who drganizes badly , orients badly, 
the monitors . He has been in Burundi since December 1 993 . 
He has just spent an entire year in the country, but he has 
never said , "I've seen the real problem. "  But he sees it . But 
he never wants to say it . 

The Burundi government,1 since October 1993 , has con
tinuously asked that the international community send troops 
to protect the citizens . Abdallah has done everything to en
sure that the Burundi Army I doesn't have any difficulties 
posed to it by the arrival of foreign troops .  In this difficulty, 
Abdallah tries to convince those elected in June 1993 , to 
accept to work with the Burundi forces of order [the military] , 
which have killed the institQtions ,  and cannot protect the 
institutions , and cannot prot�ct the citizens as a whole . In 
other words , they cannot protect the majority of the Burundi 
population,  because in Burundi the Hutus are more than 85%.  
That i s  his mission . I cannot see why the U .N .  maintains 
Abdallah in Bujumbura. I 

EIR: What non-governmental organizations [NGOs] are in 
Burundi, and what are they d<)ing there? 
A: Since the beginning of thelcrisis , the NGOs of an interna
tional character have aided i� food and medicines . But, in 
point of fact, I don't see what they are defending in the 
country . But the Burundi NGOs are essentially constituted 
by the members of the milit�-civil class ,  which have run 
the country for a long time . These NGOs work, therefore , to 
maintain the Burundi people lIinder domination. 
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Many targets in worldwide 
campaign against Sudan 
by Muriel Mirak-Weissbach 

A concerted action by several non-governmental organiza
tions (NGOs) unfolded in the last week of January, reportedly 
to promote a United Nations intervention into Sudan. But a 
closer look reveals that the move resembles a psychological 
warfare operation, with a multiplicity of targets and goals . 

Amnesty International led the pack, with well-publicized 
press conferences on Jan. 25 to announce it was launching a 
"worldwide Sudan campaign ," whose immediate goal was 
to have a permanent U.N.  observer mission mandated to 
impose oversight over the human rights situation in the Hom 
of Africa nation. In its Nairobi press conference , Amnesty 
charged that the Sudanese government since 1 989 had used 
"political assassination, torture , and arbitrary detention to 
increase the hatred in Sudanese society ," as well as in areas 
"not immediately affected by the war." According to a new 
twist of Amnesty's  logic , it is not the war, but rather the 
"continuing violation of human rights" that is "the source of 
the humanitarian catastrophe . . . with numerous cases of 
starvation and millions of refugees .  " 

Departing from earlier campaigns which had focused 
blame exclusively on the Khartoum government, Amnesty 
now asserts that everyone in Sudan is violating human rights; 
"the government and the armed opposition groups SPLA 
[Sudanese People' s  Liberation Army] . . .  and SSIA [South 
Sudanese Independence Army)" are responsible for killing , 
raping , enslaving, or eliminating civilians , thus creating ref
ugees and "conflicts over increasingly scarce food ."  The shift 
in emphasis was prompted by widespread, well-documented 
reports of atrocities committed over the last months by the 
SPLA and other rebel groups engaged in internecine , tribal 
warfare. Since military clashes between rebel groups and 
the Khartoum government over the past months have been 
minimal , following a unilateral cease-fire declared by the 
government, it is impossible to ignore the devastation 
wrought by rebel groups fighting each other. 

If such is the situation portrayed by Amnesty in the south, 
in the north, it asserts , "the military government is trying to 
secure its power through a radical interpretation of Islam," 
which includes "amputations , whippings , and stonings" 
against "opposition politicians , students , journalists , trade 
unionists , and women."  
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U.N. intervention sought 
Thus , concludes the press release issued on Jan . 25 , U.N.  

action must be  taken. "The international community gives 
large sums of money yearly to limit the terrible humanitarian 
consequences of civil war and political oppression in Sudan," 
sums estimated at $2.4 million in 1994. Now, states Amnes
ty, "it is high time to take measures to fight the source of the 
humanitarian disaster in Sudan, the violation of human rights 
on the part of all parties to the conflict" (emphasis added) . 

In an ostensibly unrelated development, the very same 
line was presented on Jan .  24, by a London-based "Sudanese 
Womens Union," which announced it was organizing an 
April "peace march" on U . N .  Secretary General Boutros 
Boutros-Ghali, to demand a U .N .  intervention into Sudan . 
Sudanese exile Fatima Ahmed Ibrahim, formerly a leading 
communist, who is coordinating the initiative, echoed Am
nesty' s  approach, that civilian suffering was the result of 
human rights violations by both the government and the re
bels . Furthermore, the government is accused of ordering 
soldiers to marry southern women. of forcing women to 
abandon traditional Sudanese dress in favor of the hijab. and 
generally imposing Islamic customs on the population. The 
Sudanese Women's  Union joins Amnesty in alleging that 
women are whipped "for dressing differently , or for prostitu
tion ."  Others are reportedly whipped "because they sell alco
hol ," which is forbidden in Sudan . 

In Germany, where significant media coverage was devot
ed to the two initiatives ,  a new barrage of articles and televi
sion features appeared simultaneously, rehashing similar alle
gations of human rights violations ,  among them a feature in 
the Hamburg-based weekly Tempo. And finally, during an 
international symposium on the role of Islam in the West, 
promoted in Germany by the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the 
German leader of the Society for Endangered Peoples , Till
man Zulch, took the floor to hurl a string of invectives at the 
Sudanese government, accusing it of torture and genocide. 

The timing is significant 
Such a concentration of attacks leveled against one nation 

in such a short time span prompts the obvious question: Why 
now? 
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The timing of the Amnesty-led campaign is significant on 
several accounts . First, regarding Amnesty itself-a British 
intelligence outlet which pretends to apply its moral fervor 
and sumptuous budgets to the scrupulous investigation of 
human rights violations-the group has never even visited 
Sudan . After having received invitations repeatedly from the 
Sudanese authorities to make a fact-finding tour, Amnesty 
had agreed for the first time in six years to accept, and a date 
in March was set . Instead, however, it preferred to jump the 
gun, issuing a report , based not on field research, but on 
reports of "eyewitnesses" apparently interviewed in Uganda, 
Kenya, or other nearby localities .  Rather than examine the 
situation on site , it chose to launch a worldwide campaign , 
urging U .N .  intervention . 

Secondly , Amnesty ' s  precipitous action came in the con
text of financial , military , and political developments which 
might tip the scales in the other direction. Sudan reached an 
agreement with the International Monetary Fund in Decem
ber to reschedule debt payments on its relatively small ($ 1 .2 
billion) debt , and in mid-January the IMF announced its 
willingness to continue technical assistance, reversing earlier 
threats to expel Sudan . Had the IMF taken the unprecedented 
step of expelling the country , Sudan would have been offi
cially blacklisted and its trade relations severely cut. Sanc
tions against the country , like those imposed on Iraq and 
Libya, would deal a deadly blow . Therefore, the Sudanese 
leadership found the means to reach a temporary compromise 
with the IMF without jeopardizing its long-term international 
economic development objectives . 

The military front 
On the military front, where hard factual information 

is not easy to confirm, it appears that government forces , 
following the termination of the rainy season , were in a posi
tion to complete their reconquest of territory on the extreme 
southern border region from the rebel forces of John Garang' s 
SPLA. As months-long reports of bloody inter-tribal warfare 
had underscored, the rebel factions were in disarray . The 
Paris daily Le Monde reported on Jan . 22-23 that Garang 
needed a victory somewhere in order to put wind back into 
his sails, and SPLA sources put out the estimate that they 
were on the verge of retaking Kapoeta, a town near the border 
with Uganda and Kenya. 

The victory, according to humanitarian groups in the 
area, was seen to be more important psychologically than 
militarily . To take any effective military action, Garang 
would need massive supplies of weapons and food. In addi
tion to materiel regularly delivered by the Uganda dictator 
Yoweri Museveni , and reportedly from Zimbabwe, Garang 
was also receiving arms from the "humanitarian" organiza
tions on hand . According to Le Monde, support came from 
"certain NGOs of Christian obedience who see in the black 
people , Christian or animist , of southern Sudan, the last 
bastion in Africa against 'Islamic terrorism. ' " The leading 
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"Christian" NGO there is Christian Solidarity International , 
led by the British Baroness COl . The Sudanese government 
named Operation Lifeline as one such NGO giving support 
to the warring rebel faction . 

The importance of NGO s'l'pport, as summarized to Le 
M onde by "an observer in N airo�i ,"  cannot be overestimated. 
"To have an idea of Garang's projects ,"  the observer is 
quoted as saying, "you have to follow the movements of 
populations . Now the Dinkas Ihave recently been directed 
toward three destinations: the Kakuma camp in Kenya, or 
the Nakush camp, near Kapoeta-because if he takes this 
locality , Garang will want to tum it into a military base, and 
therefore he needs a displace4 persons camp around it in 
order to feed his soldiers with 'the humanitarian aide that is 
confiscated . "  Any action on tM part of the U .N .  to facilitate 
such "humanitarian" supplies to Garang ' s  forces would of 
course be crucial . 

Impact on Algeria 
Finally , in the broader sttjategic picture , whipping up 

international hysteria against $udan at the current juncture 
would help those ,  led by the aritish , who are doggedly re
sisting a negotiated, political I solution to the civil war in 
Algeria. Although officially un�nvolved in the affair, leading 
Sudanese personalities such a$ Dr. Hassan Al Turabi have 
exerted their influence amongl Algerian Islamist forces to
ward shaping a political apprQach . Opposition forces from 
Algeria met in Rome in mid-J apuary , where they hammered 
out a platform for negotiations iwith the Algerian regime. 

Immediately thereafter, th¢ forces opposed to mediation 
moved: The British government, which leads the confronta
tionist charge against "Islam," i deployed its interior minister 
to coordinate with his French cplleague Charles Pasqua, also 
prominently in the confrontatidnist camp, the military means 
to fight "integrism" and "ful/ldamentalism."  The British
French parley was rapidly followed by a Mediterranean inte
rior ministers conference in T�nis ,  presided over by Pasqua, 
who again called for a coordinated struggle against "in
tegrism," particularly in Algen,a. Just days thereafter, on Jan. 
30, the worst terrorist attack to date in Algeria took place 
when 38 people were killed apd 256 injured in a car bomb 
explosion . Many in the French press openly mooted that it 
had been the handiwork of AlF,erian intelligence services
either acting as such or through! their agents infiltrated into the 
so-called Islamic Salvation Army-to sabotage the motion 
toward reconciliation. 

To help create a climate of opinion which rejects a negoti
ated peace process in Algeria, it is necessary to demonize the 
"Islamists" inside the country , llttributing to them such violent 
crimes . Furthermore , as nearby Sudan is often held up as the 
"Islamic state" model which the Islamic Salvation Front (FIS) 
opposition movement in Algeria would like to replicate, any 
further smears on Sudan' s  image would tarnish the perspec
tive of FIS participation in g01'ernment responsibility . 
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Silajdzic urges U.S.  
to lift embargo 

Bosnian Prime Minister Haris Silajdzic addressed the Nation
al Press Club in Washington, D .C .  on Feb . 1 ,  to urge an 
immediate lifting of the arms embargo against his country . 
On Feb . 2 ,  former U .N .  forces commander in Bosnia, Lt. 
Gen . Sir Michael Rose , took the opposite position at the 
National Press Club . We present excerpts of both speeches 
and exchanges with reporters . 

Prime Minister Silajdzic 
Silajdzic: It ' s  beyond doubt that Bosnia and Hercegovina 

is a victim of an aggression in which 200,000 people lost 
their lives, the country is destroyed , 17 ,000 children killed, 
concentration camps , rape camps . 

Now, the response of the international community was 
to punish the Bosnians and not to punish the aggressor. . . . 
Because we had the arms embargo . . . we suffered. . . . So 
we consider the arms embargo , therefore ; not only illegal , 
not only immoral , not only unjust, but also unproductive . 
. . .  It helped only kill innocent people . 

That's why we think that if there is no other way to 
achieve peace in Bosnia, there are only two ways . It' s  either 
they do it, the international community , either they do it , or 
they let us do it. Any other solution is tantamount to being an 
accomplice in this crime . I repeat: The arms embargo is there 
long enough to prove that it only helps kill innocent people . 

And the international community owes us-this is the 
truth-they owe us 200,000 people dead , they owe us the 
country destroyed, they owe us three years of suffering and 
misery. 

So this is about the line I used here in my conversations 
with the people in the [U . S . ]  administration and 'on the [Capi
tol] Hill , and I found that most of them, 90% of them agree 
with everything I say , but don't know what to do. . . . 

The Unprofor in Bosnia-Hercegovina is doing some good 
things ,  but it' s  also mainly keeping the gains by genocide 
and force there , because they provide a status quo there . So 
if we continue negotiating and continue keeping the Unpro
for, that keeps peace in Bosnia where there is no peace , then 
we actually say that's more of the same, and more of the 
same means more innocent lives lost . 

Q: SO, there is an idea that is on the table now, the 
French proposal by Mr. Juppe . How have you received this 
proposal? 

Silajdzic: We do not need any more PR conferences . We 
had the London conference , the big London conference that 
got nothing . Zero . But no new conferences , no new peace 
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plans , because it only buys time for our enemy and buys 
status quo for one to legalize the deeds by genocide and force 
and draw new borders in Europe by genocide and force . 

Q: I 'm just curious, if the worst happens and this dead
line-maybe I should say when-this deadline passes and 
there' s  no progress , and if the United States should agree to 
unilaterally lift this embargo , what kind of shape militarily is 
the Bosnian government in to resist an initial attack and initial 
all-out war on the part of the Serb forces? 

Silajdzic: I 'm glad you asked that question, because 
some people think that it' s  a very good argument against 
lifting of the arms embargo. They say, "Well , you know, we 
give the arms embargo on the same ' day those very forces 
overrun Bosnia . "  

It implies that they are not overrunning Bosnia right now 
because of their good will . So they're not off to build a 
reputation here . If they could, they would do it right away, 
right now. They would have done it yesterday if they could . 
They cannot. And you know why? It' s  not because of the air 
strikes or NATO or Boutros-Ghali . It ' s  because of us . We 
stopped them. 

So don't worry about them overrunning Bosnia; they will 
not overrun us . . . . 

General Rose 
Q: There are a number of questions on the arms embargo . 

Should it be lifted? If not , why not? And have you been sent 
to the United States by the British government to persuade 
Congress not to lift the embargo? 

Rose: Well I 've been accused of many things in the col
umns of the press , but being a running dog of the British 
government when I am actually in the United Nations ,  is 
something I haven't been accused of before . . . .  

I think that lifting the arms embargo, while I can see the 
moral arguments for it , in practical terms would be catastroph
ic , and not only for the people of Bosnia-Hercegovina, but 
also the state . It is our presence which stops her state being 
overrun. The thought that you can issue people , who are not 
really a formed army in the way we know it, with some nice 
sites , some good weapons ,  tanks and artillery , and expect 
them to win a war in short order, is deluded thinking , even if 
it was supported by air, which again, as I described, has a 
very , very limited application in the theater of operations . . . . 

They are very brave fighters , they had to seize their rifles 
without really being in any form of army, rushing into the 
street and defend their territory . And that 's  how they started 
it and they created their army into a formed structure from 
that moment on . But they have great limitations as a result. 
They are good at the tactical level of war, they cannot conduct 
operations at the operational level of war. Certainly they 
cannot sustain an offense capable of recovering their lost 
territory in certain areas . . . .  

Sarajevo certainly would not be living as it does today if 
it had not been for Unprofor and the UNHCR. . . . 
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The Kosova question 
by Ives Zilli 

La Question de Kosovo 
Interview with Ibrahim Rugova by Marie
Fran(,;oise Allain and Xavier Galice 
Editions Fayard, Paris, 1994 
243 pages, paperbound, FF 1 1 0 

This book shows the truth about Kosova, a truth that should 
make the friends of "Greater Serbia" blush for shame . The 
question of Kosova is unfortunately little known; however, 
it is on the reconquest of this autonomous republic of former 
Yugoslavia, 90% of whose citizens are ethnic Albanians , 
that the expansionist policy of Serbia' s  "fUhrer" Slobodan 
Milosevic has focused . 

This interview with Ibrahim Rugova, former President of 
Kosova (EIR ' s  interview with him appeared in our Feb . 26, 
1993 issue) , took place in Switzerland , because the current 
regime forbids entry to most foreign observers and journal
ists . Ibrahim Rugova is the president of the Democratic 
League (Non-Violent Movement) in Kosova. He has been 
threatened with death several times by the current regime . 
The interview shows us that no Albanian is safe ,  not in his 
own house , not in the streets of Kosova. Since 198 1 ,  the 
Albanians have been subjected to prosecutions' and · severe 
persecution; they are occupied , dominated by lh:e Serbian 
minority and the Belgrade leadership . 

The Albanians of Kosova rose up in 198 1  to demand 
that they be allowed to form a republic within the Yugoslav 
Federation . At 2 million , they were the third largest popula
tion group in Yugoslavia, behind the Serbs and Croatians .  
The demonstrations were put down with typical ferocity: 
bathed in blood, by means of tanks , planes , torture , and 
unheard-of terror. 

Kosova was ravaged , without witnesses , without any re
action from Europe . It was in Kosova that the partisans of 
the Greater Serbia policy , for the first time, put their bloody 
farce into practice . They claimed that they were pushed out 
by the Albanians , Bosnians , and Croats . They put out the 
line with great fanfare that the Albanians in Kosova carried 
out ethnic cleansing against the Serbs, the very people against 
whom they practiced such crimes. They said that the Alba
nians of Kosova had raped Serb women , while they were 
themselves planning such ignominy . For the last three years , 
the Albanians have been subjected to continuous repression; 
every day there are arrests , harsh sentences , and torture. The 
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system that was established in Kosova since its autonomy 
was suspended in 1989-90 is . one of the most coercive in 
Europe . 

. 

Of the 2 million ethnic �lbanians living in Kosova, 
800,000 have been interrogated by the police in the last three 
years; even the Serbian police give out the figure of 584,373. 
Arkan, wanted by every policd agency in Europe for crimes 
and assassinations , was a Serbijm deputy in Kosova up to De
cember 1993 ! The Albanian scpools have been closed down, 
the regional parliament dissolv,d, television and publications 
reduced to silence, many of th� young people are being forc
ibly conscripted into the Serbi� army to fight in Bosnia, and 
sometimes those who refuse s�rvice are executed. 

Explosive situation 
Rugova responded to a question about possible unfolding 

scenarios for Kosova: "Things � very clear and very simple. 
I 'm giving you a frank, reali�tic answer. Everyone knows 
what the solution is: for us to � free to organize our lives. 
But if a conflict breaks out in *-osova, it will be a massacre, 
a catastrophe for everybody . the situation depends on Ser
bia. It' s possible that the stri�g will snap, and people will 
take to violence against all �e soldiers and Serbian civil 
forces who are very well art$ed: That is where the great 
danger lies . 

. 

"We have come to a pass s4ch that we cannot have peace
ful demonstrations , because it1s too dangerous to go out into 
the street. If they kill 100 perPle in one blow, people are 
going to react and will get caug t up in the gears . If something 
happens , it will be more tragi than in Bosnia and Croatia. 
Because , as I 've already said, the Croats have a police force, 
a territorial defense force , as does Bosnia, but we, we are 
totally without defense . Then , iif people are able to flee, they 
have a chance-because the Iborder with Albania is very 
mountainous ,  as is the one wi� Macedonia; otherwise , the 
border with Albania is closed , lind we have seen that Macedo
nia and Serbia have closed their borders with great effective
ness . Kosova has two plains , �here there are 2 million inhab
itants , and they have been cle�ed out from Mitrovica to the 
border . . . .  If [the Serbians] I wanted to start or provoke a 
conflict , they could sacrifice 200,000 Serbs. It' s  mad, but 
they could sacrifice them to g� the territory . Because, now, 
they are thinking in terms of l territory and not in terms of 
economy or even human bein�s . "  

Albania i s  the only country lin Europe which over a history 
going back two millennia has �ost half its territory and over 
half its population . In 1695 , a$ Ismail Kadare put it, "one of 
mankind' s  greatest geniuses, 90ttfried Leibniz , maintained 
before the academy of his cou� the thesis that the Albanian 
language was of Illyrian origfu. "  History shows us that we 
must help the people of Bosnia, Croatia ,  and Kosova resist 
the oppression of the Triple Entente of Britain, France, and 
Russia, or face having those Vl/ho are helping Greater Serbia 
continue to reduce the region tb ashes ! 
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Saudis sponsor conference in Bonn 
to assess Islam's true contribution 
by Muriel Mirak-Weissbach 

"What contribution can Islam make to modem civilization 
and to peaceful development of the community of nations?" 
The question itself is not only pertinent but is an open chal
lenge to those who would aver that ours is a period and a 
society characterized not by development or peace , but of a 
"clash of civilizations . "  The question was posed on Jan .  2 1 -
2 2  in Bonn, still the functioning capital o f  Germany, as the 
theme of an international symposium organized by the Islam
ic Council in Germany, on the occasion of the fifth anniversa
ry of its founding . 

The Islamic Council , an umbrella organization for the 
2 .5  million Muslims in Germany , received for the initiative 
the generous support of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, whose 
ambassador in Bonn, His Excellency Abbas Gazzawi , hosted 
the gala press conference , symposium, and dinner. Gracing 
the proceedings with his presence was the Saudi Minister for 
Religious Affairs Prof. Dr. Abdallah Al-Turky who, together 
with three scholars from the renowned Islamic center of 
learning in Cairo , the University of Al Azhar, served as a 
reference point for the political and religious debate that 
unfolded. 

The issue presented by Minister Al-Turky at the Jan. 20 
press conference at the Bonn Press Club constituted a direct 
challenge to the media world: Will you , the representatives 
of the press , portray Islam as it really is , or will you swim 
with the stream, conjuring up images of Islam the enemy, 
fundamentalist, violent, fanatical , intolerant, and bent on 
world domination? Not many in the Bonn press corps demon
strated an ability to face the challenge , but rather manifested 
the problem, by asking questions which ranged from the right 
of Muslim girls to wear kerchiefs in France to the right of 
women in Saudi Arabia to drive cars . One hapless press man 
from SAT - 1  complained that he did not know to whom he 
should tum to find answers to his questions; who indeed was 
the ultimate authority for interpretations of Islam? 

During the symposium held the following day in the 
Bonner Maritim Hotel , the press , along with about 400 guests 
from leading institutions in Germany, including many Mus
lim organizations and diplomatic representatives , was treated 
to a series of useful lectures on Islam. There were two con
flicting views: one , the image of Islam as presented by the 
media and the tools of mass education; and the other, the 
image that Islam gives of itself. 
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The enemy image of Islam 
The image presented of Islam by non-Muslims is that of 

the nauseating cliche we see repeated in printed media and 
television: as Dr. Irmgard Pinn from the Rhine-Westphal 
Technical High School in Aachen described how with a num
ber of examples from Stern, Spiegel, and Tango magazines , 
as well as from daily newspapers , Muslims are routinely 
portrayed as terrorists belonging to a worldwide conspiracy 
dedicated to wiping out Christianity by the force of arms . 
Muslim women are depicted as enigmatic creatures hiding 
that secret something behind the veil ("What is she hiding 
behind that veil?") . The only "good Muslims" portrayed in 
the German press are those Turkish guest worker families 
who, as portrayed in a feature in Spiegel, have a "German" 
kitchen, speak only German at home with their children, 
drink beer and enjoy their piece of pork. 

Substantially the same, though presented in an academi
cally somewhat more cautious form, is the image of Islam 
mediated to German schoolchildren through their textbooks , 
as Prof. Udo Tworuschka ofthe University of Jena presented. 
Researchers working on a project with Professor Falaturi 
from Cologne studied the image of Islam presented by text
books for religion classes of the Protestant church and the 
Catholic Church , as well as for history classes in the German 
school system overall . The archetype which emerges from 
these texts , he said, is that of a religion, Islam, which is both 
fanatical and fatalistic . Mohammed is presented usually as a 
poor orphan who after meeting a rich widow and marrying 
her, made a career by founding a new religion . Although, 
clearly , the speaker said, in a class on religion , the church, 
whether Protestant or Catholic , has every right to emphasize 
the instruction of that faith and not another, still , it is impor
tant to present the principles of other religions in such a way 
as to encourage understanding , not hate , to point up the 
similarities ,  not the differences, between the two faiths . In 
the presentation of Islamic history , Dr. Tworuschka showed, 
the situation is still worse: The success story of poor illiterate 
Mohammed who by marrying the rich widow makes it, is 
accompanied by broad historical summaries of seven centu
ries of Islamic history which make no distinction among 
dynasties ,  for example the Abbasids and Omayyads , or 
among sects , such as the Shia and Sunni . This is not only the 
case in Germany; Dr. Tworuschka' s  research group worked 
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in numerous European countries to examine the "Islam im
age" presented there , and came up with strikingly similar 

results .  

In reality , as scholars from Al Azhar and Saudi Arabia 

were able to show , Islam is something quite different . It is 

not only a religion speaking to humanity as a whole,  ready to 

give its values to the West and to assimilate from the West , 

or from other cultures , as Saudi Religious Affairs Minister 

AI-Turky emphasized , but Islam is also a religion devoted 

to culture , to the development of science , the diffusion of 

knowledge and the development of education-a fact under

lined by the announcement that the Saudi Kingdom was es

tab�ishing an Islamic Academy in Bonn , analogous to those 

in Washington and London, to provide instruction for 700 
students from kindergarten through high school . 

Islam as it is 
The true historical record leaves no doubt that Islamic 

civilization contributed crucial advances ,  as Dr. Jamal Bada

wi of Canada underlined . These advances ,  as the scholars 

from Egypt ' s  prestigious Al Azhar emphasized , derived from 

Islam ' s  concentration on science; the Quran opened with the 

injunction to Mohammed from God , to "read , recite ! "  and 

numerous passages (Suras) differentiate between those peo

ple who have knowledge and those who do not . The believer 

is encouraged to seek knowledge , as a form of worship of 

God, to spread knowledge , to educate , as Dr. Farid Qurashi , 

director of the International Islamic Relief Organization , 

stressed . 

What , then , does Islam want in Europe? According to 

Murad Hoffman , former German ambassador to Algeria and 

Morocco, who after converting to Islam , has become a popu

lar author and engaging speaker on the subject, gave a very 

direct answer to this question . Europe , he
-

said , which has 

both contributed to Islamic culture and benefitted from it, has 

in the recent period allowed itself to "become practically 

pagan . "  Since , in Hoffmann' s  view , the Christian institutions 

have not succeeded in staving off this neo-pagan assault,  

then Christianity will not be capable of sparking a spiritual 

renewal in Europe . This ,  he sees as the task of Islam . Islam , 

he said , wants to offer to each individual , qua individual , an 

answer to his spiritual needs . Anyone , he said , who speaks 

of the fear of an aggressive Islam invading Europe , is proba

bly part of a deliberate manipulation operation . 

The search for knowledge 
One feature was conspicuously absent in the otherwise 

useful and interesting symposium in Bonn . Although every

one , regardless of political affiliation or sympathies , agreed 

that the "mass media" have done a job on Islam , and that 

the populations �f Europe had been bombarded with psycho
logical warfare methods,  yet no one asked the crucial ques

tions which could lead to defining concrete answers to 

problems . 
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First and foremost , who has propagated the notion that 

Islam and Christianity (and Confucianism , and Buddhism , 

etc . )  should inevitably clash? This idea, typical of the geopo

litical method of playing one nation , ethnic group, religion 

against another, was hatched by the B ritish , way back in 

the heyday of their colonial splendor. Who , recently,  has 

propagated the myths of Islamic fundamentalism and the 

worldwide conspiracy of militant Islam to take over the 

world? The British . 

It is interesting to point out that a perceptive (Hindu) 

scholar,  G . H .  Jansen,  in his book on Militant Islam, has 

shown that the leading "scholars , "  "experts ," and otherwise 

"quotable sources" on "Islamic fundamentalism" are all 

western scholars , mostly British . In other words , those who 
are perpetrating the myths of "Islamic fundamentalism"-be 

they Bernard Lewis or Samuel Huntington-are spokesmen 

of a faction which is institutionally committed to promoting 

ethnic/religious conflict . 

It is only by naming the names that Islamic scholars will 

be able to shift the misperceptions current in public opinion . 

This is the lesson to be learnt not only by the scholars gathered 

in B onn , but also the members of the Organization of Islamic 
Conference who met days later in Jakarta, Indonesia to map 

out a worldwide strategy for reshaping the public ' s  view of 

Islam . 

Toward a New 
Council of Florence 
'On the Peace of Faith' and 
Other Works by Nicolaus of eusa 
The Schiller Institute has just 
released this new book of · 
translations of seminal writings 
of the 1 5 th-century Roman 
Catholic Cardinal Nicolaus of 
Cusa, who, through his work 
and writings, contributed more 
than anyone else to the 
launching of the European 
Golden Renaissance .  The title 
of the book, Toward a New 
Council of Fiorella, expresses our 

purpose in publishing it :  to spark 
a new Renaissance today . 

• 1 2  works published for the 
first time in English 
• New translations of 3 
important works 

Schiller Institute, Inc. 
P.o.  Box 66082 Washington, D . C .  2003 5 -6082 

phone : 202-544-70 1 8  
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Andean Report by Andrea Olivieri 

Tug of war for Samper presidency 

The President of Colombia is having difficulty forcing through 

his deal with the drug cartels . 

A greasy-palmed Ernesto Samper 
Pizano took office as President in Co
lombia last August with a "surrender" 
package pre-negotiated with the Cali 
drug cartel set to go . Extradition had 
been banned by a corrupted Constit
uent Assembly back in 199 1 , drug 
consumption was now legalized in the 
country , the country' s  penal code had 
been rewritten by drug cartel lawyers , 
and now all that remained was to 
purge the cartel bosses' criminal re
cords with a few years of self-imposed 
"rest and relaxation" behind bars . 
With billions of dollars already invest
ed in the country' s  most respected en
terprises , Colombia' s drug kingpins 
looked forward to emerging from jail 
and into the catbird seat . 

What neither President Samper 
nor his shadow partners took into ac
count, however, was the degree of re
sistance to such a scenario-both in
side and outside the country . 
Samper' s  accession to the presidency 
took place amid a swirl of scandal fa
cilitated by anti-drug forces in Colom
bia with the assistance of the U .S .  
Drug Enforcement Administration 
(DEA) . The surrender of the Cali Car
tel kingpins was put on hold. 

Samper' s  efforts to negotiate a 
"peace pact" with the country' s  recal
citrant narco-terrorist movements , the 
F ARC and ELN, ran into similar 
problems when elements within the 
Colombian military proposed creating 
armed citizen militias (on the Peruvi
an model) to work in tandem with the 
Armed Forces to beat back narco-ter
rorism. The FARC, in particular, cur
rently dominates entire chunks of the 
country , politically and economically 
as well as militarily , and the Colombi-
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an Army (itself under siege from the 
human rights lobby's  demilitarizers) 
is ill equipped to fight them alone . 

Support for the militias was suffi
ciently strong that the Samper govern
ment would have had to approve them 
had the United Nations not sent its 
heavy gun , High Commissioner on 
Human Rights Jose Ayala Lasso , to 
crush the initiative . 

Intense pressure from the Clinton 
administration also forced Samper to 
sponsor "Operation Splendor," a 
DEA-authored program to eradicate 
through chemical fumigation thou
sands of hectares of coca and opium 
poppy, the raw materials for cocaine 
and heroin , which proliferated in Co
lombia under the previous Gaviria ad
ministration . When the cartels and 
their F ARC muscle in the states of Pu
tumayo and Guaviare forced thou
sands of peasants under contract to the 
traffickers to protest the fumigation 
program by seizing airstrips and oil
pumping stations ,  Samper was more 
than happy to beat a retreat . 

And so, despite the insistence of 
the military and national police that 
the peasants were being deployed by 
the cartels and FARC terrorists , a ne
gotiating team was sent by Samper to 
those southern states on Dec . 1 5  to 
sign the so-called San Jose Pact with 
the "coca farmers ."  The pact not only 
committed the government to suspend 
aerial fumigation of coca crops of less 
than three hectares , but also to consult 
the coca growers , the pro-terrorist At
torney General , and the country' s  pro
terrorist non-governmental organiza
tions before attempting to fumigate 
larger plots ! 

The agreement was furiously de-

nounced by Prosecutor General Al
fonso Valdivieso as a virtual coup 
d'etat by the traffickers , and as a bla
tant violation of the law which prohib
its any cultivation of illegal crops on 
national territory . The major Bogota 
daily EI Tiempo on Dec . 1 6  editorial
ized that Guaviare state could become 
"an independent republic ," and insist
ed that what cannot be permitted "is 
the existence of one part of Colombian 
territory in which the state cannot act 
to enforce the law . "  In response , 
Samper's Government Minister Hora
cio Serpa Uribe crowed that Guaviare 
"will be made into a kind of pilot pro
gram for the whole country . "  

Before it could congratulate itself, 
however, the Samper government 
took another hit . A highly detailed re
port released on Dec . 1 9  by the Na
tional Police , proved beyond a shad
ow of a doubt that the F ARC and ELN 
guerrillas were heavily involved in 
drug trafficking . The report was de
signed both to block Samper' s  ongo
ing efforts to grant amnesty to the 
narco-terrorists , as previous govern
ments had don� with the M- 19  and 
other narco-guerrilla groups ,  and to 
bury the San Jose Pact. 

What other pressures were 
brought to bear on the President can 
only be guessed at, but the upshot was 
that on Dec . 2 1 ,  the government made 
yet another I 80-degree policy shift on 
eradication , pledging to eliminate 
50% of all coca and poppy crops over 
the next 1 2  months and announcing the 
deployment of an additional five U .  S .  
armored helicopters and other U.  S .  
aircraft to assist in the fumigation . 

The traffickers struck back with an 
assassination plot against Prosecutor 
Valdivieso , fortunately stopped in 
time . Valdivieso in tum urged restora
tion of the extradition weapon against 
the cartels , causing Samper and com
pany gulp audibly . Whether that bold 
initiative succeeds remains to be seen . 
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International Intelligence 

'Democracy in Russia is 
over, ' says German daily 
An editorial in the Jan . 27 issue of sad
deutsche Zeitung. one of Germany's  leading 
dailies, proclaimed that democracy in Rus
sia is over. The editorial blames this on 
shock therapist Yegor Gaidar: "Gaidar, fol
lowing the bad advice of the international 
monetary organizations, present[ed] the 
people with shock therapy . The slogan was 
'Democracy and Market Economy . '  This 
has failed. Shock therapy has made the ul
tra-nationalists and communists the strong
est parties . "  The editorial ridicules the Gai
dar claim, much promoted by western "free 
market" apostles, that "reforms" would "re
duce the state bureaucracy. " 

The Munich paper wrote: "Bureaucracy 
is now worse than ever, with up to four times 
as many people in the bureaucracy" as dur
ing Soviet times. The editorial concludes by 
saying that Russia is heading for some form 
of dirigism, though not using the word as 
such: "Russia is moving toward a dictator
ship on a capitalist basis , with state control 
of key industries and banks . "  (Are any of 
those "Contract with America" fanatics lis
tening?) 

Mandela invokes special 
ties to Nehru 's India 
In a speech to Indian parliamentarians and 
foreign diplomats on Jan. 24, South African 
President Nelson Mandela paid tribute to 
Mahatma Gandhi and Jawaharlal Nehru, 
whose example he said helped South Africa 
end apartheid. Mandela cut back his initially 
planned four-day visit to India to just two 
days, reportedly due to pressing parliamen
tary business in South Africa and health 
problems . But he said, upon leaving New 
Delhi after talks with Prime Minister Nara
simha Rao on Jan . 24: "These two days in 
which I have been in this country are among 
the happiest and most exciting in my life . "  

Nehru, Mandela said, "taught that nar
row forms of nationalism, intense and pow-
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erful as they may be in awakening people 
to struggle, are inadequate as a basis for 
achieving victory or for lasting peace . "  In 
the audience was Sonia Gandhi, the widow 
of Nehru's  grandson, Rajiv Gandhi. 

Mandela said the two countries were ex
ploring opportunities in trade and invest
ment, as well as cooperation in other areas . 
"But it would be proper in this gathering, 
and on this day , to ask ourselves if our 
shared heritage does not confer upon our 
two countries a special responsibility, to 
jointly commit ourselves to contributing to 
the emergence of a new world order in which 
democracy, peace , and prosperity prevail 
everywhere . " 

India was a staunch backer of the Afri
can National Congress , and the first country 
to impose sanctions on Pretoria for 
apartheid. 

Beijing increases its 
influence in Hongkong 
Hongkong Gov . Chris Patten admits that 
China already has greater influence in Hong
kong than Britain, the British press report
ed. Patten told foreign correspondents in 
Hongkong on Jan . 23 , just before traveling 
to Britain for a three-day visit : "Each day, 
as 1997 comes closer, individuals and busi
nesses quite naturally are not looking pri
marily to Britain, not to the governor of 
Hongkong, but to China as the future sover
eign to provide reassurances . . . . There 
comes a point, and I suspect that it is come, 
when my reassurances about the business 
atmosphere or related matters after 1997 are 
rather less important to investors and busi
nessmen than what Chinese officials say ."  

Patten also for the first time publicly al
luded to the possible death of Chinese com
munist supremo Deng Xiaoping in the near 
future: "Whoever the principal leaders are 
in Beijing, they will face the same agenda 
here and throughout China in the next few 
years . I hope decisions will not be delayed 
or postponed, and I am sure that the leader
ship in China will continue with the spectac
ular Deng Xiaoping economic revolution. "  

A few �ys before , Deng's  daughter 
broke all preqedents by alluding to the feeble 
state of her ;nonagenarian father in state
ments to the press . 

I 
Mexica� bishops more and 
more at �dds with Ruiz 
Bishop Eme�tus Genaro Alarnilla of Pap an
tla, Veracru , told reporters on Jan. 25 that 
San Crist6b , Chiapas Bishop Samuel Ruiz 
is spiritually �Iose to the EZLN-the ten'or
ist Zapatista l National Liberation Army
and that an�ne with proof of his role in 
inspiring the !EZLN should come forward. 

Alarnilla lsaid that Canon Law 401 pro
vides for reti#ng a bishop if there is a serious 
reason. "The! Holy See has all the informa
tion on the �onflict" in Chiapas , "and the 
moment Will i come when it sees the conve
nience of his retirement. " 

During a�'recent meeting of the Mexican 
Bishops Con erence, Alarnilla related to the 
press , he as ed Ruiz where the rebels got 
their money and Ruiz replied, only after a 
long silence ,! "from the savings of the Indi
ans . "  When i Alarnilla pointed out that the 
Chiapas bis'¥>p himself had repeatedly said 
that the starfing Indians have no savings, 
Ruiz remain�d speechless. 

Alarnilla�' also said that it was past time 
for the Mexi an government to put an end to 
the EZLN in urrection in Chiapas . "Enough 
weakness !"  . e said, noting that twice the 
Army had � insurgents within their grasp 
but was givep, orders to back off. 

Meanwhlle, Bishop Samuel Ruiz , who 
is widely re�ted to be the real "comandan
te" for the ihsurgents , held a "synod" for 
theology of liberation and schismatic bish
ops from p�' aguay, Chile , and Mexico. At 
a press cow rence on Jan . 27 , Ruiz praised 
the EZLN fi its role in changing the Mexi
can politic system. He insisted that 
"achieveme�s obtained on the way toward 
the emerge e of autochthonous churches 
must be con olidated . "  Two weeks before , 
the Mexican !Bishops Conference had issued 
a document tejecting the concept of the au
tochthonous ichurch as "unviable . "  
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Barnas leader secretly 
visited Waskington 
The Sawt al-Sha' b newspaper of Amman 
wrote in its Jan. 19 issue that despite the veil 
of secrecy thrown over the visit, "leaked 
information indicates that Dr. Abu-Mazruq, 
head of Hamas's  Political Bureau, was in 
Washington" recently and met with "senior 
advisers of President Bill Clinton . "  The Jor
danian newspaper wrote that this could be 
an attempt by the United States to convince 
Hamas to "join the march of political set
tlement. "  

The official spokesman for Hamas, 
the militant Islarnist group active in the 
Palestinian community, Ibrahim Ghaw
shah, has neither confirmed nor denied 
the report. 

Regardless of the degree of the conflict 
between Hamas and the Palestinian Nation
al Authority or between Hamas and Israel, 
Abu-Mazruq' s  secret visit to Washington 
constitutes a dramatic change in the conflict 
between the movement on the one hand and 
Israel and Washington on the other, said 
Sawt al-Sha' b. 

Contact group suspends 
negotiations in Bosnia 
Envoys of the five-nation contact group-
Russia, the United States, Britain, France , 
and Germany-have suspended negotia
tions and decided to leave Bosnia and head 
home, the U . S .  State Department said on 
Jan. 27 . State Department spokesman 
Christine Shelly said that there has been "a 
very serious violation" of the cease-fire, 
with Serb forces firing rockets into Sara
jevo-which she said was "substantially 
more than . . .  reported by Unprofor."  She 
also said the Serbs are continuing to refuse 
to accept the contact group plan. 

The Jan .. 28 Washington Post observed 
that this "marks a breakdown in the talks 
initiated by former President Jimmy Carter 
in December."  

Bosnian Prime Minister Haris Silajdzic 
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was headed to Washington on Jan . 28 to 
press for a lifting of the arms embargo 
against Bosnia. There is bipartisan support 
in the U . S .  Congress for such a move . 

Meanwhile, Lt. Gen. Sir Michael Rose , 
back in London after ending his year-long 
command of the U.N.  Protection Forces in 
Bosnia, warned on Jan. 27 that lifting the 
arms embargo would be catastrophic . And 
just as the cease-fire and all negotiations 
were breaking down, Rose expressed opti
mism that the present cease-fire could hold, 
saying that the two sides "have a serious 
intent towards peace . . . .  Both sides are 
treating this much more than just one more 
cease-fire. " 

As reported in the Feb. 3 issue of EIR, 
Rose's  exit coincides with pressures for a 
pullout of U .N.  peacekeeping forces in the 
near term, and a potential military shift in 
favor of the Bosnian government. 

Say Germany could be 
Russia's 'advocate' 

Aleksandr Rahr of the German Foreign Poli
cy Society wrote a commentary in the Rus
sian newspaper Sevodnya, calling for Ger
many to be Russia's advocate in Europe . 
Rahr began by noting that compliance with 
U . S .  demands, including "following the 
advice and recommendations of the IMF 
[International Monetary Fund] and the 
World Bank . . .  to the detriment of its 
industrial interests ," had not led to integra
tion with Europe the way Russia had 
hoped it would. 

In the Dec . 23 issue of Sevodnya, in an 
article titled "A European Path for Russia . 
Moscow' s  Natural Partner Could Only Be 
Bonn," Rahr noted that the Bush-Gorba
chov idea of "a new allocation of spheres of 
influence with the United States" had not 
worked. "The most promising way for Rus
sia," insists Rahr, "is a close partnership 
with Germany ," which "could help Russia 
to surmount its isolation to a large extent. 
But Russia' s  convergence with Germany 
here may only occur in conjunction with, 
not in defiance of, the European Union. "  

Brildly 

• THE CONGRESS Party ofIndia 
is so unpopular with voters , that Mus
lims in Bombay prefer the Hindu 
chauvinist Shiv Sena, which has led 
anti-Muslim riots , according to a re
cent poll . Bombay statewide elec
tions come up later this month. The 
Rao government and its Congress 
Party have taken a drubbing at the 
polls in several states, for cam
paigning on the strength of their "eco
nomic reforms . "  

• AUSTRIA joined NATO's  Part
nership for Peace program on Jan. 
3 1 ,  in a sharp change from its post-
1955 policy of strict neutrality. It will 
be an important logistical transfer 
point by air or rail for NATO rein
forcements into the Balkans or Italy. 

• ANGOLA'S central highlands, 
the former stronghold of the rebel 
forces of Jonas Savimbi's  UNITA, 
recently fell to government troops. In 
late January, cease-fire consolidation 
talks took place there between the 
government and UNIT A.  Savimbi 
still controls about 50,000 troops. 

• CHOLERA and measles have 
broken out in several places in La 
Guajira and Choco provinces and the 
Buenaventura port farther south on 
Colombia' s  impoverished Pacific 
coast, leaving at least 10 dead. Last 
year, cholera claimed 986 victims in 
Colombia; 14 died. 

• FREYA BARSCHEL, who re
quested the private forensic inquiry 
that has led to a reopened probe into 
the 1987 death of her husband Uwe 
Barschel , woke up late on Jan. 20 
when a tire was mysteriously set afire 
outside her home. Uwe Barschel, the 
state governor of Schleswig-Hol
stein , was enmeshed in an East-West 
weapons network tied to the U. S .  
"secret government" around George 
Bush. 

• HESSE, the German state that in
cludes Frankfurt, will hold elections 
Feb. 19 ;  the Social Democratic
Green government is expected to do 
poorly. 
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Governors fail to agr¢e 
on Gingrich's schemes 
by H. Graham Lowry 

The nation' s  policymakers ran smack into the wall again 
during the winter meeting of the National Governors Associ
ation (NGA) , a four-day brawl which ended in Washington 
on Feb . 1 ,  leaving the main issues on their agenda unre
solved . Despite all the braying about balancing budgets and 
cutting welfare , most of the governors departed further 
bruised by the reality that nothing in their current bag of 
policies will work. Some even questioned whether amputa
tion is the remedy for an economy they privately fear may be 
on its last legs . 

The advance billing of the governor's conference high
lighted a rigged debate over whether the federal or the state 
governments should have greater authority over slaveherding 
welfare recipients into minimum-wage jobs . The added pres
sure to succumb to massive budget cuts in either case , led by 
House Speaker Newt Gingrich (R-Ga. )  and the gang of 
thieves waving the banner of the Conservative Revolution, 
forced a virtual breakdown in the deliberations . 

Just three weeks prior to the conference , Vermont Gov . 
Howard Dean (D) , chairman of the NGA, had dropped a 
bombshell of sorts into the preparations for it , by releasing a 
Treasury Department projection that Newt's  cherished "Con
tract with America" scheme would slash more than a trillion 
dollars from federal aid to the states by 2002 . 

Governors allied to the Gingrich gang, led by NGA vice 
chairman Tommy Thompson (R-Wisc . ) ,  demanded that fed
eral welfare assistance , for anyone in the United States who 
qualifies for aid , be replaced by so-called "block grants" to 
the states , which then would fit their own notions to the 
numbers . The block-grant plan presented to the governors 
was fermented by Michigan Gov . John Engler (R) , whose 
credentials include utterly eliminating that state ' s  meager 
General Assistance program for unemployed disabled work-
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I 
ers . The states would receive a isingle federal payment each 
year-and wield their own ax� to limit welfare eligibility , 
the duration of payments , and $e number of months before 
mothers were hauled off to wor� at the lowest wage allowed 
by law . ; Governor Dean had instead : sought a compromise grant
ing the states the choice of m*intaining individual entitle
ments for those needing assistacice, or of operating under the 

I 
block -grant approach . During t�e opening session on Jan . 28, 
Thompson and other GOP gove�ors junked that, demanding 
that up to 300 federal assistanqe programs be consolidated 
into block grants . A number bf governors reportedly ex
pressed fears that Congress niight later slash block-grant 
funding below minimal levels qeeded for even a pretense of 
a "safety net ," especially if a �alanced budget amendment 
were adopted. I 

Dean expressed particular c�mcern over the fate of needy 
children under those condition�, and argued that the federal 
government had to recognize Ithat children are a national 
interest, rather than merely s�mething to relegate to the 
whims of the states . For thos� wondering why this matter 
was even debatable , Texas Goy . George W.  Bush (R) sup
plied the answer by echoing $e old Confederacy. He op
posed the idea of a safety net, 1  since that would mean "the 
federal government would still be running the program."  

i 

A contract on the victims 
Gingrich told the governorS during their concluding ses

sion that such proposals were "liberating ."  But coupled with 
his balanced-budget scheme , th� block-grant proposal simply 
transfers the "freedom" to deci�e who dies . "I believe there 
is a national interest in making S\i1re that children don't starve," 
Governor Dean declared. Balancing the budget and imposing 
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block grants , Dean noted during an interview on ABC News 
on Jan . 29 , would "cause the states to lose huge amounts of 
money . In New York, for example, there will be about a $ 10  
billion shortfall i f  the 'Contract with America' i s  passed. " The 
backers of this scheme, Dean said, "I think , are stuck. They 
want to cut the budget, and they want to do welfare reform. 
They can't do both, so they're going to push this problem off 
on the states; and I think kids are going to be the ultimate 
people who get hurt. And I 'm not willing to do that ." 

Benefit payments for the nation's  main welfare program 
(Aid to Families with Dependent Children) are already set by 
the states; and cutbacks over the last decade have pushed 
millions of recipients below subsistence levels . The number 
of AFDC recipients is currently about 14 million; approxi
mately two-thirds of them are children. Even without enlarg
ing the power of the states to determine the fate of the poor, 
there is inequity among the states-AFDC payments for a 
family of three today ranges from $950 per month in Alaska, 
to $ 1 20 in Mississippi . The Conservative Revolutionists 
would also put food stamps , school nutrition,  child care , 
Head Start, and job training programs on the block. 

But the problem goes well beyond welfare . A new study , 
issue<i on Jan . 30 by the National Center for Children in 
Poverty , reports that more than a quarter of American chil
dren under the age of six were living in poverty in 1992 ! 
Nearly 60% of them had working parents; yet the number of 
impoverished children jumped by 1 million between 1987 
and 1992, reaching a total of 6 million. That figure, account
ing for 26% of the population in that age group, represented 
the highest rate ever reached in the 25 years researchers have 
been tracking it. 

The findings , the center noted, were "not consistent with 
public myths" about the poor. Among the unemployed, the 
poverty rate for children under six living with two married 
parents (83%) was nearly the same as for those living with 
unmarried mothers (82%) . Less than one-third of the house
holds relied entirely on public welfare assistance payments . 

Looking into the eye of the Newt 
Before voting on a resolution to endorse eliminating enti

tlements in favor of a block-grant scheme, the governors 
were treated to a disquie.ting display of Gingrich foaming 
at the mouth. Newt babbled about "the genuine rise of an 
information age," and about "the Alvin and Heidi Toffler 
model of a Third Wave of change ."  He crowed that the 
biggest job center in the Sioux City , Iowa area "now is actual
ly just across the state line, and it' s  Gateway Computing, 
which surpassed the Iowa Beef Co . as the largest employer 
in the area."  He gloated that the new Republican-controlled 
Congress "can do virtually anything under the Constitution . 
So we could wipe out Medicaid in the morning and say,  
'Good luck. ' That 's reality . It ' s  historically do-able . It' s  le
gal . It may not be wise . But you need to go back home and 
say to them, we are entering a new world and you'd better be 
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thinking about the new changes , because if you try to explain 
why we're staying in the old , you don'.t get it . "  

Gingrich thumped the governors with the Contract with 
America again, telling them "you have to keep 'your prom
ises ," principled or not . "That 's why every time I speak I pull 
out the Contract. There 's  the Contract newsreel; this is the 
laminated version of the TV Guide ad. It now has a hole 
punched for the balanced budget amendment. As we do each 
of the ten items , we will keep punching the holes . The purpose 
is not because this is necessarily totally right , but it' s  what we 
campaigned on . "  Whether the amendment passes the Senate 
or not , he declared , "for as long as I am allowed to serve as 
Speaker, the House will make decisions based·on achieving 
a balanced budget in 2002, with or without the amendment. "  

In  the wake of Gingrich' s 'New Age bilge , the governors 
refused to plunge into supporting the block-grant proposal , 
and opted instead to pass a compromise resolution and await 
the decisions of the Congress and the President. Given that 
Republicans now control 30 of the nation' s  governorships , 
the outcome was acknowledged to be a setback. Governor 
Thompson, the welfare terminator who led the charge for 
Newt, declared , "It 's not everything I would like . "  President 
Clinton , who met privately with the governors three times 
and was directly involved in the negotiations , reported after 
the meeting on Jan . 30, "We did not reach a final agreement 
on the question of how the partnership should be structured, 
[or] what the implications of a block grant would be . . . .  
But we do have a national interest in protecting the welfare 
and the possibilities for our children . "  That issue , he said, is 
the "dividing line . "  

The final resolution , which required a three-fourths vote 
to pass, reflected the fact that no amount of budget cutting
nor reshuffling of state and federal authority---could solve any 
of the problems resulting from the ongoing disintegration of 
the world financial system. More directly , the governors reg
istered their concern that Gingrich' s agenda could plunge their 
states into ruin. Should Congress opt for block grants , the 
resolution recommends , current funding levels to the states 
should be guaranteed for five years , and include protections 
against "economic recession" and natural disasters . While 
supporting flexibility for the states in designing their welfare 
systems , the resolution also calls for recognizing "national 
goals" of aiding poor children , reducing out-of-wedlock 
births , and encouraging welfare recipients to find work. 

The NGA as an organization will also be allowed to 
participate in the upcoming welfare debate in Congress . Rep. 
Clay Shaw (R-Fla. ) ,  who chairs the subcommittee of the 
House Ways and Means Committee working on welfare re
form, announced on Jan. 30 that he plans to send a bill 
instituting block grants to the floor in late March . House 
GOPers believe it will pass; prospects in the Senate , where 
Democrats still hold 47 seats , are considered to be less cer
tain. "This is going to be a contentious partnership ," Gover
nor Dean declared. 
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Clinton bans fundraising by , 
1 2  Mideast terrorist groups 

by Joseph Brewda 

President Bill Clinton issued an executive order on Jan . 24 
which froze the assets of 12  Mideast terrorist groups reported
ly fundraising in the United States . "I have authorized these 
measures in response to recurrent acts of international terror
ism that threaten to disrupt the Middle East peace process ," 
Clinton said . He also vowed to send new legislation to Con
gress this year which would "strengthen our hand in combat
ting terrorists , whether they strike at home or abroad. "  

The groups listed cover a broad spectrum in three general 
categories .  First are the Arab "radical" and "leftist" organiza
tions: the Abu Nidal Organization, the Democratic Front for 
the Liberation of Palestine, the Palestine Liberation Front
Abu Abbas faction, the Popular Front for the Liberation of 
Palestine, and the Popular Front for the Liberation of Pales
tine-General Command. These groups are usually depicted 
as supported by Syria, Libya, or Iran. Second are the "Islamic 
fundamentalists": Hezbollah, Islamic Gama'at, Hamas , and 
the Jihad Palestinian Islamic Jihad-Shiqaqi faction . These 
groups are usually depicted as supported by Iran or "funda
mentalist" circles in Egypt. And, third, strikingly , the list 
includes two branches of the late Rabbi Meir Kahane's  Jew
ish Defense League (JDL): Kach and Kahane Chai . 

Eighteen individuals associated with these organizations 
are also listed, including Sheik Omar Abd Al Rahman, cur
rently on trial for the February 1993 bombing of the World 
Trade Center in New York. 

Responding to the ban , Palestine Liberation Organization 
Chairman Yasser Arafat said, "I do appreciate this . . . .  We 
waited for this decision for a long time .�' Arafat has been 
under assassination threat by both the Kahane followers and 
Hamas . Both organizations , Arafat has charged, are run by 
circles within the Israeli government opposed to the accords . 
Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon Peres , Arafat' s  interlocutor 
and a primary architect of the Israeli-PLO accord, termed the 
decision a "courageous step. "  "Terrorism is an international 
threat," he said, "and must be dealt with on an international 
level . " Peres has lobbied over the past year for a U . S .  ban on 
such groups' fundraising . 

Neither Britain nor France, both of which are the primary 
safe havens for all 57 varieties of Mideast terrorist groups , 
intend to follow suit . A French Foreign Ministry official told 
EIR, "We do not intend to initiate such a policy at this time. "  
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For its part, Hamas denounced Clinton' s  action, asking, 
"What about the Israeli killing$? Isn't that terrorism?" while 
the Kach party claimed that Clinton was "employing Bolshe
vik tactics . "  "We intend to fight Clinton in every possible 
way ," a Kach spokesman threatened. 

The current context 
Immediately following thei September 1 993 Israeli-PLO 

accord , British intelligence ru¥l its allies in various nations 
mobilized a new terror rampate intended to drown that ac
cord in blood . This is the sourde , and absolutely no other, of 
all the terrorist incidents that hlive occurred since that date . 

Accordingly , Gen . Ariel Sharon , the former Israeli de-
fense minister, traveled to the! United States to mobilize a 
new Jewish Defense League-Klach party killing spree . In his 
speaking engagements in New iYork that November, Sharon 
demanded a massive infusion I of funds into the JDL-Kach 
West Bank settlement of Kiryat Arba, in order to stop the 
peace process .  "The only banier we have right now," he 
emphasized, "is the settlers . " ! Simultaneously , Sharon and 
former Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir called on Israeli 
troops to disobey any orders tol dismantle Jewish settlements 
on the West Bank. Hundreds of thousands of dollars were 
collected for the Kahane orgaJllizations in the United States 
and Britain in this period . 

Then , in February 1 994, JDL leader and Kiryat Arba 
resident Baruch Goldstein enthed a mosque in nearby He
bron and gunned down 40 worshippers . The massacre, which 
was praised by the JDL, the I mayor of Kiryat Arba, and 
various settlers ' councils , was intended to provoke a general 
bloodbath . 

In the aftermath of the atrocity , Israeli Prime Minister 
Yitzhak Rabin and Foreign Minister Peres denounced the 
JDL as "scum. "  "The murdeter came out of a small and 
marginal political context," Rabin charged , in an extraordi
nary speech to the Israeli Knesset. "He grew in a swamp 
whose murderous sources are found here , and across the sea . 
. . . To him and those like hitn we say: You are a foreign 
implant. You are an errant weed. Sensible Judaism spits you 
out . "  

Rabin and his associates emphasized that the funding, 
training , and support for the Jeiwish terrorists came from the 
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United States . The Israeli government banned the Kahane
related organizations (at least nominally) and called on the 
U .S .  government to restrain them as well . In response , the 
Anti-Defamation League ofB 'nai B 'rith (ADL) , which spon
sored the creation of the JDL in 1968 , condemned Rabin. 

The Hebron massacre did not succeed in sparking a gen
eral bloodbath , but it did increase British capacities to manip
ulate the Arab population within Israel and the region . Since 
that time, various Islamic and Arab groups , controlled by 
Britain via Syria, Iran , or Saudi Arabia, have carried out or 
taken credit for a series of bombings and murders of Jews in 
Israel . 

Moreover, the continuing British blocking of economic 
development credits to the Gaza and West Bank has tended 
to change initial Palestinian euphoria over the accords into 
despair. Since the accords were signed, the standard of living 
in the occupied territories has plummeted. Meanwhile , the 
Israeli population has been whipped up against the accords 
on the grounds of security . Clinton's  decision might help to 
stabilize a difficult situation within Israel itself. 

How terrorism is. organized 
Since the 1970s, EIR has stressed that Mideast terrorist 

organizations-whether Israeli or Arab-are not "sociologi
cal phenomena" unleashed by the passions of the region . Nor 
are they products of the region in any way . In 1 986, EIR 
released a Special Report, Ariel Sharon and the I sraeliMajia, 
which documented that the externally run Israeli "right wing" 
led by Sharon not only deploys Kahane' s  terrorists , but much 
of Arab terrorism as well. Sharon's  career was sponsored by 
London casino operator Cyril Stein and the New York mob
ster Meshulam Riklis , the latter a partner of Canadian liquor 
salesman Edgar Bronfman . The same group created the JDL. 
In 198 1 ,  British circles demanded a new Israeli invasion of 
Lebanon. Israeli Defense Minister Sharon needed a pretext, 
so an Abu Nidal assassin gunned down an Israeli diplomat in 
London . The Israelis invaded the next day . Such is the nature 
of Mideast terrorism. 

We repeat here what we have reported over the years . 
On the highest level , Mideast terrorism is directed by the 

British oligarchical patrons of the United Grand Lodge of 
England's  Quatuor Coronati lodge and allied and subordinate 
institutions inside and outside of the British government. The 
lodge was formed in the aftermath of the trip of Prince of 
Wales (the future King Edward VII) to the Holy Land in 
1 862 . It has been dedicated from its inception to seizing 
control of the holy places of Palestine , for cultish reasons 
peculiar to freemasonry , and using Zionism as one of its main 
instruments for this objective . This is the main reason why 
the British issued the 19 17  Balfour Declaration, which led to 
the creation of the state of Israel in 1948 . Britain also created 
Israel in order to keep the Arabs in a chronic state of rage , 
and to keep the region in a state of war or near-war. 

Whenever anyone in Israel or the Arab states has threat-
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ened to break out of this British-controlled game, as most 
dramatically shown by the peace accord, they have come 
under concerted British attack. 

It is because of this peculiar history that the forces within 
Israel opposed to the accord have always patronized efforts 
to destroy the Islamic holy places in Jerusalem and to replace 
them with a rebuilt Solomon' s  Temple, a temple which the 
masons claim to have constructed. 

Closely associated with the Quatuor Coronati are the 
owners of the British intelligence front-organization, the 
Hollinger Corp . , which also owns the Jerusalem Post. 
Chaired by British-Canadian intelligence official Conrad 
Black, the firm's board includes former U . S .  Secretary of 
State Henry Kissinger, former British Foreign Secretary Lord 
Carrington, former British Prime Minister Margaret Thatch
er, former Federal Reserve Chairman Paul Volcker, former 
U .S  National Security Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski , Lord 
Rothschild, and former Israeli President Chaim Herzog, 
among others . Hollinger is currently orchestrating the 
"Whitewatergate" scandal against Bill Clinton , which is in
tended to create the environment for the President' s  assassi
nation (see pp. 55-57). Clinton' s sponsorship of the peace 
accords was one of the actions that has most incensed _the 
British . 

The 'Islamic' and 'Arab' side 
Arab and Islamic terrorism in the postwar period is also 

run directly out of Britain, particularly through the networks 
of British intelligence official Glubb Pasha and his Jordan
based Arab Bureau. All of the Islamic or Arab radical terrorist 
organizations on Clinton' s  list are run out of Syria, Saudi 
Arabia, Israel , or Iran, on behalf of and under the control of 
Britain . 

The situation in the region dramatically worsened in 
1979, with the toppling of the Shah of Iran and the coming 
to power of Ayatollah Khomeini . The Iranian Revolution, 
so-called, was directed by British intelligence and British 
Petroleum, and aided by then-U . S .  National Security Advis
er Brzezinski . Since then, Iran has functioned as another base 
of British-run terrorism. 

The purpose of the Iranian Revolution was to begin to 
implement a British plan authored by Prof. Bernard Lewis ,  
the "Arc of Crisis . " The plan called for destroying the nation
states of the entire Islamic world through civil and religious 
wars . The plan is still operational . 

In the 1 980s , Britain vastly expanded its nominally Is
lamic terrorist organizations in the aftermath of the Soviet 
invasion of Afghanistan . Islamic volunteers for the Afghan 
Mujahideen were funneled to Pakistaq for training, via Saudi 
Arabia. There , many were recruited to Islamic guerrilla orga
nizations which were covertly run by Britain or British-allied 
agencies within the United States, France , and Israel. It is 
amongst these groups that one finds many of the most impor-
tant British-run terrorists today . 

. 
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Earth First ! calls for expansiOn of 
terrorism: 'We will raze the citadel' 
by Rogelio A. Maduro 

Mike Roselle , the head of the eco-terrorist gang Earth First! , 
has openly admitted that his group is a terrorist organiza
tion-just as EIR reported in our Jan . 1 3  Feature (p. 26) . 
The admission was published in the December 1994 issue of 
the group's  pu�lication , Earth First! Journal, as part of a 
diatribe against "respectable" environmentalist lobbyists 
who, according to Roselle , have "sold out" the Green cause . 

As readers of the EIR report will recognize , Roselle 's 
effort to distance his terrorist group from the well-heeled 
environmentalist apparatus are phony . Earth First ! ,  the Ani
mal Liberation Front, Sea Shepherd, and all of the groups 
that openly engage in "eco-tage" and eco-terrorism were cre
ated top-down and are controlled to this day by the highest 
echelons of the Green apparatus-the World Wide Fund for 
Nature (WWF) of Britain' s  Prince Philip . The effort to create 
the appearance of a rift between the terrorist underbelly and 
the Green "citizens above suspicion" is itself just further 
corroboration that the EIR expose was not only accurate: It 
drew blood. 

Invoking the 'revolution' 
Roselle ' s  article in Earth First! Journal is a declaration 

of war against America's agro-industrial base and against the 
Clinton administration-both prime targets of Prince Philip 
and his Club of the Isles apparatus .  Speaking of the 10 largest 
environmental groups , which include the Sierra Club and the 
National Wildlife Federation, Roselle wrote in the Earth 
First! Journal, "Their Big Ten memberships decline because 
people no longer believe the braggadoccio that saturates their 
direct mail like the smell of urine in the bathroom of a biker 
bar. They whine and worry. The mainstream environmental 
groups are quickly becoming irrelevant. "  

What will replace them? Says Roselle: 
"Fortunately the grassroots groups , with a few excep

tions , are sticking to their guns. We don't care who is in 
power in Washington , for whoever stands on the walls of 
Babylon will be a target for our arrows.  When we raze the 
citadel , it will matter not who holds the keys to the corporate 
washroom, or who has reserved parking at National Airport , 
because we will be out trashing their limos and doing donuts 
on the greens of their racist country clubs . What we want is 
nothing short of a revolution . 

"F*** that crap you read in Wild Earth or in Confessions 
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of an Eco-Warrior. Monkeywltenching is more than just sab
otage , and you're g*dd*mn ri�ht it' s  revolutionary! This is 
ji-hahd, pal . There are no innocent bystanders , because in 
these desperate hours , bystanders are not innocent. We'll 
broaden our theater of conflict . What happens in Bangkok, 
Ho Chi Minh City , Rio de Jan�iro, in the frozen and radioac
tive waters of Siberia does matter, even if it' s  not in our 
wilderness proposal . 

"Everything , every assumption , every institution needs 
to be challenged. Now !"  Rosdle goes on: 

"And more spiking is nee�ed to convey the urgency of 
the situation !" (In "spiking ," e<lo-terrorists drive metal spikes 
into a tree , which are either hit by the logger's chainsaw or 
later struck at tHE mill by the bandsaw, shooting deadly 
shrapnel all over . )  "Very little action is happening. Too many 
armchair eco-warriors walking around town in camo. Go out 
and get them suckers , fill them full of steel , and I promise 
you this: You might get caught; you might do some time; 
your friends might abandon you . But you will never have to 
spike the same tree twice . 

"We are not afraid of Ne1Vt Gingrich or the Wise Use 
movement. We will not suck up to anyone . We will not miss 
the Democrats or the Sierra Club . As George Bush said once, 
'Don't cry for me, Argentina. � " 

Leading leftists side wit", Earth First! 
Roselle ' s  call to arms and terrorism is not an isolated one. 

It is being made in the mainstream press by leading leftist 
spokesmen . The Dec . 1 9  issue of the Nation magazine car
ried a five-page article by staff writer Alexander Cockburn 
and a radical Green, Jeffrey St. Clair, promoting Roselle' s  
views. The theme of the Nation article was that the elections 
in which most Green congressmen were thrown out were not 
"Armageddon" for environmentalists , but "the harbinger of 
a new dawn. "  

In  this "new dawn," a s  discussed by  Cockburn and St. 
Clair, the "behemoth" national environmental groups will 
fall apart while the "grassroots 'groups" out in the hinterlands 
will rise in power and topple Gingrich , Bill Clinton and the 
conservative Democrats , and ¢orporate America .  Cockburn 
states: 

"The overall map of the environmental movement can 
be deceiving . . . from insidei the Washington Beltway the 
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perspective is dominated by the big green outfits: the Sierra 
Club, the National Audubon Society , the Wilderness Soci
ety , World Wildlife Fund, National Wildlife Federation. 
Flanking these are the badly neo-liberal litigation shops , law
yer-driven groups with no popular base whatsoever, like the 
Environmental Defense Fund, Natural Resources Defense 
Council , and the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund . Then , 
'out there' are the grassroots groups and militant operations , 
ranging from Earth First !ers at the Cove-Mallard Coalition 
in Idaho to community-based organizations like Labor-Com
munity Watchdog in Los Angeles , to Save America's forests 
inside the [Washington , D .C . ]  Beltway, to Rachel ' s  Envi
ronment and Health Weekly in Annapolis, Maryland . "  

Cockburn said , "The 'out there' sector may appear to be 
diminutive next to the corporate-lawyer-driven behemoths , 
but it is where the future of environmentalism in America is 
to be found. . . . The future of the environmental movement 
must be found in its past, in a return to its roots . This green 
revival has been building for several years , and is grounded 
in the belief that successful campaigns can be waged and won 
from the hinterlands of America, whether in forests , rivers , 
or ghettos . " 

Cockburn omits mention of the terrorist background of . 
some of these grassroots groups . This "evolving new conser
vation movement," states Cockburn, "is a loose confedera
tion of groups , across a vigorous spectrum of individual and 
collective acts of resistance . "  

Cockburn begins the article describing how former Rep. 
Mike Synar (D-Okla . )  denounced participants at an environ
mental conference in Missoula, Montana, following the elec
tions , for betraying the Democratic Party . The participants , 
noted Cockburn, told Synar, the leading eco-fascist who got 
the boot in November, that it had been Bill Clinton and the 
Democrats that had betrayed the environmental movement 
by not being radical enough. 

As EIR has reported , the keynote speaker at this confer
ence was Cecilia Rodriguez ,  the U . S .  spokesman for the 
Zapatista Army of National Liberation (EZLN). In fact, most 
of the speakers at the conference were hard-core terrorists , 
including most of the leadership of Earth First ! This meeting 
cemented the close alliance between the Mexican terrorists 
and the U .S .  eco-terrorist apparatus .  

Armed animals 
The kind of para-military capabilities possessed by this 

"new conservation movement," are best illustrated by the 
seizure of a huge weapons arsenal from an animal rights 
group in California by the Bureau of Alcohol , Tobacco and 
Firearms last June . The Jan . 17 Los Angeles Times reported 
that federal agents found $ 100,000 worth of semi-automatic 
assault weapons , including high-caliber Israeli guns , in the 
possession of Mercy Crusade, Inc . ,  an animal rights organi
zation. Incredibly , Mercy Crusade members have permits to 
carry and use these weapons in California under an arcane 
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state statute . 
The assault weapons were used by the group' s  1 2  "hu

mane officers . "  These are quasi-policemen who have powers 
of investigation and arrest in animal abuse cases . They wear 
uniforms and badges almost identical to those used by Cali
fornia Highway Patrol officers ; they are allowed to carry 
guns , and have extensive police powers . What's missing is 
any formal training in law enforcement and supervision from 
any government agency.  According to the Times, the exis
tence of these heavily armed animal rights vigilantes is al
lowed under an obscure 80-year-old California law that 
allows "animal welfare groups to appoint such officers with 
a judge's approval . " 

The paper noted that although animal rights groups have 
hundreds of "humane officers" in California, "state officials 
say there is no centralized registry of who they are, or which 
of them are authorized to carry weapons . "  

The Bureau of  Alcohol , Tobacco, and Firearms seized 
the arsenal from Mercy Crusade after .gun dealers reported 
that the tax-exempt organization was sending members to 
gun shops , posing as law enforcement officers, and purchas
ing large quantities of assault weapons with checks drawn 0Ii 
the organization 's  account. The arsenal included AR - ISs·" a 
Bushmaster, Heckler and Koch assault guns , and a high
caliber Israeli gun. The Times noted that "federal agents are 
still investigating , saying they are concerned that they cannot 
answer this question: Why would a group whose stated pur
pose is to deal with mistreatment of animals want to arm 
badge-wearing volunteers with military-style weapons that 
would give them far more firepower than a police SWAT 
squad?" 

James McCourt, a Pepperdine University economics pro
fessor and the head of Mercy Crusade' s  "humane officers ," 
told the Los Angeles Times that they needed the assault weap
ons to "protect animal shelters from rioters ," citing the Los 
Angeles riots . 

Mercy Crusade , which has annual revenues of almost $3 
million, is part of the animal rights network of the Fund for 
Animals, the radical organization created and run by Amory 
Lovins . Fund for Animals financed the creation of the Sea 
Shepherd Society and People for the Ethical Treatment of 
Animals . PETA is the public relations arm of the Animal 
Liberation Front, the terrorist outfit that firebombs medical 
research facilities and carries out assassinations of medical 
researchers . 

Fund for Animals also hired Rod Coronado to do research 
for them shortly before he firebombed a medical research 
facility in Michigan . Coronado was on the FBI ' s  most wanted 
list for two years as a result of that , and was recently captured 
by the FBI in Arizona. After his arrest, Coronado sent a letter 
to the Earth First! Journal revealing that he had participated 
in the terrorist attack against Iceland which destroyed a whal
ing station and two whaling boats (half their whaling ·Oeet) . 
Coronado also revealed that he collaborated with Earth First! 
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Clinton tells Democrats 
to mobilize citizemy 
by William Jones 

Although media attention has been focused on President 
Clinton's  State of the Union message on Jan. 24, the real 
indications of Clinton policy for the next two years were 
more succinctly laid out in a little-noted speech before the 
Democratic National Committee (DNC) plenary session on 
Jan . 2 1 . On that occasion , the President issued clear guide
lines for the direction the Democratic Party must take in order 
to mobilize its base for the battles ahead. 

Several weeks earlier, in a speech at the National Press 
Club on Jan . 1 1 ,  fellow Democrat Sen. Edward Kennedy 
(Mass . )  had upbraided his party colleagues, many of whom, 
out of fear for what they believed to be the "mood" of the 
electorate , had run away from the President and from the 
issues which the Democratic Party has traditionally stood 
for, and were trying to out-Republican the GOP. Kennedy 
had warned that this had created havoc for Democrats in 
the November elections , and was a recipe for sure political 
disaster for the Democratic Party . 

"If Democrats run for cover, if we become pale carbon 
copies of the opposition and act like Republicans , we will 
lose , and deserve to lose ," said Kennedy. His call to his party 
colleagues to return to the traditional principles of the party 
of Franklin Roosevelt and John Kennedy, provided the back
ground for the President, in his speech to the DNC, to give 
the troops their marching orders . 

The purpose of government 
While House Speaker Newt Gingrich (R-Ga. )  was declar

ing his cohorts in the Conservative Revolution to be the 
successors of the Jacobins of the French Revolution , threat
ening again to tear asunder the very fabric of government, 
President Clinton gave a strong affirmation of the true pur
pose of government. 

Clinton took on Gingrich' s  "Third Wave" babbling by 
noting that the new Speaker had praised Franklin Roosevelt, 
and admitted that the Democrats did almost every good thing 
that had been done in the 20th century , but he says that now, 
"in the Information Age, they're irrelevant . . . .  Because in 
the Information Age, well , government is just intrinsically a 
part of the problem."  

In  contrast, declared the President: " I  don't believe that 
government is inherently bad ."  What the founding fathers 
said the government is for, he continued, "is the best state
ment we could ever make: We hold these truths to be self-
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evident, that all men are created equal , endowed by their 
Creator with certain inalienable rights , and among these are 
life,  liberty , and the pursuit of happiness . "  

"And government was iristituted to help the American 
people pursue those ends. That is what I believe," he added, 
evoking lively applause . 

The President attributed the losses in November to the 
fact that voters had been treated as "consumers of politics" 
rather than as "participants in lit ."  "And the American people 
become political couch potatl\les ," said Clinton, "very often 
no more involved in politics than they are in the Super Bowl ." 
The President called on party lictivists to "change the way we 
are conducting politics; to llIlake citizenship matter; to let 
people become actors , not c04ch potatoes ,  in the great drama 
that is unfolding ."  

Clinton threw down a challenge to the leaders of  the 
Republican Party . "You won :a piece of responsibility; exer
cise it ," he told them. "Stop tlhe politics of demonization and 
division and let 's  think about �xercising joint responsibility. " 
He pointed to the various crises faced by the nation during 
the last two years , crises in \\jhich quick and decisive action 
taken by the federal governm�nt had prevented untold hard
ship for the victims . "Whe� California had their terrible 
earthquake ," Clinton said, "VIe got that highway rebuilt in 
about half the time-the busibst highway in America-they 
said they could do it . "  Ironically , it has been California's 
own governor, Pete Wilson (�) , who has twice benefitted in 
the last two years from swiftl federal emergency action-in 
the Los Angeles earthquake Imd this year's flooding-who 
has been one of those crying the loudest for the federal gov
ernment to let the states "fend for themselves . "  

The President also attackctd Republican attempts to abol
ish "unfunded mandates," thtreby preventing efforts by the 
federal government to set some basic standards for the states 
in the area of social assistance, and medical care . "We should
n't repeal the law that will mllke it possible to immunize all 
the kids in this country against serious diseases who are under 
two years old ," he warned. I 

Clinton admitted that there is a need to reform the present 
welfare system in order to put a greater stress on child-rear
ing , education, and getting people back into the workforce , 
but he rejected attempts by Republicans to eliminate the safe
ty net of federal assistance to those thrown out of work or 
otherwise disabled . "I believe the American people desper
ately want a change in the Welfare system," Clinton said, 
"but I don 't believe they want to punish parents and children 
just because they 're poor or because they 've made some 
mistakes in their lives . "  Any teform must be conducted "in a 
way that builds people up, not tears them down."  

Clinton then issued a rallying call . "The number-one les
son is not to be cynical , not to give up, not to turn back, but 
to bear down and go forward and do what is right by the Ameri
can people . It will come out aU right in the end if we stand up 
for what is right and do what 'is right ," the President said. 
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Falwell's British publicist defends 
Nichols threats against President 
by Jeffrey Steinberg 

On Jan . 4, EIR editor Jeffrey Steinberg interviewed Nick 
Ashton, a publicistfor Rev. Jerry Falwell' s  Citizensfor Hon
est Government and the media coordinator for Larry Nich
ols . Ashton, a British national, agreed to review and com
ment on the videotape of Nichols's  gun-waving speech in 
Boulder, Colorado in May 1994, in which he threatened the 
life of President Clinton . (See EIR, Dec. 2 ,  1994. Nichols 
was shown on the cover, waving the weapon . )  

Nichols is a former employee of the Arkansas Develop
ment Finance Authority who was fired in 1988 by then-Gov
ernor Clinton for using state resources to support the Nicara
guan Contra supply operations. The Mena program was 
directed out of the White House by George Bush and Oliver 
North, and involved large-scale guns-jor-drugs trafficking . 
1nMarch 1994, Nichols was recruited by British "journalist" 
Ambrose Evans-Pritchard to the "Get Clinton" propaganda 
offensive run out of London' s  Hollinger Corp. on behalf of 
the British Crown. After a series of Sunday Telegraph arti
cles by Evans-Pritchard boosting Nichols as an "expert" on 
the Clintons, Falwell has sponsored a media campaign on 
his behalf. It was during one of the Falwell-sponsored tours 
that Nichols threatened the President. On Jan . 2 7, Ashton 
spoke to EIRfrom Largo, Florida. 

I received the tape , and I 'm sorry , I don't see , with our legal 
experts that I 've sat down with-there is enough pregnant 
pause, and if you go through his documentation, I find the 
comment that it's  a threat against the President the most 
absurd, and just no founding whatsoever. And I ' ll be per
fectly honest with you . Let me be real nasty if ! may . No, not 
nasty , because my job as a press secretary is to do whatever 
I have to do . I find the information that you folks are putting 
out on this-I think I can put it really , as a pathetic way of 
trying to pull things in . I 've looked at the tape. I 've even 
looked at another videotape . I had another one sent to me 
from a different angle , so I saw where the gun was put down. 
I don't agree . But the great thing is: You guys want to do that 
and go waste your time? Guess what I ' ll do to you: I ' ll rip 
your bloody heart out . 

We ain't sitting around. We're not interested in pathetic 
people like Lyndon LaRouche who have got no better a thing 
to do than try and attack British royalty , and to attack people 
who are standing for honesty and integrity . 
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The comment he [Nichols] made is pure and simple . He 
made the statement that Bill Clinton and I have agreed that 
we're going to meet at high noon . Okay? There are two 
people standing to the side of him, and the gun was loose in 
his trouser belt . Instead of hitting the floor, he took it out
yes , he raised it , he made no mention. That raise in the air 
could be taken any which way you want. But it was not a 
threat. And if it was , where the f*** is the Secret Service? 

On Nichols's  comments on a Detroit radio interview about 
how he got the gun that he waved in Boulder: 

There is no transcript of it. All I know is that Larry made 
the statement; and I ' ll say it again: I heard it from two people 
apart from Larry , who I can honestly say to you are not 
connected, in a sense that they've spoken to Larry and said, 
"How do you want this to be answered?" Totally separate. 
And the comment was , "The damn gun was giving him trou
ble even when he walked in the room. It was handed to him. 
It wasn't  his weapon . It was given to him."  

On an unconfirmed listener report that Nichols told the De
troit radio host that he got the gunfrom the FBI. 

No, no , no , no , no. Nobody from the FBI gave him a 
gun. That comment wasn't said . . . .  I don't  hate anybody. I 
just don't  like comments like "The FBI gave him the 
gun ."  . . .  I 'm sorry . Honestly , personal attacks on Larry, 
and certainly the other evidence we've now amassed on other 
people who are attempting to discredit [us]-I'm happy. 
Come at us . I really am. I 'm loving it . 

On the Washington Post's  cancellation of a planned story on 
drug- and gun-running operations tied to the Contras in 
Mena, which involved Bush, North, and Nichols . 

The two stories have come out . You know they've done 
one piece , and the second part was supposed to come out, 
written in New Mexico . I haven't seen hide nor hair. All I do 
know is that the Washington Times is ready to do something. 
. . .  The Washington Post hasn't  come out . I know why it 
won't come out . Because somebody doesn't  have the balls 
to put it out. The information is pretty good. The woman 
who's  putting it out is pretty liberal . . . .  I think it' s  good 
corroborative information . And I ' ll tell you now that the 
Barry Seal New Orleans stuff-the next few weeks , some-
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Man linked to Manson held 
in threat to President 

On Jan . 25 , Secret Service agents arrested a 29-year-old 
Indiana man, David Shane Shelby , in Ogden, Utah as he 
attempted to mail an explosive device to President Clinton 
and a package containing a gun to convicted satanic mass 
murderer Charles Manson . The Secret Service had been 
investigating Shelby since Dec . 7 ,  1994 , when he sent a 
letter to President Clinton saying, "I hate you . . . .  Tum 
Charles Manson loose or I will kill you . "  The same day , 
he sent a letter to Vice President Al Gore demanding: 
"Appoint Charles Tex Watson as your successor or I will 
kill you in a violent homosexual manner."  

Both Manson and Watson are serving life sentences 
for the August 1969 Tate-LaBianca satanic ritual murders . 
In 1975 , members of the Manson "family" were responsi
ble for two failed assassination attempts against President 
Gerald Ford. The following year, Manson sent a death 

body is going to have to put it out. Because right now there 
is a dam building and this stuff is lapping over the top. . . . . 

Remember all the C- 1 30s that were there [in Mena] ? 
Isn't it funny that they're all now around-not all-a good 
majority of those planes , or those numbers are now at Hem
mett Air Field in California. I just throw that to you . We've 
been looking and it' s kind of weird . But go further than that. 
Barry Seal ' s  information is so secretive at the FBI at the 
moment, and so being looked at: So why have they dedicated 
a room and a chalk board to it? Why is it that stories are 
getting put down? Please , we've all got our agendas , okay? 
If you guys want to move forward on good stuff, which I 
know you've got good competent people to do , please do so, 
but some of it that is coming out is absolute nonsense. . . . 

On the Hollinger Corp .  and the targeting of the presidency . 
We're doing something on Hillary and her New Age , and 

. . . the thing I will say to you is this: There are some things 
in government that we have got to change. Forget my British 
accent, for God's sake , all right? Forget that to begin with . 
I 'm not your typical Brit. There are great Brits out there who 
will stand for the flag and all types of stuff, and I appreCiate 
the royal family , I appreciate our form of government over 
there , but there are times to move on . I happen to live here , 
so I look very hard at this nation . 

You mentioned Hollinger and a few other things . There 
are organizations politically that are out there , like, for in
stance , Empower America: Whose money is behind that? I 
know . We know. We're investigating now and I ' ll be ready 
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threat to 1976 presidential c.ndidate Lyndon LaRouche. 
The Manson "family" was part of a nationwide satanic 
underground called the Procqss Church of the Final Judg
ment, which was set up in �ritain in the 1960s and still 
exists in some parts of the U�ited States , under the cover 
of an ostensibly Christian eV4mgelical group. 

One day after Secret Ser\rice agents arrested Shelby, 
Pennsylvania State Police a.tT!!sted William C. Phillips , an 
Allentown resident who was �potted carrying a concealed 
9 mm pistol loaded with 19  rounds of ammunition, on a 
road over which President CI�nton' s caravan was passing. 
The President had made � announced appearance at 
Kutztown College . 

' 

Asked to comment on the two latest incidents in a 
string of threats and attemJ#s on his life since he took 
office two years ago , Presi�ent Clinton made a veiled 
reference to the assassinations of earlier American Presi
dents : "Throughout our his�ory , any leader who raised 
strong hopes and wanted to tPake big changes has tended 
to spark an adverse reaction"" In every instance, EIR has 
traced these killings to the B#tish Crown. 

i 

in about two weeks to annou .. ce a lot more on it. And it' s  not 
going to make some people very happy . 

I know you guys have attacked Ambrose Evans-Pritch
ard . I know that. But how w9uld you like it that Bob Dole is 
attacking Ambrose Evans-Pritchard for this reason? I ' ll share 
this with pleasure . Dole hasl called the [London] Telegraph 
and said, quote , "Back him ¥f Clinton or we'll back him out 
of the country ."  Why do I ibink that 's  the case? I know it 
from four sources . I happen Ito trust the editor and publisher 
of the Sunday Telegraph . H�' s  not a man that 's going to tum 
around and lie through his �eeth . And I also know Dole' s  
people , and somebody , like . twit, opened their mouth. They 
didn't know it would come directly back to me. 

I 

Regarding Dole ' s  recent trip to London in which he clashed 
with Prime Minister John Major and Defense Minister Mal
colm Rifkind over Britain's i/allcans policy. 

It' s sad . . . .  Look at !be incredible dialogue that was 
there at the time of Margare� Thatcher and Ronald Reagan. I 
mean that from things that actually got accomplished. But if 
you look at it now, first ot all , Bill Clinton did the most 
stupidest thing . I hate the w�rd, but I 'll use it because that 's 
his level . The stupidest thiqg, in building up Helmut Kohl 
as , like, the savior of Euroge , in some statements he made 
when he was over there . That was ridiculous . . . .  The ally 
aspect of Britain to America: has never been stronger, except 
politically there are some majior rifts , especially about Bosnia 
and the Balkans and everything else . And I think it' s  going 
to continue . 
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Mena drug scandal will 
soon hit North, Bush 
by Edward Spannaus 

Washington is awash with rumors about a major story just 
killed by the Washington Post-the story of gun-running and 
drug-running through Mena, Arkansas in the mid- 1980s . But 
like most Washington rumors , they miss the point. Clinton
baiters such as the London Sunday Telegraph' s  Ambrose 
Evans-Pritchard are gloating over the notion that the Wash
ington Post killed a story which Evans-Pritchard and his ilk 
want to misportray as a piece on the Arkansas Whitewater 
scandals .  

But the truth of the matter i s  that once the actual story 
comes out on Mena, it will become obvious that this is not a 
Clinton story: It is a George Bush story . The real story behind 
Mena, is that a long series of extremely dirty and illegal 
covert operations was run out of George Bush's office while 
Ronald Reagan was President; the "Contra" operation-guns 
and drugs-was run out of the vice president' s  office super
vised by Bush's national security adviser, and former CIA 
official , Donald Gregg. 

Mena was only one of many locations used for Contra
related drug-running; Miami and New Orleans were others . 
The Mena-Contra apparatus was what Larry Nichols ,  who 
is now going around the country threatening Clinton and 
peddling Whitewater stories ,  was actually working for when 
Clinton fired him from an Arkansas state job because he was 
spending state time and money working with Oliver North 
and the Contras . 

What the Post won't print 
It has become common knowledge in Washington that 

the Washington Post has , for many weeks , been sitting on an 
explosive article on Mena which has been scheduled to run 
in its Sunday "Outlook" section. The article , drafts of which 
have been discreetly circulated, was co-authored by former 
National Security Council official Roger Morris and investi
gative reporter Sally Denton. 

The Morris-Denton story is based on more than 2,000 
documents concerning Adler Berriman "Barry" Seal , a major 
drug-runner and Drug Enforcement Administration-CIA in
formant who was shot to death in 1986. Seal operated out of 
the Mena airfield in western Arkansas from 198 1  to 1986, 
flying guns out, and drugs in. The documents utilized by 
Morris and Denton include Seal ' s  bank records, telephone 
records , personal correspondence and diaries ,  and extensive 
law-enforcement records . 
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The Seal records confirm what is already well known: 
that Mena was being used to fly weapons into Central 
America, and that drugs were brought back on the return 
flights . Numerous efforts to investigate the Mena operation 
during the Reagan and Bush administrations were all blocked 
on "national security" grounds . 

According to Evans-Pritchard, the Morris-Denton article 
ran 4,000 words in length and would have taken up several 
pages of the Washington Post' s "Outlook" section . Ac
cording to Evans-Pritchard, as well as. other sources , the 
Post' s lawyers had spent many weeks going over the story 
line by line , and it was finally scheduled to run on Sunday , 
Jan . 29 , when it was killed for good a few days before . 
Evans-Pritchard's  spin on the story , of course, is that the 
paper is protecting President Clinton . Anyone who is honest 
about the Washington Post would know that Clinton is not 
their concern. The Mena story is much bigger than that. 

Bush and the 'secret government' 
Mena was simply one piece of an operation which was 

run out of Bush's office under the nominal authority of Na
tional Security Decision Directives Nos . 2 and 3 .  NSDD-2 
created the National Security Council structure , including 
that covering Central America .  NSDD-3, entitled "Crisis 
Management ," created the Special Situation Group (SSG) , 
headed by the vice president; soon after, the Crisis Pre-Plan
ning Group was created under the SSG, as an inter-agency 
coordinating body whose staff coordinator was Oliver North . 
Under NSDD-2 and -3 , taken together with Executive Order 
12333,  (which gave the National Security Council staff, i .e . , 
the White House, direction of all covert opertions ,  as well as 
"privatizing" certain intelligence operations) , George Bush 
was in charge of the entire "secret government" apparatus .  

The Iran and Contra scandals were just two of  the many 
dirty operations run by the Bush apparatus .  This involved a 
worldwide gun-running and drug-smuggling apparatus ,  and 
a myriad of foreign and domestic covert operations-includ
ing those directed against U . S .  citizens . 

This was the true story of "Iran-Contra" which was never 
investigated either by Congress or by Special Prosecutor 
Lawrence Walsh . For example , as EIR showed (Nov . 1 8 ,  
1994, p .  73) , Walsh' s  office was i n  possession of large 
amounts of evidence concerning drug-smuggling carried out 
by operatives involved in the Contra operation , but which 
Walsh concedes he never investigated . During North 's failed 
Virginia campaign for U . S .  Senate , the story of North' s  (and 
Bush's) complicity in drug-running began to seep into the 
public consciousness . 

With the Washington Post dropping the story , other na
tional publications are known to be sniffing around the Mena 
revelations .  A new round of exposes about the Arkansas 
Contra scandal will undoubtedly add fuel to the demand for 
a full investigation of the crimes of George Bush and his 
flunky Oliver North . 
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Schiller Institute Conference 

Organize opposition to 
ConseIVative Revolution 
by Marianna Wertz 

A Presidents ' Day weekend semi-annual conference of the 
Schiller Institute and International Caucus of Labor Commit
tees will cap a three-month series of regional conferences on 
global economic development, and on wining exoneration 
for statesman and economist Lyndon LaRouche, the Schiller 
Institute announced on Feb . 1 .  The regional conferences have 
launched a growing and unprecedented movement to reverse 
the "Conservative Revolution" which has captured Con
gress . "Reason versus the Conservative Revolution: Thermi
dor for Newt Gingrich" is therefore the title of the Feb . 
1 8  and 19 international conference, to be held in northern 
Virginia; and its main subject, according to a, conference 
invitation, will be to "mobilize the American-pbpulation 
against the jacobin mobs of the Conservative Revolution ."  

Lyndon LaRouche , whose exoneration from his illegal 
railroading into prison in 1989 is now the subject of a world
wide battle, launched the series of conferences with a speech 
in Washington on Nov . 30, 1994, attended by more than 100 
political , religious , and constituency leaders from around the 
world. LaRouche used EIR's  expanded map and graphics 
capabilities to broadly outline proposals for global il'lftastruc
ture development, based on his life 's  work in the science of 
physical economy. Only by implementing these projects , 
LaRouche said, can we pull the world back from the brink of 
a new Dark Age . 

Since that initial conference , followup meetings of simi
lar scope were sponsored by the Schiller Institute in Pennsyl
vania, California, Nebraska, Texas , Alabama, and Illinois, 
and a second, special conference in Washington, D.C. in 
commemoration of Dr. Martin Luther King 's  birthday. These 
conferences had an unprecedented level of official govern
ment and political participation, demonstrating the seri
ousness with which the solutions offered by the Schiller Insti
tute to the ongoing economic collapse are being taken. 

The latest regional conference , held in Birmingham, Ala
bama on Jan. 28,  was attended by 60 elected officials and 
community leaders , including city councilmen, labor lead
ers , former state legislators , mayors , and leaders of the Urban 
League and the Southern Christian Leadership Conference . 
The first speaker was 50-year civil rights veteran Amelia 
Boynton Robinson (see EIR, Feb . 3 ,  p. 17) ,  vice chairwom
an of the Schiller Institute, who was known to many of the 
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participants from her leadership in the 1965 Selma, Alabama 
right to vote campaign. 

LaRouche must be exoherated 
Mrs . Robinson told the galthering that the financial oligar

chy's  policy is to "eliminate <Ii billion of the 5 . 2  billion people 
on this planet . . . .  The question is ,  are we going to let 
them?" As opposed to this pqlicy of genocide , she described 
the decades-long fight of Lyndon LaRouche and his associ
ates to develop the Third WQrld. She called for LaRouche' s  
exoneration, and insisted that people overcome their fears to 
follow his leadership. She li�ened LaRouche to Dr. Martin 
Luther King , since both were "chosen by God," she said. 

The Birmingham confe*nce, like those in the other 
states, also featured visual p*esentations of EIR ' s  global in
frastructure development pro�sals, as well as discussion of 
the historical and philosophical basis for creating a global 
renaissance out of the ashes CIlf the new Dark Age which the 
"Conservative Revolution" is attempting to usher in . 

Many endorsements 
Another regional confer¢nce , in Omaha, Nebraska on 

Jan . 14 ,  was also remarkabl<t for the high level of its atten
dees . The conference invitati�n had been endorsed by former 
Nebraska State Senator Don Eret; Msgr. Robert P. Hupp, the 
executive director emeritus of Boys Town; the Rev. Thomas 
M.  Rollerson , chairman of the Ministers for Change; and 
Johnny Rodgers , Nebraska' s  beloved Heissman Trophy win
ner who is president of the �alcolm X Foundation, all of 
whom participated in the coMerence, in addition to Melvin 
X, the leader of the Nation iof Islam in Nebraska. Former 
Governor Frank B .  Morrison brculated a press release urging 
every citizen of the state to attend the conference , at a time 
when the political leaders h�ve "failed to address the real 
basic problems facing our country ."  

In  his greeting to the Omaha conference, Monsignor 
Hupp told the audience that Qis father had told him, when he 

I 
was growing up on a farm, : "to always shut the barn door 
before the horse gets out ."  Ik asked, "Why can't  we antici
pate the world' s  crises and do something in advance? My 
boss Paul VI said that 'development is the new name for 
peace. ' Mr. LaRouche and the Schiller Institute have worked 
on these crises from the stan�point of development, so let' s  
shut the bam door before theihorse gets out !" 

Former Governor Morris�n, in his opening remarks, said 
that "we as human beings can do better. The enduring and 
immortal thing about Dr. King was his policy of peaceful 
resolution of horrible confliqts . . . .  We are the trustees of 
the universe , and no politicaiI or religious figure can pomp
ously strut across the pages· of history , when most of the 
children of the world will never have the ability to face one 
year oflife. The Schiller Institute talks about the full develop
ment of our material resources to elevate our standard of 
living and that of the entire world ."  
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Eye on Washington by Judy Hodgkiss 

Making the District a 'horrible example' 

Gingrich' s  Conservative Revolution crowd is sharpening the 

knife to dismantle the city .  

Under the gun of the "Conservative 
Revolution" of House Speaker Newt 
Gingrich (R -Ga . )  and his "Contract on 
America," Washington, D .C .  Mayor 
Marion Barry and the city 's  lO-mem
ber City Council have begun a budget
slashing process that aims at balanc
ing the city 's  budget by cutting into 
tlJe flesh and bone of the city 's  poor 
and elderly . 

Because the U . S .  Congress has di
rect oversight of the District of Co
lumbia's finances , Gingrich' s  gang 
has the opportunity to supervise the 
dismantling of the city 's  "safety net" 
for the poor, thereby making the city 
a bloody example for the rest of the 
nation. The City Council has an
nounced a preliminary outline of $230 
million in cuts to go into effect imme
diately , with the goal of detailing an
other $300 million in cuts within the 
next few months, all of which comes 
out of a total budget of only $3 . 2  
billion . 

An initial $22 million is now being 
cut out of this year's $900 million bud
get for general welfare benefits , which 
will eliminate a variety of programs 
for the homeless, pregnant women, 
Medicaid recipients, and those who 
need assistance for rent and utility 
payments .  Even larger cuts have been 
mandated by Congress in welfare , and 
are now being debated by the City 
Council. 

The Metro transportation system 
for the District is being slashed in a 
way which hits the poorest the hard
est . While the subway, which servic
es primarily Virginia and Maryland 
commuters , remains intact, 20 of the 
inner-city bus lines are being eli-
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minated, and fares for elderly and 
handicapped bus passes are being 
doubled. 

A cut of$32 million has been man
dated for the city's  school system, at 
a time when the School Board had just 
made an emergency request to the 
City Council for a special grant of an 
additional $200 million which is need
ed to meet a fire and safety code up
grading required to keep several 
schools open past a March deadline . 
Several members of the School Board 
have made such a show of resistance 
to any cuts in their budget, that a may
oral "transition team" task force came 
up with a proposal , released on Jan .  
20, recommending that the entire 
elected school board be eliminated 
and replaced with an appointed com
mission under the jurisdiction of the 
office of the mayor. 

This proposal , of course , echoes 
the threats coming from the new Re
publican-controlled House Appropri
ations Subcommittee for the District, 
against the D .C .  government itself, 
which proposes to take away the city's  
20-year-old "Home Rule" agreement 
that has allowed it to have an elected 
mayor and city council , and instead 
return the District to the jurisdiction 
of a commission appointed by Con
gress . If Barry and the City Council 
do not slice the budget according to 
Congress' satisfaction, there may well 
be no more mayor or city council to 
further debate the subject. 

Perhaps the area of budget-cutting 
which will most immediately result in 
loss of life in the District is that aimed 
at D .C .  General Hospital and the 
city 's  system of clinics .  The city ' s  

population is highly dependent on the 
government for medical help, with ap
proximately 1 20 ,000 of its 570,000 
residents currently on Medicaid, and 
100,000 uninsured. 

Five of the District' s  15 neighbor
hood clinics are scheduled to be shut 
down by mid-February , provoking 
protests . One doctor servicing one of 
the clinics in the poorest area of north
east Washington, for example , is 
working with clergy in the area to try 
to keep the clinic open . Leaflets are 
being handed out at church services 
and elsewhere . 

"We serve a lot of elderly people 
who don't  have access to transporta
tion," the doctor told EIR . "They are 
forced to go to far southeast or far 
northeast for treatment. . . . A lot of 
people just won't go . " 

D .C .  General Hospital will be 
forced to lay off one-third of its doc
tors by April I , and will eliminate 250 
of its 750 beds . This comes on top of 
the elimination of 250 beds over the 
last year. Also , Howard University 
Hospital , which in the past has shared 
the burden with D . C .  General in serv
ing poor and uninsured patients , has 
suffered its first major cutbacks func
tioning since its establishment 100 
years ago as America' s  premier Afri
can-American medical school . 

While Gingrich has expressed his 
concern that Mayor Barry and the City 
Council seem to be stalling on the bud
get cutting , he has nothing but praise 
for D . C .  's "shadow" representative to 
Congress ,  Delegate Eleanor Holmes 
Norton. Norton insists that D . C .  poli
ticians must stay ahead of Congress 
in their zeal to balance budgets , and 
when the Republicans voted to strip 
her of even the nominal vote granted 
to her in House committee sessions , 
she responded by saying , "What's  
more important than my vote , is  
Newt's  attitude toward the District . 
He is cool . He is cool . "  
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Congressional Closeup by William Jones 

Craig demands currency 
board for Mexico 
Larry Craig (R-Id . )  demanded that a 
currency board be set up in Mexico to 
guarantee a "sound monetary policy," 
in remarks on the Senate floor on Jan . 
27 . Craig is one of several conserva
tive Republicans who want to impose 
a currency board on Mexico which 
would peg the peso at a fixed rate to 
the U .S .  dollar as a prerequisite for 
any loan guarantees .  The currency 
board idea is a tvol of British imperi
alism. 

Craig proposed other conditions , 
including guarantees that tax policy 
will be "pro-growth ," that wage and 
price controls be eliminated, and that 
there be reasonable and adequate col
lateral and full disclosure of how mon
ies raised under the guarantee are dis
bursed. 

"If the United States provides 
Mexico with the $40 billion in loan 
guarantees and allows the current pol
icies there to continue, we will be fi
nancing bigger government and gov
ernment-controlled responses to the 
monetary problems there . Raising 
taxes and implementing wage and 
price controls were not part of our 
electorate ' s  message last year, and I 
am not supportive of financing those 
problems in other countries ," he con
cluded . 

GOPers draw bead 
on Ron Brown 
Commerce Secretary Ron Brown 
failed to disclose on his federal finan
cial disclosure forms $ 1 3 5 ,000 in 
partnership fees he received in 1993 , 
William F. Clinger (R-Pa . ) ,  chairman 
of the House Committee on Reform 
and Oversight, alleged on Jan.  27 . 
Earlier that week, 14 Republican sen
ators , led by Commerce Committee 
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Chairman Larry Pressler (S .D . )  and 
Lauch Faircloth (N .C . ) ,  asked Attor
ney General Janet Reno to look into 
allegations that Brown's  failure to 
correctly report his finances was part 
of an effort to avoid paying taxes . 

Reno said on Jan. 26 that the Jus
tice Department would review the re
quest "to determine what would be the 
appropriate response . "  

Brown has become a key target in 
the campaign of conservative Repub
licans to implement "government by 
subpoena."  In statements on the 
House floor, Dan Burton (R-Ind . )  
called for an independent prosecutor 
to investigate the commercial dealings 
by Brown and his law firm. 

" (Commerce Department spokes
woman Carol Hamilton called the 
Clinger charges "politically motivated" 
and part of "a. well-orchestrated smear 
campaign." She said that Brown was a 
target since he had been considered by 
White House officials as the most likely 
choice to run President Clinton's 1996 
reelection campaign. 

Independent probe sought 
of Gingrich's GOPAC 
Reps . David Bonior (D-Mich. ) ,  Rosa 
DeLauro (D-Conn . ) ,  and Richard 
Durbin (D-Ill . )  renewed their call on 
the House floor on Jan . 30 , for an out
side independent counsel to investi
gate what DeLauro referred to as 
House Speaker Newt Gingrich' s  (R
Ga. )  "financial empire ."  

DeLauro pointed specifically to 
Gingrich' s  meeting with Rupert Mur
doch a few months back which "raised 
questions because Mr. Murdoch has 
billions of dollars of business before 
the Congress ."  She dismissed Gin
grich' s  denials that the meeting was 
important, pointing out that he has a 
history of doing favors and getting 

contriijutions in return. 
In his comments , Bonior referred 

to a stbry in the Los Angeles Times 
on the I funding of GOPAC, an entity 
controlled by Gingrich, that said that 
"the si�e of the contributions solely to 
GOPAC from corporate donors with 
impo�t interests before the federal 
goverriment raises questions about 
prosp�ts of preferential treatment . "  

Bep Jones , Gingrich' s  opponent 
for CQngress in 1994, has filed an 
amefi(j�d ethics complaint against the 
Speak¢r, charging that Gingrich will 
earn mPre than "the usual and custom
ary v�ue" in his book deal than that 
permi ed by House rules . In his latest 
compl int , Jones said that Gingrich 
impro�rly solicited business repre
sentatirves to buy videotapes of his col
lege cQurse and that he improperly in
terven� in a federal regulatory matter 
by wqting to White House Chief of 
Staff .... eon Panetta urging that the 
Food /ffid Drug Administration ap
prove � home-testing kit for AIDS . 

! 
t 
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P riyateers salivate over 
privatization windfall 
So m4ch ink has flowed during the 
last couple of weeks over the future of 
"publi� broadcasting" that one tends 
to los� sight of the motive behind at
tempt� by conservative Republicans 
to "d�scard" the so-called "public 
trough!," namely , to provide profitable 
outlet$ for those clever entrepreneurs 
for wqom House Speaker Newt Gin
grich (R-Ga. )  and company hope to 
cut tues (and increase profits) . The 
PubliCI Broadcasting System (PBS) is 
being loffered as the first victim by 
Ging�h and his henchmen. 

T� alleged aim of the privatiza
tion measure is to get the federal gov
ernme�t out of the "subsidy busi
ness . " �  As details become public , 
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however, the real agenda of the Re
publican "anti-statist" rhetoric be
comes clearer. It was recently report
ed, for example, that Bell Atlantic 
Corp. and other telecommunications 
companies held discussions with Lar
ry Pressler (R-S .D . ) ,  chairman of the 
Senate Commerce Committee, on 
how they could become "primary 
funders" for the more popular (and 
therefore more profitable) PBS pro
grams . In the legislation which estab
lished public broadcasting stations ,  
Congress had explicitly prohibited 
profit-making companies from own
ing them. 

In response to questions regarding 
the meetings ,  Pressler, anxious to 
avoid any allegations of conflict of in
terest, nevertheless admitted to the 
Washington Post that legislation to 
change the restrictions was a possibili
ty . There are currently 650 public ra
dio and 35 1 public TV stations in the 
United States. Bell Atlantic could 
well use an "inside track" like PBS ,  
because it is preparing to go head-to
head against the cable television sys
tems, offering television program
ming over its phone lines. Bell Atlan
tic recently joined up with two other 
regional telephone companies plus 
Hollywood mogul Michael Ovitz . 

Tussle developing over 
national security policy 
Secretary of Defense William Perry 
and Gen . John Shalikashvili , chair
man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, op
posed Republican efforts to take over 
control of national security policy , in 
comments before the House National 
Security Committee on H.R.  7 ,  the 
National Security Revitalization Act, 
on Jan. 24 . The bill was later passed 
by the committee in a 4 1 - 1 3  vote, 
with 1 1  Democrats voting with Re-
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publicans . 
Perry attacked the claim in House 

Speaker Newt Gingrich's  (R-Ga. )  
"Contract with America" that u . S .  
forces are "hollow ."  It i s  "a dangerous 
statement that misleads the American 
people and may confuse potential ag
gressors against the United States ," he 
said . 

Shalikashvili agreed with Perry, 
saying that both he and the other mem
bers of the Joint Chiefs object to that 
characterization of the state of U .  S . 
forces .  

Perry also contested GOP claims 
that the Pentagon was facing a $ 1 50 
billion shortfall in its five-year budget. 
"You may very well question whether 
the programs are the right programs ," 
he said, "but my assertion to you is that 
they are adequately funded. "  He par
ticularly objected to a provision in the 
bill which would set up a special com
mission to revamp strategy, warning 
that such a measure "usurps the re
sponsibilities of the secretary of de
fense . " If members find "that I'm inca
pable or unwilling to meet those 
responsibilities . . . you should ask 
me to step down," he said . He called 
the legislation "deeply disturbing ."  

Perry also objected to Republican 
moves to create a national missile de
fense system that would cost "tens of 
billions of dollars ."  

Committee Chairman Floyd 
Spence (R -S . C .  ) said that there was no 
"hard-and-fast commitment" to spend 
$25 billion on a new system, but that 
the amount would depend on what 
figure could rally a majority of the 
House. GaPers later changed the lan
guage to read: to develop a national 
missile system at the "earliest practi
cal date," rather than their previous 
formulation of "earliest possible 
date ."  

Perry and Shalikashvili objected to 
a provision to allow Poland, Hungary , 
the Czech Republic , and Slovakia to 

join the NATO alliance by early 1 999 . 
"We should neither cajole nor legislate 
the other members of the alliance into 
making decisions that so strongly af
fect the national security ," Shalikash
vili said. In their only successful 
amendment to the bill , Democrats 
eliminated the 1999 deadline for offer
ing membership in NATO to Poland 
and other eastern European nations . 

Young declares war on 
Endangered Species Act 
Don Young (R-Alaska) , chairman of 
the House Natural Resources Com
mittee, attacked the environmentalist 
movement for practicing deceit, ac
cused some federal agencies of com
mitting outrageous actions , and prom
ised a major overhaul of the system, 
in an interview with the Bureau of Na
tional Affairs , a private news agency, 
on Jan. 3 .  Young said that his agenda 
will focus on three issues: reforming 
the Endangered Species Act, wetlands 
regulations , and defense of private 
property rights . 

Young said that Congress makes 
the laws,  and that the only role of fed
eral agencies should be, and with his 
legislation would be , to administer 
those laws. 

Discussing the new wetlands reg
ulations he is proposing , Young said 
that any federal agency can administer 
them. However, under the new rules, 
"they can't go beyond the law . . . .  
There won't be any regulation after 
we get done . . . .  Any bill that comes 
out of my committee is going to have 
the provision that this is the law. If the 
agency can't implement the law, they 
come back to us,  and we will change 
the law. No longer can a non-elected 
official change the policy of the Con
gress , the elected representatives of 
the people ."  
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National News 

'Exonerate LaRouche, '  
ex-prisoners urge Clinton 
The delegates to the Jan. 2 1 -22 Budapest 
conference of the International Association 
of Former Political Prisoners and Victims of 
Communism sent the following resolution 
to President Clinton, asking for Lyndon 
LaRouche's  exoneration . The resolution 
was approved by acclamation by the partici
pants of the conference . 

"Dear President Clinton, 
"We, participants of the Fourth Interna

tional Congress of the Associations of For
mer Political Prisoners , meeting in Buda
pest, Hungary , on Jan . 2 1 -22 , 1995 , address 
to you the following urgent appeal: 

"As former political prisoners in com
munist dictatorships, we know the impor
tance of inseparability of justice and the 
state of law . We, who in part are still fight
ing for our own exoneration, are convinced, 
that these principles may not be violated in 
any country . 

"Therefore , we urgently appeal to you 
and Attorney General Janet Reno, to imme
diately take all appropriate measures neces
sary for the full exoneration of American 
politician and economist Lyndon 
LaRouche, who was released on parole from 
a U .S .  prison on Jan.  26, 1994 ."  

Arizona reinstates 
use of CFCs 
Arizona's  House Environment Committee 
has passed a bill that would "allow the pos
session , use , manufacture , transportation or 
sale of CFCs in Arizona" after the federal 
ban on production of takes effect , according 
to an Associated Press wire. Chlorofluoro
carbons , such as freon, are most known for 
their uses as refrigerants and in fire extin
guishers; they are set to be banned in the 
United States, under the aegis of the 1987 
Montreal Protocol , which codified the un
substantiated claim that man-made chlorine 
products are depleting atmospheric ozone. 

The AP wire noted that the state commit
tee decided on Jan . 27 that "Arizona should 
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defy the federal government and much of 
the rest of the world" in taking this action. 
"I am essentially making an effort here to 
get the attention of Congress ," said the Re
publican sponsor of the bill, Rep . Jean 
McGrath. 

Federal bills to take the United States 
out of the Montreal Protocol are expected to 
be introduced into the House and Senate this 
year. 

Neo-cons choose name 
of 'New Federalists' 
A study group of neo-conservative fresh
man congressmen proclaimed themselves 
the "New Federalists ,"  after House Speaker 
Newt Gingrich (R-Ga. )  recommended that 
colleagues read The Federalist Papers . Ac
cording to Roll Call, a semi-weekly distrib
uted on Capitol Hill , they are using The F ed
eraUst Papers as their text. 

Rep. Joe Scarborough (R-Fla. )  told Roll 
Call that he would personally "look into 
tearing down the entire federal education 
bureaucracy," which, of course, is counter 
to the intent of the constitutional framers 
who wrote The Federalist Papers . 

A commentary in Roll Call by Washing
ton and Lee University professors William 
F. Connelly , Jr. and Robert A. Strong adds 
their own unique corrective: 

"What they have in mind, however, may 
actually make them the 'New Anti-Federal
ists ' . . . .  The proponents of the Constitu
tion called themselves Federalists . That was 
a misnomer. They were , in fact, nationalists 
who wanted to create a powerful central 
government to replace the weak one under 
the Articles of Confederation. Their oppo
nents were left with the awkward and inac
curate label of Anti-Federalists . . . .  

"Opponents of the Constitution were the 
real friends of federalism. They thought that 
most political problems, other than foreign 
policy and defense , were best handled at 
levels of government closest to the people. 
They questioned the wisdom of granting the 
new Congress broad powers over taxation , 
regulation of commerce , and printing of 
money that were at the heart of Article 
I .  

"In the 1 780s , the Anti-Federalists lost 

their deb�te over the Constitution, in part 
because t�e two sides of their attack on the 
Federalist/;-the suspicion of government 
power an4 the demand that government take 
responsibility for nurturing republican vir
tues-wete in conflict with each other. But 
tensions are often present in complicated 
political positions and may be inherent in 
any 'conservative revolution . '  " 

High (ourt turns back 
in de�h penalty case 
The Supreme Court' s  recent march toward 
hell in its ihabeas corpus and death penalty 
rulings toflk a slight tum back toward truth 
on Jan. 2�, when it ruled that Missouri death 
row inmatk: Lloyd Schlup was free to present 
new evidence of his innocence . Schlup had 
been gradted a reprieve by Missouri Gov. 
Mel Cam�an in November 1993 , just nine 
hours befOre execution, because a videotape 
was pro<Juced-which had never been 
brought t� trial-showing that he was in a 
prison caJjeteria food line just minutes after 
the murd�r for which he was convicted had 
been comtnitted. 

His onginal trial was a textbook study in 
how a lawyer can throw a case: virtually no 
evidence Was presented, no witnesses inter
rogated . 

The majority of the court, with Chief 
Justice Rehnquist in sharp dissent, ruled that 
the lower courts had misapplied Supreme 
Court pre�edent in setting an extremely high 
standard for Schlup to meet before he could 
even get a hearing to present his evidence to 
a federal �udge . The lower courts had ruled 
that Schlup must show "by clear and con
vincing e�idence" that "no reasonable ju
ror" woul� have found him guilty except for 
a constitutional error at his trial . 

The majority opinion, written by Justice 
John Paul 'Stevens , said that, in order to gain 
a hearing before a federal court, Schlup 
should bei required to show that "a constitu
tional violation has probably resulted in the 
conviction of one who is actually innocent." 
"Probably" is a less severe standard than 
"clear anq convincing evidence . "  

Just to make clear that they are not giv
ing up thdir march to hell , the majority also 
wrote that this case differs from the 1993 
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Herrera decision. In that case , Texas inmate 
Leonel Herrera, who was executed, didn't 
claim that his trial had been constitutionally 
defective, but rather that it would be uncon
stitutional to execute an innocent person. As 
long as you get a "fair trial ," if you're found 
guilty, you can be executed, no matter how 
innocent you may be . 

Say budget amendment 
must spell out cuts 
Senate Democrats introduced a "right-to
know" resolution to require an accounting 
that spells out cuts and tax increases neces
sary to balance the budget, before a bal
anced budget amendment is passed. Forty 
Democrats made the same demand in a letter 
to Senate Majority Leader Robert Dole . 
"Without the 'Right to Know' I think that it 
would be very, very difficult to pass" the 
amendment in the Senate, said Sen . John 
Breaux (D-La . ) ,  who as chief deputy whip 
counts votes for Democrats . The amend
ment needs 67 votes to pass and there are 
only 53 Republicans. 

President Clinton added to the senators ' 
demand: "Let the people know what is in
volved, both in the short run, what will have 
to be cut, and what if any down sides there 
are . . . .  The people need more information 
about this before the [state 1 legislatures vote 
on it ."  

Perry: Budget amendment 
would mean defense cuts 
A balanced budget amendment to the U . S .  
Constitution would entail major defense 
cuts , Defense Secretary William Perry told 
Associated Press on Jan .  25 . "If you imag
ine a balanced budget amendment would be 
accompanied by a resistance to increasing 
taxes and by resistance to cutting programs 
like Social Security, then you're led inevita
bly to an arithmetic which says there has to 
be very major cuts in the defense budget," 
Perry said. 

He continued that he would prefer to 
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trim the number of Army divisions , Navy 
ships, or Air Force planes, rather than re
duce funds used to keep the military trained 
and combat-ready . "I would rather have a 
highly ready small force, than a large force 
that is poorly equipped or poorly trained," 
he said. A smaller force , he argued, means 
that the nation would "not be able to take on 
as many commitments in the world as we're 
now taking on," nor would the Pentagon be 
able to carry out its strategy of being able to 
fight one major regional conflict and then 
immediately take on another. 

Perry spoke after giving testimony on 
Capitol Hill , where he and Gen. John Shali
kashvili, the chairman of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff, asked Congress to approve a $2 .5  
billion emergency bill to prevent further ero
sion in the military's  fighting capabilities .  
Flight training, Army field exercises, and 
ship maintenance will be cut sharply within 
months if Congress fails to quickly approve 
the money, they said. 

Bundy: Test ban treaty 
should be permanent 
McGeorge Bundy wrote that President Clin
ton must "fix his mistake" and make the 
nuclear test ban treaty permanent, rather 
than allowing it to come up for renewal ev
ery ten years as it does now , in a commen
tary in the Jan .  25 Washington Post. Former 
National Security Adviser Bundy, called the 
"Dean of the Eastern Establishment" and 
now listed as "Scholar in Residence at the 
Carnegie Corporation in New York," ar
gued that a ten-year limit to the Comprehen
sive Test Ban Treaty fatally weakens the 
case for indefinite extension of the Nuclear 
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) , which is 
coming up for renewal this year. 

"The United States wants an unlimited 
extension" of the NPT, said Bundy, "and so 
do most of its northern friends . But many 
others , led by a 'non-aligned group, '  want a 
shorter extension so that they can hold the 
treaty hostage from time to time to advance 
whatever new positions they may favor. 
. . .  American insistence on a lO-year exit 
clause for the CTB is now gravely damaging 
the campaign of Americans and others for 
unlimited extension of NPT."  

Bril1ly 

• DAN QUAYLE was the featured 
speaker at an Amway convention of 
35,000 in January. Amway in turn 
donated $2 .5  million to the Republi
can National Committee . EIR 
sources report that Amway makes its 
money by paying state taxes on its 
products based on their wholesale 
prices ,  but collects the taxes from dis
tributors based on retail prices and 
pockets the difference, as much as 
$ 1 ,200 in the case of one individual . 

• THE MAYOR OF CHESTER, 
Pennsylvania is asking the state to de
clare the city "financially distressed. "  
The city was over $10 million i n  debt 
at the end of 1994. The city council 
has been unable to pass a budget, and 
expenses for 1 995 are $ 1  million over 
expected revenues . The school dis
trict, which has a $5 . 8  million debt, 
has already been taken over by the 
state, which is directly managing it. 

• THE SMITUSONIAN Institu
tion' s  National Aeronautic and Space 
Museum has decided to cancel its ex
hibit of the Enola Gay, the bomber 
that dropped the atomic bomb on Hi
roshima on Aug . 6 , 1 945 . The exhibit 
became an object of controversy 
when its curator first planned to justify 
the bombing, and then reversed him
self and admitted that Japan was 
known to be on the verge of surrender. 

• LAROUCHE ALLY Sheila 
Jones , who is running for mayor of 
Chicago in the Feb . 28 election, 
turned back an effort to challenge her 
petition signatures in January . Chal
lengers gave up the attempt after 
scrutinizing only half of the signa
tures to place Jones ' s  name on the 
ballot, when they realized they could 
not find sufficient invalid signatures 
to disqualify Jones . 

• A VIRGINIA federal judge re
fused to accept the appeal on Jan. 23 
of death row inmate Dana Ray Ed
monds , although he admitted "this 
man did not receive effective assis
tance of counsel . "  As a result of the 
ruling , Edmonds became the first 
Virginian to die by lethal injection 
the next day . 
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Editorial 

Prince Philip cries ouchI' 
I 

The British royal family , in particular Royal Consort 
Prince Philip , may pretend not to notice the fact that 
its genocidal activities have been exposed to tens of 
thousands of influentials worldwide . But in early Feb
ruary , EIR received clear indication that the royals are 
beginning to feel the heat . 

On Oct . 28, 1 994, EIR released its bombshell Spe
cial Report entitled "The Coming Fall of the House of 
Windsor . " The report is a thorough documentary of the 
direct role played by Prince Philip in founding and 
directing a global movement for depopulation , run by 
an international elite calling themselves the Club of 
the Isles . The most detailed explication in the 40-page 
report involved devastating information on the role o( 
the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF, previously 
the World Wildlife Fund) in using its gameparks for 
fomenting terrorism and wars of extermination on the 
continent of Africa . 

Through press conferences and circulation in capi
tals around the world , what became known as the 
"Windsor Report" became a very hot item. In Austra
lia , one of many nations where Elizabeth II is still 
officially recognized as queen, a press event on it was 
threatened with cancellation when it became an issue 
in parliament. Around Ibero-America, the report drew 
press attention , as it intersected growing concern over 
WWF and "indigenist" assaults on national sovereign
ty . By now more than 30,000 copies of the Special 
Report have been circulated , and many victims of the 
WWF have been adding their own information to the 
growing dossier . 

On Jan . 5 ,  the prince apparently responded. We 
have in our possession the contents of a memorandum 
with that date , which advises WWF national organiza
tions on how to handle the EIR expose . It is written by 
Robert SanGeorge , communications director of WWF 
International , but the individual who passed on the 
memo reported that he had been told by a WWF insider 
in a position to know , that the memorandum had been 
"approved by Prince Philip personally . "  

The memorandum' s  subject i s  "the handling of an 
ongoing attack on WWF via a publication called , 'Exec-
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I 
utive Intelligence Review' (E1R) . "  The author notes that 
"I had not intended to fax a geheral advisory to all N. O.  s 
[national organizations] abo� this . However, the publi
cations continues to emerge i, various N.  O .  countries ."  

The body of the memo coptains a "Background" and 
a "Recommendations" sectionf In the background section, 
there are three points: first, th� statement that EIR "makes 
a series of wild charges about f\VWF and the British royal 
family"; second, the identifica�on of EIR with "an extrem
ist group based in the U.S .A t  and led by a man named 
Lyndon LaRouche"; and �d,  the assertion that 
"LaRouche and his organizati9n have not been taken seri
ously by virtually all news orgflnizations in the U.S.A . for 
more than 20 years" (emphasls in original). 

Under Recommendation$ ,  SanGeorge urges that no 
national WWF organization! issue any written public 
statement on the charges , an� that they should dismiss 
them as "garbage ," since "if rou begin trying to explain 
why these ridiculous charge$ are not true, you will be 
giving credibility to them, ivhich is exactly what the 
LaRouche people want. "  

SanGeorge i s  lying , of cpurse . He knows that EIR 
and LaRouche have increasing credibility throughout 
the world , not only on econofuics but also on counterin
telligence subjects such a� terrorism, environmen
talism, and the highest lev�s of oligarchical control . 
One wonders if all the WWF affiliates will feel as anx
ious as Mr. SanGeorge to protect "the royal family" 
from attack . 

Prince Philip' s  lackey is ,Iso wrong about what EIR 
wants . Our explicit purposeJ in exposing the crimes of 
the House of Windsor is t� stop those crimes being 
committed. We don't  want tP see more massacres like 
Rwanda, or deadly floods li*e those hitting central Eu
rope, or safehousing of terr9rists . The WWF acts like 
precisely the deadly virus \\jhich Prince Philip said he 
would like to be in his next life-and we say the virus 
must be stamped out . ! 

The principle is like that in Hans Christian Ander
sen 's  fable : "The emperor ijas no clothes !"  The more 
people are willing to openly state the truth about the 
WWF, the more likely it can be rendered harmless . 
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A l l  prog ra m s  a re The LaRouche Connection u n l ess ot h e rwise n oted. 

ALASKA DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA MISSOURI • UTICA-Ha rron Ch. 3 
• A N C H O RAGE-ACTV Ch. 40 • WASH I N GTO N-DCTV Ch. 25 • ST. LOU I S-Ch. 22 Thu rsdays-6 : 30 p.m.  • 

Wednesdays-9 p.m.  Sundays- 1 2  Noon Wednesdays-5 p . m .  • W E BSTE R-G RC C h .  1 �  

ARKANSAS IDAHO NEW JERSEY Wednesdays-9 : 30 � .m.  

• FAYETIEVILLE-Ch. 8 • MOSCOW-Ch .  37 • STATEWI DE-CTN • W . S E N E CA-Adelphla Ch. 1 8  

(C k R d b d )  S u n d ays-5:30 p . m .  Wednesdays-1 2 Midn ight hec ea er oar Satu rdays-5 a . m .  
• YO N KE RS-Ch. 37 

ARIZONA ILLINOIS NEW YORK Fridays-4 p . m .  
• PHOEN IX-Di mension Ch. 2 2  • CHI CAGO-CATN Ch. 21  • AM STE RDAM-TCI Ch .  1 1  OREGON Wednesdays-1 p . m .  Schiller Hotlme-2 1 Th u rsdays-5 p . m .  • PO RTLAN D-A 
CALIFORNIA Wednesdays-5 p.m.  • BRO NX-BronxNet Ch.  70 ccess 

C The LaRouche Connection Satu rdays-6 pm Tuesdays-6 p.m.  (Ch. 27) 
• ��U%�;��9��� ·

P.� . 
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Fr i . ,  Feb. 1 7-1 0 p . m .  • BROOKHAVE N-( E .  Suffolk)  Thu rsdays-3 p.m.  (Ch. 33) 

• E.  SAN FDO. VALLEY-Ch . 25 Tues., Feb. 2 1 - 1 0  p .m.  TCI 1 F lash or Ch.  99 PENNSYLVANIA 
Thu rsdays-4 : 30 p . m .  M o n . ,  Feb. 27-1 0 p . m .  Wednesdays-5 p . m .  • PITISBURG H-PCTV C h .  21  

• LANC.iPALM DALE-Ch .  3 INDIANA • BROOKLYN Mondays-7 p.m.  

Sun days- 1 : 30 p .m.  • SO UTH B E N D-Ch. 3 1  Cablevision ( BCAT)-Ch.  6 7  TEXAS 
• MARIN COU NTY-Ch .  3 1  Thu rsdays-1 0 p . m .  Ti me-Wa rner B/Q-Ch.  3 4  • AU STI N-ACTV Ch. 1 0  & 1 6  

Tuesdays-5 p . m .  LOUISIANA (ca l l  station for t imes) ( ca l l  stat ion for ti mes) 
• MODESTO-Access Ch. 5 • M O N ROE-Ch 38 • BUFFALo-BCAM Ch. 1 8  • DALLAS-Access Ch. 23-B 

Fridays-3 p . m .  M -7 . F . 
-6 Wed nesdays-1 1 p . m .  M o n .-2 p m ;  Fri.-1 1 : 30 am 

• MOU NTAIN VI EW-Ch. 30 
o n .  p m ,  r I .  p m  • CATSKILL-M id-Hudson • E L  PASO-Paragon Ch. 1 5  

Tuesdays-1 1 p . m .  MARYLAND Com m u n ity Chan nel-Ch. 1 0  Thu rsdays- 1 0 : 30 p.m.  
- ORAN G E  COU NTY-Ch.  3 • BALTI M O R E-BCAC Ch.  42 Wednesdays-3 p . m .  • H O U STON-PAC 

Fridays-even i n g  Mondays-9 p . m .  • H U DSON VALLEY-Ch. 6 M o n .-5 p . m . ;  Fri.-1 2 Noon 
• PASADE NA-Ch. 56 • M O NTGO M E RY-M CTV Ch. 49 2nd Sunday month ly-2 p . m .  VIRGINIA 

Tuesdays-2 & 6 p . m .  Tue.- 1 1 pm,  Thu .-2 : 30 p m  . ITHACA-Pegasys • A R L I N GTO N-ACT Ch. 33 
• SACRAM E NTo-Ch. 1 8  MASSACHUSETTS Ch.57 : Tue.-8 : 1 5, Sat .-4 : 45 S u n . - 1  pm, Mon.-6 : 30 pm 

2nd & 4th Weds.- 1 0  p . m .  • BOSTON-B N N  Ch.  3 Ch.  1 3 .  Thu .-6 p . m .  Tuesdays- 1 2  M i d n i ght 
• SAN DIEGO- Saturdays-1 2 Noon • MANHATIAN-M N N  Ch.  34 Wednesdays- 1 2  Noon 

Cox Cable Ch.  24 MICHIGAN 1 st & 3rd Sun.  month ly-9 a m  • C H E STERFIELD COU NTY 
Saturdays- 1 2  Noon • CENTE R L I N E-Ch.  34 • MO NTVALE/MAHWAH-Ch. 1 4  Com cast-Ch.  6 

• SAN FRANCISCO-Ch .  53 Tuesdays-7 : 30 p . m .  Wednesdays-5 : �0 p . m .  Tuesdays-2 p . m .  
Fridays-6 : 30 p . m .  • TRENTON-TCI Ch.  44 • OSS I N I N G-Continental • FAIR FAX-FCAC Ch.  1 0  

• SANTA ANA-Ch .  53 Wednesdays-2 : 30 p . m .  Southern Westcheste r Ch .  1 9  Tuesdays-1 2 Noon 
Tuesdays-6 : 30 p . m .  MINNESOTA 

Rockland Cou nty Ch.  26 Thu rsdays-7 p m  
• STA. CLARITAfTU J U N G A  EDEN PRAI R I E  Ch 3 3  

1 st & 3 r d  Sundays-4 p . m .  Saturdays- 1 0  a m  
K i n g  VideoCable-C h .  20

· - . • POU G H KE E PSIE-Ch. 3 • LOU DO U N  COU NTY Ch 3 Wednesdays-5 : 30 pm 1 t & 2 d F ' d -4 
- . 

Wednesdays-7 : 30 p . m .  S d 3 30 
s n rI ays p . m .  Thu rsdays-8 p m  

. W. SAN FDO. VALLEY-Ch.  27 • M��N
a
{�Po�I S�Ch .  32 

• ROCHESTE R-:-GRC Ch.  15 • MANASSAS-C
·
h .  

'
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Thu rsdays-6 : 30 p . m .  EIR World News 
FrI.-1 1 p . m . ,  S u n .-1 1 a . m .  Tuesdays-8 p . m .  

COLORADO S d 9 ' 30 
• ROCKLAND-P.A. Ch.  27 • ROANOKE-Cox Ch.  9 atu r ays- . p . m .  Wednesdays-5 ' 30 p m W d d 2 • DENVER-DCTV C h .  57 • M I N N EAPOLIS ( N W  Suburbs) • SCHENECTADY":"'P.A : Ch . 1 1  

e nes ays- p . m .  
Wednesdays-1 1 p . m .  No rthwest Com m .  TV-Ch. 33 Fridays-5 : 30 p . m .  

• YO R KTOWN-Conti Ch.  3 8  
Fridays-7 p . m .  Mondays-7 pm • STATE N ISL.-CTV Ch.  24 

Mondays-4 p.m 

CONNECTICUT Tuesdays-7 am & 2 pm Weds -1 1 p m  Sat -8 a m WASHINGTON 
• BETHEUDAN BU RYI • ST. LOUIS PARK-Ch.  33 • SUFFOLK, L. i . ....:Ch. 25 

. .  
• SEATILE-Access C h .  29 

R IDGEFIELD EIR World News 2nd & 4th Mondays-1 0  p m Tuesdays- 1 1  : 0 0  a . m .  
Comcast-Ch .  2 3  Friday throug h  Monday • SYRACUSE-Adelphia Ch.

' 
3

' • SPOKAN E-Cox Ch.  25 
Thu rsdays-5 p.m.  3 p . m . ,  1 1  p . m . ,  7 a .m.  Fridays-4 p m Saturdays-7 : 30 p . m .  

• NEWTOWN/NEW M I LFORD • ST. PAU L-Ch. 33 • SYRACUSE (S�burbs) • TRI-CITI E S-TCI Ch. 1 3  
Crown Cable-Ch. 2 1  ElR World News NewCh a n n els Cable-Ch. 1 3  M o n d ays- 1 1 : 30 a . m .  
Tuesdays-7 : 30 p . m .  Mondays-8 p . m .  1 st & 2nd Sat. monthly-3 p . m .  Tu e.-6 : 30 p m ;  Thu .-8 : 30 pm 

If you a re i nterested in gett ing these prog rams on you r local cable TV stat ion, please ca l l  Charles N otley at (703) 777-9451 . 

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,  

Executive 
Intelligence 
Review 
u.s. , Canada and Mexico only 
1 year . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $396 
6 months $225 
3 months . . . . $ 1 25  

Foreign Rates 
1 year . . 

6 months 
3 months 

$490 
$265 
$ 145 

I 

I would like to subscribe to 
Executive Intelligence Review for 
o lyear 0 6 months 0 3 months 

I enclose $ check or money order 

Please charge my 0 MasterCard 0 Visa 

Card No. __________ Exp. date ___ _ 

Signature ________________ _ 

Nrume _________________ __ 

Company ________________ _ 

Phone ( 

Address _________________ _ 

! City _________ State __ Zip ___ _ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Make checks payable to EIR News Service Inc. ,  
P.O .  Box 1 7390, Washington, D.C.  2004 1 -0390. 

L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ 
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Join the Schiller Institute! 
Every renaissance in history has been associated 
with the written word, from the Greeks, to the 
Arabs, to the great Italian 'Golden Renaissance.' 
The Schiller Institute, devoted to creating a new 
Golden Renaissance from the depths of the current 
Dark Age, offers a year's subscription to two prime 
publications-Fidelio and New Federalist, to new 
members: 

Fidelio is a quarterly journal of poetry, science and 
statecraft, which takes its name from Beethoven's 
great operatic tribute to freedom and republican 
virtue. 

New Federalist is the national newspaper of the 
American System. As Benjamin Franklin said, 

"Whoever would overthrow the liberty of a nation 
must begin by subduing the freeness of speech." 
New Federalist is  devoted to keeping that "freeness."  

Join the Schiller Institute and receive NEW 
FEDERALIST and FIDELIO as part of the 
membership : 

• $ 1 ,000 Lifetime Membership 
• $500 Sustaining Membership 
• $ 100 Regular Annual Membership 

All these memberships include: 

. 4 issues FIDELIO ($20 value) 
• 100 issues NEW FEDERALIST ($35 value) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - clip and send - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

this coupon with your check or money order to: 

Schiller Institute, Inc. 
P.o. Box 66082, Washington, D.C. 20035-6082 

" 

Sign me up as a member of the Schi l ler Institute, 

D $1 ,000 Lifetime Membership 

D $ 500 Sustaining Membership 

D $ 1 00 Regular Annual Membership 

D $ 35 Introductory Membership 

(50 issues NEW FEDERALIST only) 

Name ________________________________________ __ 

Address ______________________________________ _ 

City ________________________________ � . ______ _ 

State ____ Zip _________ Phone ( 
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